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Additional Guidance Needed for Enewetak
Cleanup of Pu Contaminated Soil

1. Over what area or areas should Pu-in-soil” measurements be averaged:

a.

b.

2. To

(
be

In-Situ measurements? r 4 ‘ ‘++”’’;’6;;:~;+Jx2’ p,, ..:<:.:.(“ .-’>

Soil sampling?
.> -jZ$.*A”.?~c” ~ “

what areas should the Pu cleanup criteria, 40 pCi/g and 400 pC-i/g, .<,,
Kc-

-
{!.<, ..-;1:.-’ , :-- {’ l:- ..” “’ .4 ~--” F.-

applied?
~F;{,:,’,<.,:,!(.0, ,? (C44 LLI.r ‘ T::..<, ,’/. -

3. Lookin8 at past survey results compared with the cle”~nup criteria,
,.’.

which islands need cleanup? What levels of assu;ance that the
—.

criteria are met without clea~up are reasonable and attainable?

-.
‘4. For certification Of islands for which cleanup of P.uhas been

performed:

a. What data are required?

b. How are the data to be evaluated?-

C. What are goals that are likely to bz attainable in terms of

the assurance that can be give~ that the cleanup criteria have

been met?
.

5. For cleanup operations, is there some optimum combination of In-Situ,

soil sampling, and “wet chemistry meastirements that yields the most

relevant information to guide contaminated soil removal -at the least

cost? Can a generalized approach be developed for use with all islands

or should guidance be derived for the known conditicm; of each island

requiring change?
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Table 13. Number of sample locationson each island.

Approx Assumed No.ofsampleIocatinns
area,

Strati- ~05~t2
mean 239Pu Surface,

flcation Island activity,pCi/g O-15cm Profiles

phase 1
Group I

phase I
Group 11

I’base 1
Group III

!J!lase 11
Croup !

f’hasc 11
tiroup11

F--aa!c.111

:“-46CII?

BRUCE

REX -

GLENN .

HENRY

IRWIN

JAMES

KEITH

LEROY

DAVID

ELMER

FRED

SAM . “

TOM

URIAH

WALT

VAN

ALVIN

CLYDE

ALICE

BELLE

CLARA

DAISY

EDNA

KATE

LUCY

PERCY

MARY

NANCY

OLIVE

PEARL

TILDA

URSULA

\’ERA

WILhlA

IRENE

JANET

SALLY
(including

SALLY’s CHILD)

YVOh’NE
(south)

YVONNE
(north)

9

2

25

13

7.5

4.8

11

7<

48

80

140

0.25

0.25

0.89

1.74

1.39

0.61

1.01

10

20

2

6

0.3

8

10.5

1

6

9

14

27

15

12

10

7’

20

120

37

18

25

1

1.

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

4.

28

14

9

“6

12 “

8

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

1. 53 7

1 80 10

1 64 8

1 4 1

1 4 1

1 2 2

1 4 1

1 5 1

1. 4 1

1. 3“ 1

50 22 4

50 33 4

50 9 3

50 “15 4

50 6 “2

50

50

50

50 -

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

100

50

22

22

5

22

22

23

45

33

27

22

22

2

4

1

3

4

4

4

5“”

4

3

3

14

12

so (westend) 34 9
10(elsewhere).

50 51 9

Highlyvariable o 46

.,
. .
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b~‘37CS

0..05

0.07

0.04

0.09

0.03

0.15

0.03

0.06

0.07

0.17

0.06

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.31

0.07

0.08

0.07

0.05

0.09

ion S wem

lplesCOl-

Je data f~~

,Iarized in

i51ands ir.

Activity,pCi/gq2JifJ-
The radioactivityseems to be fairly

~iclidr Mean Range homogeneously distributedthroughout the

‘OSr 80 14-430 ‘ island, even though considerable con-

137C5 36 5.6-141 structionactivities,,such as the building

:;~pu 12 3.9-68 of an a;rstripalong the center of the

Coco 5.9 1.4-33 island and large-scale earth grading at

Table 15. Enewetak soildata, “northern islands” (pCi/g intop 15 Cm).

‘OSr ‘37CS
239PU 60co

Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

_—
;I.ICE 14-430 36 3.9-6S i 5.9

!I!:LL~

(“1.ARA

‘),\IsY

:.[)XA

:!{l:XE

T,[XET

}:.\TE

Dense

Sparse

Dense

Sparse

Dense

Sparse

Dense

Sparse

Hot spot

80

123

44

65

190

32

46

30

44

67

11

32

29

36

13

22

4.5

62

17

12

8.4

27

8.7

6.8

6.3

3.3

1.7

6.4

14-670

35-130

13-310

100-380

16-120

30-220

5.9-570

1.6-630

37-200

1.6-49

10-83

11-140

16-110

3.6-73

4.6-70

2;0-11

35-1’40

3.2-61

7.1-63

0.87-140

17-54

2.2-47

2.0-19

“1.1-68

0.26-13

0.09-20

1.2-30

48.
8.6

26

11

3.8

4.2

3.2

16

24

4.8

11

9.9

12

0.94

8.5

0.16

19

7.6

1.4

3.0

8.4

1.0

1.7

2.Q

1.3

0.40

0.30

.“t:Al114

Remainder

:?f’llY

iI.LY’

!“;1.1}.4Dense

Sparse

‘!{$(!LA

,:1{,1

.(i!.\l,fj

“,t<!))(.rn
‘~V(’)NNE

“ ~t!~(~rl]
!lc;l~hes
—
(I.y:\];- Because of the complex distributionof activitieson Nort}~ernY\~ONN12 no

sinclemean value for an isotoDecan be used for the islandas a whole witll-

5.6-141 12

14-170 26

3.3-44 11,

5.6-110 22

3.4-33 .41

0.86-9.0 15

2.7-6.4 18

0.22-41 11

0.57-180 8.50

18-37 17.

1.8-16 2.3

2.2-25 7.7’

5,6-26 8.0

6.0-28 9.1

0.12-17 3.5

3.5-28- 7.7

0.07-11 .2.8

7.4-55 51

1.2-34 11

0.71-7.2 ?.3

0.03-30 4.3

3.5-20 “ 7.6

0.04-5.3 2.5

0.13-7.8 1.3

0.03-12 2.5

0.31-7.2 “1.1.

0.02-3.6 3.2

0.03-9.0 2.7

7.~-130~ 10

5.8-26 4.6

3.5-88 J 6.4

22-98 w 11

3.8-33 0.85

13-24 0.43

2.4-280~ 5,4

0.08-170~ 1.9

8.6-50 ~“ 2.7

0.17-14 0.46

2.4-22 “ 1.5

2.0-35 1.5

2.3-28 1.6

1.5-23 0.47

2.2-30 - 1.5

1.9-4.1 0.11

15-530 ~ 12

0“.85-100~4.l

3.0-24 - 0.93

0.21-130 d0.54

1.4-17 1.2

1.1-34 0.37

0.26-7.3 0.31

0.60-25 0.30

0.1-5.3 0.12

0.02-50~ 0.64

0.34-18 0.13

1.4-33

3.1-30

2.4-9.6

0.91-20

6.4-26

0.37-7.4

0.33-0.63

0..12-520

0.02-33

1.6-5.9

0.03-3.5

0.26-3.8

0.74-4.8

0.56-5.3

0.08-2.9

0.65-4.1

0.05-0.31

3.6-”70

0.49-49

0.29-16

0.05-69

0.61-1.9

0.21-1.7

0.05-1.7

0.02-2.2

0.01-0.7

0.01-20

0.03-1.6

Outbeing misleading. Rcadcr& shm]ld consulttt)cYVONNII discussion in
this section md tllc detailed data in .Appcndix IIfor information pertinentto
theirinterests.

..
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Table 16. Encwetak soildata, southern islands(pCi/g intop 15 cm).

90Sr
137c~ 239fi 60=0

iMean Range Mean Range Nlean Hange Mean Range

Group A “
(DAVID,

. .

ELMER,
FRED) 0.41 0.02-4.8 0.21 0.01-2.1 0.04 0.004-0.31 0.03 0.01-0.15

Group 13
(Allothers
except
LERC)Y)a 0.52 0.03-3.9 0.14 0.004-1.8 0.07 0.004-1.1 0.06 0.007-63

Group C
(LEROY) 11

,,
1.6-34 3.2 0.5-10 0.63 0.02-2.0 0.58 0.04-5.0

aSAM, TOM, URIAH, VAN, ALVIN, BRUCE, CLYDE, REX, WALT, GLENN,
HENRY, IRWIN, JAMES and KEITH.

. .

the northeastern end, took place during

the weapons-testing period. This rela-

tivehomogeneity is also supported by the

resultsof the aerial survey.

The activitiesas a functionof depth,

obtained from Locations 24, 26, and 100

withinthe island’sinterior,followthe

general rule of a rapid decrease in activ~

itywithinthe firstfew centimeters of the

surface (relaxationlengths of 3-5 cm)”

and then leveloffto become almost

homogeneous (as demonstrated at Loca-

tion 100). Profile samples collectedat

Locations 23 and 25, which are on or

near the beaches, display essentially

homogeneous activitydistributions.

BELLE—As clearly indicatedby

the photographs, this islandis so heavily

vegetatedthatitwas almost impossible

to penetrate. The only exception is”the

northeastcorner of the island,which is

relativelyopen with sparse vegetation.

Most of the soilsamples were collected

withinthe densely vegetated areas, ;vith

a few obtainedwithin the sparsely vege-

tatednortheastcorner. The following

activitiesresulted:

Radio- Activity,pCi/g
nuclide Llean Range

Areas of dense vegetation

‘OSr 123 14-670

137CS 48 14-170

239PU 26 7.2-130

60co 10 3.1730

Areas of sparse ve~etation

‘OSr 44 35-130

137CS “ 8.6 3.3-44

239PU 11 5.8-26

60co 4.6 2.4-9.6

The mean activitiesexhibitedby the

samples from the northeast corner are

roughly a factorof three smaller than

those from the‘remainder of the iskmd.

Since only a few samples were collected

within the corner area,”the factorof

three may or may not reflectthe true

differencein the mean values. The

aerialsurvey resultsdo not reflectthis

difference:

-1oo-

t

i
}
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Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Battellc Etoulcvard

Richland, Washington 99352

Telephone (509) 946-2378

Telex 32-6345

October 19, 1976

Mr. E. M. Bramlitt
Defense Nuclear Agency

,,

Field Command
Kirtland Air Force Base, NM 87115

Dear Ed:

Enclosed are the
239-240

Pu in soil contours Dr. Pam Doctor and I obtained
using the data you sent us that were collected at random soil locations on
the island of Enjebi (Janet) Enewetak Atoll in 1972.

The enclosure labeled “A” gives estimated contours in units of pCi/gram;
in addition, the location of data points are indicated by a cross. Three
cont,our levels in loge scale are indicated; 2.08, 2.71 and 3.56. These are
rounded from actual contour levels of 2.079442, 2.70805, and 3.555348, which
when antilogs are taken, correspond to 8, 15, and 35 pCi/gram, respectively.
The contours on the plot are in loge units since the contours were obtained
on the logarithms of the data. The coordinates around the plot correspond
to the North and East coordinate system you supplied with the data.

Enclosure “B”
!
ives the same contour lines as “A” and in addition plots the

value of the 2 9-240Pu soil concentrations (pCi/gram) at.collection locations.
These are the data used to estimate the contours. Enclosure “C” is identical
to “B” except that Pam has roughed in the shoreline of Enjebi and colored the
four banclsof estimated concentrations (<8, 8-15, 15-35, >35 pCi/gram). The
contour lines extending off the island should be ignored.

The estimated contours were obtained using a nearest-neighbor estimation
routine on the SURFACE II Graphics System developed by the Kansas Geological
Survey. This system is described in “The SURFACE II Graphics System” by R.
J. Salupson, pp.-244-266 in @lay and Ana~sis of Spatial Data (J. C. Davis— ~ .-c .._ ~
and M. J. McCullogh, eds.), John h!lley and Sons, 1975. The specific sub-
routines used were GRID and NEAR. The basic idea is to estimate 239-240Pu
concentrations at equally spaced grid points over the island. The grid size
used here was 100 feet. The estimate at each grid point was obtained as a
weighted average of the eight nearest data points, where the data nearest
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Mr. E. M. Bramlitt
October 19, 1976
Page 2

to the grid point are assigned the highest weights. As mentioned above, the
data were transformed to logarithms before any calculations were made. Once
the grid estimates are obtained the desired contour lines are drawn automatic-
ally by linear interpolation between grid estimates. Me did not iterate on
the r[!siduals to produce the enclosed contours. Iteration does not seem to be
required for these data, i.e. the contours obtained after iterating would, in
my judgement, be about the same as those given here.

The 239-240
Pu data collected at O-5 cm and 0-10 cm increments were adjusted

to correspond more closely to the 0-15 cm increments used at most sample
locations. This was done by dividing the O-5 cm and 0-10 cm data by 1.88
and 1.26, respectively. The factor 1.88 is the median of the ratios of O-5
cm to 0-15 cm concentrations obtained from the profile samples on Enjebi.
Similarly, 1.26 is the median ratio of the 0-10 cm to 0-15 cm concentrations,
The O-5, 0-10, and 0-15 cm concentrations were weighted averages of concen-
trations obtained at O-2, 2-5, 5-10, and 10-15 cm, the weights being 2/15,
3/15, 5/15, and 5/15 respectively. This is the same weighting procedure you
have been using.

I have enclosed the revised list of soil Pu concentrations dated September 1976
which you sent Pam Doctor in your letter of October 8, 1976. These are the
data we used except for the circled data which are for the O-5 or 0-10 cm samPles
The data used for these values are indicated next to the circled concentration.
Please note that the North coordinate for sample location 120 appears to be in
error since this N-E location is off the island. Using Figure B.8.l.f as a
guide I replaced N144480 with N144880 which puts the sample in about the right
position according to the figure. Also we have switched the Pu concentrations
for samples 89 and 90 and for 27 and 28 since the Am/Pu ratios then fall into
line. Since samples 89 and 90 are spatially adjacent and 27 and 28 fairly
near to each otiler I don’t think the contours would change much if we hadn’t
switched those samples.

Now concerning the interpretation of the contour maps: It appears that the
computer contouring has done a reasonably good job of automatically estimati-
ng and drawing contours ar[und the “hot spots”. A major drawback, however,
is the lack of confidence statements associated with the contours. As I have
noted in our phone conversations, the method of contouring we have used does
not provide for estimating these confidence intervals. This is most,unfortu-
nate since we are left with a pretty map with little to guide us concerning its
accuracy. Ue should recall, also that these contours were drawn without
knowledge of the locations of detonation points, wind patterns at time of
detc~nation, and other “subjective” data that might possibly be useful in
drawing contours. I think we need to seriously face the question of whether
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Pk. E. M. Bramlitt “
October 19, 1976
Page 3

our automatic contouring result are an improvement over someone setting down
and drawing contours by hand. What is needed are estimates of variability
on the contour lines. One can get a feel fo~ the relative accuracy of some
of the contours in certain parts of theisland by noting whether any data points
are in the vicinity of the contour lines. In general, other things being
constant, the more dense the data points, the more confident we can be of the
placement of the contour lines.

We have talked some about Kriging and how this technique can give estimates
of confidence limits on contours if the data are adequate. I understand you
have a copy of Dr. Delfiner’s report on his attempts to use Kriging to answer
the question “Which hectares on Janet exceed an average Pu concentration of
40 pCi/g”? His overall conclusion was that “this question cannot be ans!fered
on the basis of the present data”. He indicated that denser sampling vias
required in order to identify the “structure” (trends around the GZ’S or across
the island) of the data for spacings less than 50 meters. This structure must
be identified before Kriging can be applied to the above question. Dr. Del-
finer suggested that “the best that can be done is to calculate an
undifferentiated global mean.

This raises the question of whether more samples could be collected around
the GZ areas and/or hot spots suggested by the present data before the cleanup
crew gets underway next year. These samples might allow thestructure to be
estimated so that Krigin

7
could be applied. Of course, the use of In Situ

devices for measuring 24 Am on the island is another approach for obtaining
data for estimating the structure. If the In Situ devices are used, however,
it is imperative that the resulting In Situ 241Am data be calibrated with Pu
concentrations in soil by taking a large number of soil samples close to each
other and in the area “read” by the detector. This would need to be repeated
at several locations on the island. This should be done before the In Situ
device is used to make cleanup decisions.

Hope these comments and the enclosed plots are helpful. I’m sending copies to
Tom McCall at ERDA and Bruce Church at NVO, also.

Best regards,

Pichard 0. Gilbert
Senior Research Scientist
Statistics Section
Systems Department

ROG:mll

Copies with enclosures to

T. F. McCraw, ERDA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
B. W. Church, ERDA, NVO,Las Vegas.



September 22, 1976

Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Battelle Boulevard

Richland, Washington 99352

Telephone (!i09) 946-Z 104

Telex 32-6345

Mr. Tom McCraw
U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration

Washington, D.C. 20.545 .

Dear Tom:

This letter is in response to your request for guidance on the number of
samples required for the proposed clean-up survey on the Enewetak atoll.
I begin with some general comments then discuss specifically the questions
you distributed at the meeting in Joe Deal’s office orIJuly 29, 1976.
There is also an ap endix to illustrate the computation of certain confi-
dence limits using ?39-240pu soil data from the island of Janet. This
letter has benefited from corrunentsand suggestions by other statisticians
at BNN (Drs. Lee Eberhardt,’ Tony Olsen, and Pam Doctor).

The number of samples will depend in part on how well the portable Ge(Li)
counter performs in the field, i.e. on how accurately the Ge(Li) readings
relate to the amount of plutonium in soil. It will also depend on the
statistical design used in the field and on whether it is decided that a
contour map of plutonium concentrations is a major goal or whether
probability statements about mean concentrations are preferred. Contour-
ing calls for a systematic (uniformly spaced) sampling scheme, while
probability statements require random sampling within sub-areas of an
island. Probably it would be desirable to use some kind of sequential
sampling scheme, in which results of an initial set of samples are used
to decide whether a given area should be (a) considered “clean” (below
some standard level), (b) cleaned up, or (c) whether additional samples
should be taken before a decision is made. Such a scheme is likely to
require continued attention by someone with statistical training, but
may be expected to reduce the amount of sampling required.

If contouring is used, Dr. Delfiner of the Centre de Morphologic
Mathematique, Fontainebleau, Fran’ce should be consulted on this question
of the number of samples required. Dr. Delfiner is knowledgeable on
“kriging” (a contouring method), and he may be helping Bruce Church set
up the technique for use on the islands. We understand that arrangements
are being made for Dr. Delfiner to be in Las Vegas for 3 weeks in October
and again in November to install his kriging routine on REECO’S computer.

. The question of whether In-Situ measurements, soil samples, or both
should be used for deciding whether an area or island should be cleaned-
up requires further discussion. To answer this question we need to know
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whether In-Situ or soil sample data are more indicative of future health
risk of inhabitants. Is long term health a function of an average
(integrated) measure of exposure such as obtained by an In-Situ device,
or is it more a function of peak plutonium concentrations from soil
aliquots? Also, the use of In-Situ measurements in the cleanup determin-
ation implies we need to determine the relationship of these readings to
soil concentrations. This can only be done under field conditions. I
would suggest a number of In-Situ measurements be made at different
locations. At each location the total soil scanned by the device should
be carefully collected and mixed and a number of aliquots be analyzed
for plutonium. In this way a calibration equation relating In-Situ and
soil sample concentrations can be estimated. This will no doubt need to
be repeated for different islands or portions of islands since the
calibration relationship may not be the same for all areas. If the
decision to cleanup is made primarily on the basis of In-Situ measure-
ments then the calibration information is necessary in order to relate
to the cleanup criteria which, presumably, will be stated in terms of
plutonium concentrations in soil samples.

This reflects a basic decision needed before a sampling plan is selected.
If clean-up decisions are to be based on wet-chemistry determinationson
soil samples then the In-Situ device may serve only as a means of reducing
the number of analyses needed. In any case, we suppose some chemical
determination will be required for calibration of the device.

Let us assume that the In-Situ measurements are related linearly to the
average Pu concentration in the surface soil scanned by the In-Situ
device. For example, if the PuIM ratio is constant then the data should
look something like a linear “average relationship” through the origin as
indicated in the plot below.

23g-240Pu

(Wet Chemi
Observati

= Clean-up

Y“ Upper 95% Confidence

(pCi/g) t

‘“ /
data points

stry /
&/ ●ens)

●//”
#

● ●

Level+
/, ●

#
Y,

/ ‘ o Average Relationship
●/ #

X. ‘1

Line

IN-SITU DATA
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The variability in Pu concentrations would probably be greater for high
In-Situ readings than for low readings (as indicated in the diagram).
1f% is the level of Pu in soil signifying clean-up, this corresponds
to an average In-Situ reading Xl. But the data in the diagram indicates
individual Pu readings considerably greater than Y for In-Situ reading Xl.

?Hence, if the In-Situ device is used to meet the c can-up criteria in
terms of Pu concentrations, the level of In-Situ indicating clean-up should
be less than Xl. One candidate is the value of the In-Situ measurement
{X. in the diagram) such that the upper (one-sided) 95% confidence on average
Pu concentration is Yo. An alterriative approach would be that level of In-Situ
reading such that some large percent (P) of the Pu concentrations associated
with that In-Situ level are less than Y. with probability l-a. The main
point here is that if clean-up is to be based on In-Situ measurements, the
level of In-Situ measurement indicating clean-up should probably be lower
than indicated by the average linear relationship.

In the remainder of this letter I have addressed the five questions you
handed out at the meeting with Roger Ray, Paul Dunaway, and others in
Joe Deal’s office on July 29, 1976. Hopefully, this discussion will help
clarify some of the different kinds of statistical probability statements
that can be made based on sample results. I direct your attention particu-
larly to the discussion of “acceptance sampling” for Question 3. This
seems to be a much more satisfactory approach than using average Pu concen-
trations for deciding whether an island needs to be cleaned up. There are
a good many details that would need to be worked out for actual field appli-
cation in connection with kriging, but these need to be explored with some-
one like Dr. Delfiner. A table of sample sizes required to meet various
probability criteria is included in the section dealing with Question 3 for
the simplest (consequential) sampling design. The number of samples would
probably be less for a sequential design.

Question 1: Over what area or areas should Pu-in-soil measurements be
averaged:

a. In-Situ measurements?
b. Soil sampling?

The answer to this question depends in part on the variability present from
sample to sample, the spacing of samples, whether any trends are present and
perhaps most importantly on how the health standards (cleanup criteria) are
formulated. If there are no trends and the variability between samples is
relatively small, then the area over which samples are averaged can be large.
However, if strong trends are present (such as near GZ for example), it
would be important to define these fairly precisely. In that case rather
few if any areas might be averaged. Presumably In-Situ measurements would
need less (if any) averaging than plutonium concentrations in soil samples
since each such In-Situ measurement is itself an average of the Americium
activity in the area scanned by the detector.
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It is clear that averaging plutonium concentrations will tend to reduce
the apparent health risk since the peak concentrations get averaged in with
the lower concentrations. This is not, however, a justification for averag-
ing. What we need to know is what average or metric is the best indicator
of future health risk to persons inhabiting the area. Guidance from resus-
pension and radionuclide cycling studies is needed here.

Question 2: To what areas should the Pu cleanup criteria, 40 pCi/g and
400 pCi/g, be applied?

This seems to be a restatement o; Question 1. Again, the answer depends on
how concentrations for the various size areas are related to health. If
this were known and we had some idea of trends and variability over space,
we would be in a better position to answer this question.

Question 3: Looking at past survey results compared with the cleanup
criteria, which islands need cleanup? What levels of
assurance that the criteria are met without cleanup are
reasonable and attainable?

A. There are a number of probability statements that can be made based on
survey data. These include (1) a one-sided upper confidence limit on the
true (unknown) average Pu concentration, and (2) a one-sided upper confidence
limit on a percentile of the population. For this latter case, using the
95th percentile for a = .01 as an example, we could construct, e.g., an upper
100(1-a) = 99% confidence limit on the concentration level below which 95%
of the soil concentrations on the island lie. A third type of interval that
appears particularly useful is a one-sided upper confidence limit on the

+
ro ortion of soil concentrations that fall below the cleanup specification

level th~s level is denoted here by L). These three kinds of limits are
illustrated in an attached supplement to this letter using the 23g-240Pu
data collected on Janet during the 1972 Enewetak survey. We might say at
this point, however, that confidence limits on average values (number 1

above) are usually computed on the assumption the data are themselves
normally distributed or that the estimated mean is normally distributed.
Since Pu concentrations tend to have skewed distributions similar to the
lognormal, the usual procedures are sometimes modified by first transforming
the data to logs, computing the limits in log scale, then transfo~ing the
limits back to the original scale. Alternatively, nonparametric or “distribu-
tion-free” limits can be computed: These latter limits are valid no matter
what the underlying statistical distribution, but the one-sided limits will
be higher (or wider for 2-sided limits) than if a specific distribution such
as the normal or lognormal is assumed. We note, however, that limits on
percentiles and proportions (items 2 and 3 above) do not require any assump-
tions about the underlying statistical distribution. The several approaches
mentioned above are illustrated in the Supplement.
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B. The question of whether to cleanup an island or part of an island can
be put in a hypothesis testing framework. In particular, what is known as
“acceptance sampling” appears to be a useful approach since there is no
need to make any assumptions (normal, Iognormal, etc.) aboutthe statistical
distribution of the data. The basic idea is to specify (1) an activity level,
say L, above which cleanup is indicated, (2) a proportion (p ) of samples

iwith activities greater than L that is acceptable, (3) a pro ortion (P2) of
samples with activities greater than L that is not acceptable, (4) the
allowable risk (a) of concluding.that cleanup is necessary when it really
isn’t, and (5) the risk (6) of concluding that cleanup is not necessarY when
in fact cleanup is necessary. Once these quantities have been specified we
can determine (i~the number of samples n required in order to meet these
specifications, and (ii) the rejection number r. If r or more of the n
samples have activities greater than L, then cleanup is required. Note that
this approach assumes we are willing to tolerate a certain proportion (Pi)
of samples with activities greater than L without cleaning up the area. Of
course, PI can be specified to be as small as we choose.

The risk p should be specified as a small quantity since the consequences of
not cleaning up a contaminated area could be considerable to the inhabitants
of the area. 1-B is known as the “power” of the design, i.e. the probability
that the area is cleaned up when the actual proportion is P2. On the other
hand we would also like ato be near zero so as to avoid unnecessary cleanup
operations. In the following table we give values of n and r for various
values of p , pz,

A a,and B. These were obtained using Table 13 in Burstein,
H., 1971. ttribute Samplin~Tables and Explanations, McGraw-Hill, 464 pp.
These values of n and r are for a non-sequential sampling plan. A sequen-
tial plan would probably require fewer samples.

From the results in TABLE 1 we note that:

a) As a gets larger the number of samples (n) required decreases when
pl, p2, and B remain constant. Hence, if we are willing to risk
spending more money on cleanup, the number of samples we need to
collect decreases.

b) % ~ increases (power decreases) the number of samples n also
decreases when pl, p2, and a remain constant. Hence, if we are
willing to take a higher risk of missing some areas needing
cleanup, we won’t need to take as many samples.

c) As p2 increases, the number of samples (n) decreases. If our
cleanup criterion is that 10% rather than 2% of the samples must
be greater than L before cleanup is started, then only 113 rather
than 3063 samples need be taken (assuming P1 = a = (3=.01). That
is it will take many fewer samples to detect a difference between
PI = .01 and p2 = .10 than to detect a difference between p = .01
and p2 = .02. Hence, as pl and P2 are placed closer togeth~r (for
given a and B), the number of samples (n) increases.



TABLE 1

Number of Samples (n) and Rejection Numbers (r) for
Nonsequential Acceptance Sampling for Specified Parameters

Uj 6S PI> and p2.

a= .01

PI = .001

p2 = .01 .10

J3_nrnr— .— —
.01 1157 5 64 2

.05 773, 4 46 2

.10 667 4 38 2

.01 838 3 44 1

.05 628 3 29 1

.10 388 2 22 1

.01 661 2 44 1
.

.05 473 2 29 1

.10 388 2 22 1

.01

.02 .10

n rnr—. ——
3063<45 113 5

2179 34 76 4

1782 29 52 3

a= .05

2263 31 81 3

1567 23 61 3

1235 19 38 2

a= .10

1939 26 64 2

1258 18 46 2

993 15 38 2

.05

.06 .10

n r nr— . . —
10962 601 589 43

8091 451 448 35

7101 401 335 27

8339 451 435 30

5487 301 287 21 ~

4515 251 222 17

6578 351 362 24

4614 251 227 16

3647 201 175 13

\

—.
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The proper use of “Acceptance Sampling” requires that samples be collected
at random within homogeneous areas (see, e.g., Sampling Inspection ( H. A.
Freeman, M. Friedman, F. Mosteller, and M. A. Wallis, eds.), Mc-Graw Hill,
1948, pages 48, 49 and 89). Concerning the homogeneity assumption, it
seems advisable to divide an island into two, three, or more areas depend-
ing on general level of activity and to go through the acceptance sampling
procedure in each area separately. These areas could be defined on the basis
of the plutonium concentrations obtained by the 1972 survey.

The assumption of random sampling,within areas is important in order to
preserve the a and B risks decided on for the decision making process. The
use of alternative sampling plans, such as sampling at grid nodes of a
systematic grid, must be carefully evaluated and supervised to insure the
integrity of the final decision. This is a most important consideration in
the design of the cleanup study that requires attention to detail. Some-
one familiar with the statistical requirements should be in the field during
the sampling process to insure fidelity to the agreed upon design.

Wenote that attribute sampling is ordinarily used in situations where the
“attribute” can be measured accurately for each element examined and
decisions about a given population (often a quantity of manu.factured product)
are to be made on the basis of the sampled elements. Hence we are neglecting
“counter error” here and assuming decisions are to be made on the basis of
whether or not sample elements from a given area (e.g., soil aliquots) indi-
cate that a proportion of such elements are above some set limit.

Question 4: For certification of islands for which cleanup of Pu has
been performed:

a) What data are required?
b) How are the data to be evaluated?
c) What goals that are likely to be attainable in terms of

the assurance that can be given that the cleanup criteria
have been met?

In Question 3 we suggested acceptance sampling as a method to decide whether
cleanup is necessary. Following the cleanup operation additional soil
samples and In-Situ measurements must be taken for certification. Acceptance
sampling as outlined above could also be used for this purpose (see TABLE 1
for number of samples required). .If the certification requirement states
that all collected samples must have plutonium concentrations below the
critical level L, then the values of n in TABLE 2 below are appropriate
(calculated using Table 12 in Burstein). If any sample has activity greater
than L then the cleanup operation has not been successful and certification
would not be issued. B and p~ are defined as above in our discussion of
Question 3. Note that the a risk (of concluding that cleanup is necessary
when it really isn’t) is not specified in TABLE 2. This risk does exist, but
is ignored here on the basis that risk B (of concluding that further cleanup
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is not necessary when it really is necessary) is the most crucial for certi-
fication purposes. Sampling for certification should also be done indepen-
dently for homogeneous areas within islands.

●

TABLE 2

Number of Samples* Required to be 100(1-6)% Sure that
the True Proportion of Samples With Concentrations

Greater Than,L is Less Than P2

Ouestion

-B_

.01

.05

.10

.20

P2

.01 .05 .10—— —

458 90 44

298 58 29

229 45 22

160 31 16

*Based on assumption that we will find no samples with
activities greater than L.

5: For cleanuo o~erations, is there some optimum combination
of In-Situ; soil sampling, and wet chemistry measurements
that yields the most relevant information to guide con-
taminated soil removal at the least cost? Can a generalized
approach be developed for use with all islands or should
guidance be derived for the known conditions on each island
requiring change?

The question of optimum combination of In-Situ and soil sampling needs
to be addressed relative to the kriging procedure. Hence, Dr. Delfiner
should be consulted on this matter. .In general the optimum combination
will depend in part on how well the In-Situ and plutonium concentrations
from soil samples are correlated: and on the relative costs of the two
procedures. Gilbert and Eberhardt (1976, “An Evaluation of Double Sampling
for Estimating Plutonium Inventory in Soil”, Radioecology and Energy
Resources, Proceedings of the Fourth-National Symposium on Radioecology,
Dowden, Hutchinson and Ross, Inc.) discuss the issues involved.
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. ..

The question of a generalized approach should also be taken-up-with
Dr. Delfiner. The general level and heterogeneity of plutonium activity
in soil over an island will certainly affect the total number of samples
required for cleanup (if any) and.certification. However, the general
sampling design may be applicable to all islands.

I hope this letter will help you in planning for the Enewetak sampling and
cleanup effort. Some of the ideas discussed here are in pretty rough form
and would need considerable thought to develop a final plan. Hopefully my
brief comments on “acceptance sampling” will serve to stimulate discussion
on its merits relative to the “average concentration” approach for deciding
whether cleanup is required or has been achieved.

Best regards,

Q& ,
Richard O. Gilbert
Senior Research Scientist
Systems Department
Statistics Section

cc: Roger Ray, ERDA, NV, Las Vegas
Bruce Church, ERDA, NV, Las Vegas
Paul Dunaway, ERDA, NV, Las Vegas
Mary White, ERDA, NV, Las Vegas

.’



Supplement to Letter from R. O. Gilbert to T. McCraw dated September 22, 1976
Concerning Sampling Plans for Enewetak Cleanup Survey.

I. Confidence Limits on True Average (Median) Concentration.

x = Pu concentration

Y = logex :4-..

If x is distributed lognormally, then—

Prob[v s~+~] = l-a (since the yi are normal),
.

where s = standard deviation of the y’s.

~= mean of logs of the sample data,

v = true (unknown) mean of logs

t = “t” value for specified a and n-1 degrees of freedom.

Then exp(~+ tas/4n) is an approximate (l-a)% upper limit on the median——

of the lognormal distribution (original data). The median is that con-

centration above which and below which half the observations lie.

For Janet (data taken from Fig. B.8.l.i in NVO-140) we have

n= 139,~= 2.180, and s = 1.152

For a = 0.01, 0.05, and O-lOwe find:

100 (l-a)% Upper
a ’138 Limit on Median

.01 2.35 11 pCi/g

.05 1.66 10

.10 1.29 10

Interpretation: For a = .01 we state: We are 99% sure that the true

(unknown) median Pu concentration on Janet is less than

or equal to 11 pCi/g (if the data are lognormal).

Discussion: An alternative approach would be to assume the mean~of the

Pu concentrations is’approximately normally distributed. Then

an upper confidence limit on the true (inknown) mean would be

computed as ~ + ~ , where s now refers to the standard devia-

tion of the original untransformed observations. Since for

Janet we have n = 139, ~= 15.9 pCi/g, s = 20.9 pCi/g we find

the approximate limits:
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100(1-a)% Upper
a ‘138 Limit on True Mean

.01 2.35 20 pCi/g

.05 1.66 19

.10 1.29 18

Since the decision to cleanup may be a function more of extreme values

rather than average concentrations the next section considers upper limits

on percentiles.
<

II. Nonparametric Confidence Limits on Percentiles

Using “Practical Nonparametric Statistics” by W. J. Conover, John

Wiley, 1971, page 111, we compute upper one-sided confidence limits:

The probability is l-a that p percent of the soil concentrations
for the area from which samples were collected are less than or
equal to X.

Estimated values of X for various values of p and a for the data from

Janet are:

t

: ;;?
● sot

.50

.90

.90

.90

.90

a

.01

.05

.10

.25

.01

.05

.10

.25

I@iu.91
13
11 (median = 9.8 pCi/g)
11
10

51
46 (90th percentile = 37 pCi/g)
41
41

.95 .01 120

.95 .05 67 (95th percentile = 46 pCi/g)

.95 .70 57

.95 .25 52

Interpretation: For p = .90 and a’= .05 we state: We are 95% sure that

90% of the soil concentrations on the island are =46

pCi/gm.

‘These values of X for a = .01, .05, and .10 when p = .50 are nonparametric
equivalents of the 100(1-a)% upper limits on the median computed in Part I
above. The upper limits (X) obtained here do not require any assumption
about the distribution of the observations. Note that these limits are
consequently somewhat higher than the corresponding limits in Part I.
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Note: These computations assume the data are homogeneous, i.e. there are

no trends in the data. Since there are trends present on Janet

(increasing concentrations near GZ areas) these kinds of computa-

tions should be done separately for GZ and low level areas.

III. One-Sided Confidence Limit on a Proportion

Using “Attribute Sampling” by Herman Burstein, Mc-Graw-Hill, 1971,

(Table 1) we can obtain the follotiing probability statement:

The probability is 100(1-a) that the proportion of soil samples
with Pu concentrations greater than or equal to the cleanup
Level L is less than or equal to P.

Estimates of P for various values of a for cleanuP level 40PCi/9 (usin9

the 139 soil samples (0-15 cm) from Janet) are:

a P

.01 .167 Note: Proportion of samples with Pu

.05 .145 concentrations ~40 pCi/g is

.10 .133 13/139 = .0935.

Interpretation: For a = .01;

We are 99% sure that 16.7% of the soil samples on Janet

have concentrations ~40pCi/g.

Discussion: A possible approach to deciding whether an island needs to be

cleaned up is as follows: The island (or parts of the island)

will be cleaned up unless P is less than, say, 5% for some

specified a level, say .01. If it had happened that only 1

of the 139 samples had a Pu concentration ~40pCi/g then we find

that P = .047 (4.7%) fora = .01. Hence, in that hypothetical

case we would decideyot to cleanup the island if the above

rule (P s .05 when a = .01) had been used. An alternative and

perhaps preferable method of deciding whether cleanup is neces-

sary is discussed under Question 3, part B.
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FCLS-H 23 November 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Determination of Pu in Enewetak Soil by Alpha Particle Counting

REFERENCE: Memorandum for Record, 27 Ott 76, Same Subject

1. Ref 1 reported interim results of a study to compare alpha particle
count rates of Enewetak soil samples with their total specific alpha
particle zctivity as determined by radiochemistry and reported in IWO-140.
A reasonably good correlation was determined for 11 of 13 samples
investigated. Since alpha particle count rates for the two “outliers”
was reproducible, and their Pu content appeared too large, both samples
were reanalyzed for Pu at USAF/MCL by radiochemistry. Results are as

follows:

SAMPLE NVO-140 REVISED Pu NVO-140 Am TOTAL SPECIFIC
NUMBER Pu CONC CONC (pCi/g) CONC (pCi/g) a ACTIVITY

(pwg)

5116 399 278 19.00 297.0
5196 532 65 9.65 74.7

2. Enclosure 1 tabulates the net alpha particle count rates and total
specific activities for all 13 samples. The average count rate per unit
specific activity was determined both as the ratio of the means, fll,and
the mean of the ratios, (32:

f31fsE= 0.0196 f 0.0019 Relative SE = 9.8%

~2&sE= 0.0302 * 0.0075 Relative SE = 24.8%

A linear regression yielded the relationship:

Y(c/min) = 0.433 + 0.0169 X(pCi/g)

with a coefficient of determination, rz = 0.9525. This curve is plotted
in enclosure 2 as a broken line. All data points are shown in enclosure 2
within circles, and the solid line is a plot of y = ~lx.

3. Alpha particle counting (without chemistry) continues to look suitable
as a rapid method for estimating the concentration of transuranics in
Enewetak soil at concentration levels of interest to Cleanup. A possible

explanation for the high Pu concentrations reported in hWO-140 for samples

5116 and 5196 is that (NIOg) aliquots contained “hot particles” and the



FCLS 23 November 1976
SUBJECT: Determination of Pu in Enewetak Soil by Alpha Particle Counting

aliquots were not representative of the entire (=1000g) ball-milled
sample. This explanation suggests that alpha particle counting (without
chemistry) might also be used as a simple independent check of radio-
chemical analyses whenever small aliquots of large environmental samples
are analyzed for transuranics.

2 Encl E. T. BIWMLITT
as Health Physicist

2



SAMPLE
NUMBER

3892
3746
3777
3894
3896
3754
5200
5115
5114
5113
5116
5119
5196

Alpha Particle Counting of Enewetak Soil Samples

Y
NET a COUNT RATE

(cIMIN)

1.0
0.8
1.0
0.0
2.2
1.0
0.3
5.8
7.0
7.5
4.2
7.7
2.8

x
TOTAL a SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

(pcilg)

46.3
27.9
44.7
12.2
91.2
18.8
2.59

313.0
338.0
384.0
297.0
462.0
74.7

Y/x ‘
cpd(pCi/g)

.022

.029

.022

.000

.024

.053

.116

.019

.021

.020

.014

.017

.037
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April 21, 1978

EI-916124

Mr. Dick Gilbert
Battelle Northwest
P. O. Box 999

Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Gilbert:

Enclosed herewith is a copy of Quality Control Procedure regarding
the Enewetak CleanUp Project. Also enclosed is a copy of the

Quality Assurance Audit, Enewetak CleanUP-

If you require anything further, please contact us.

Sincerely,

Laboratory Manager

MAO/jm

Encls.

.

*
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TABLE 1. Duplicate analyses (two 5-gram aliquots
— from Enewetak Atoll soil field samples.

L

Analysis Analysls Percent Relative

Month 1 2 Variability+ (%)

I
pCi/g pCi/g

239PU

23*PU

3.1 3.4
4.5 4.7

Sept. 12 14
21.6 28.8

6.5
3*1
10.9
20.2

5.1 6.1 12.6
6.0

1!:! 2;:;
nrt 12.7 1!:: 1.6

17.9 18.2 1.2
Iq.u 21.6 7.6

““. .

.-. .

21.1 21.8

March
and

Apri1

0.58
0.62
2.35
16.86
22.95
29.56
38.23

119.2

0.62
0.73
1.97

13.39
31.42
27.15
36.82

116.2

2.3

1;:;

12.4
16.2
22.0
6.0
2.7
1.8

Median = 6.0%

Range: 0.0 to 27.2%

March
and

Apri1

0.01
0.03
0.20
1.89
2.66
4.00
4.09 “
6.66

0.02
0.05
0.18
1.57
1.96
3.53
4.07
8.82

47.1
35.4

1::!
21.4
8.8
0.3
19.7

Median = 16.4%-

Range: o.3t047.1%
I

‘100(s/1)

‘From Eberline Quality Assurance Reports for September 1977 through April
transmitted to R. O. Gilbert in letters from Mike Ortiz (Eberline) dated
April 21 and May 15, 1978.

1978



Gamma
241h

Chemistry

241Am

Gross
Alpha

Beta

TABLE 2. Duplicate analyses (two 5-gram aliquots)H
from Enewetak Atoll soil field samples.

Analysis Analysis Percent Relative

Month 1 2 Variability+ (%)

pCi/g

l.l

1.6
9.2

Sept. 13
33
35
44

Oct.

3.0
3.1
3.3
8.6

pCi/g

1.1
1.2
8.1
13
30
30
40

3.0
2.8
3.5
8.7

< MDA 0.25

March < MDA < MDA

and 1.72 1.77

April 5.46 5.35
14.25 15.45

1!:?

9.0
0.0
6.7

10.9
6.7

0.0
7.2
4.2
0.8

2.0
1.4
5.7

Median = 4.9%

Range: o.oto 15.7%

Oct.
3.3
6.5
15.2

2.4
7.7
15.6

22.3
12.0
1.8

Median = 12.0%

25 94.3

1: 21 50.2

Oct. 16 28 38.6

34 16 50.9
.

I Median = 50.5%

24 32 20.2

Oct. 62 10.6

1: 132 2.6

345 363 3.6

Median = 7.1%
.. .

---

‘100(s/1)

‘+From Eberline Quality Assurance Reports for September 1977 through April 1978
transmitted to R. O. Gilbert in letters from Mike Ortiz (Eberline) dated.
April 21 and May 15, 1978.
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c
TABLE 3. Analyses on blank soil samples

taken from Enewetak Island.+

Amount of
Month Spike Added Observed (pCi/g) ~ Counting Error (Za)

I 0.0
Oct. 0.0

0.0

239PU

1’Nov. 0.0

0.08t 36%
0.04t 42%
0.15~ 25%

0.04

0.0 o.28k 25%

0.0 ().25 f 25%

March 0.0 o.1~ f 32%

0.0 0.24f 26%

0.0 0.65 t 46%

I Apri1 0.0 ().()5* 45%

Median = ().13
Range: 0.04 to 0.65 pCi/g

c
0.0 0.02 f 52%

March 0.0 0.04* 58%

0.0 ().02* 71%

238PU 0.0 0.03t 67%

Apri1 0.0 0.03* 61%

0.0 <0.10

Oct. 0.0 0.08t 131%

0.0 0,15t 213%

Gamma I Nov. 0.0

241Am 0.0
<~A

0.0
<MDA c

March
0.0

<1.~DA
.

Oct. 0.0 o.04f 100%

0.0

Chemistry March 0.0
0.0

241Am 0.0

().02f 200%
0,53t 82%
().()3 f 100%
o.04t 115%

.

I 0.07 t 67%
$“

April 0.0 L

‘From Eberline Quality Assurance Reports for SePte~5er
1977 through April 1978

as transinitted to R. O. Gilbert In letters from Mike Ortiz (Eberline) dated

April 21 and May 15, 1978.
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May 10, 1978

EI-916144

Mr. Dick Gilbert
Battelle Northwest
P. O. Box 999
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Gilbert:

Enclosed herewith is a revised copy of the Quality Control Procedure
regarding the Enewetak CleanUp Project.

If you have any comments or require any further information, please
contact us.

Sincerely,

--

MIKE ORTIZ
Laboratory Manager

MO/jm

Encl.

PLEASE FIEPLYTO: ALBUOLJEROUE LABORATORY PO BOX3874 ALBUOUEROUE. NEW MEXICO 87110 TELEPHONE (505) 345.34(

EBEI%INEI NSTRUIV!ENT CORPORATION PO BOX21O8 SANTA FE, NEWMEXICO137501 TELEPHONE (505)471-3232, TWX 910-985-067
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PLEAS EREPLYTO: ALBUOUEROUE LABORATORYPO f30X 3874 ALBUOUEROUE NEW MEXICO 8711O TELEPHONE (505) 345-3

EBERLINE INSTRUIJENT CORPORATION PO BOX 2108 SANTA FE NEW MEXICO 87501. TELEPHONE (505) 471-3232, TWX 91O.985-OI

May 15, 1978

EI-916149

Mr. Dick Gilbert
Battelle Northwest
P. O. Box 999
Richland, Washington 99352

RE: Enewetak Clean-Up Project

Dear Mr. Gilbert:

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the “QA” report for March, April,

1978 for the Enewetak Clean-Up Project.

If you require anything further, please contact us.

Sincerely,

1
,.

~. ,, ,

MICHAEL A. ORTIZ
Laboratory Manager

MAO/jm

Encls.
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DETERMINATION OF TRANSURANIC CONCENTRATIONS
IN SURFACE SOIL AT ENEWETAK

The concentrations of transuranic radionuclides (Pluto-
nium-238, -239, -240 and Ameri.cium-241) h surface
soils are determined using a sequence of procedures
involving instrumental surveys, radiochemi.cal analyses
of soil samples, and statistical analysis of the data
to estimate the average concentrations of transuranics
in the soil.

lin in-situ radiometric survey of the area under investi-
gation is performed using a unique, self-propelled
instrument system called an “IMP” (named for the small
tracked vehicle that carries the system). Gamma radiation
from the ground is detected by a planar intrinsic
germanium detector suspended from the end of a retractable
boom on the 114P. Gamma spectra from the detector are
analyzed and recorded. From the 60 keV gamma, the average
concentration of Am-241 in the top 3 cm of soil within the
detector’s field of view (a 21-rneter diameter circle) is
determined..

Soil samples are taken and radiochemically analyzed in the
Enewetak Radiation Laboratory. The concentrations of
Plutonium and Americium are determined. Conversion factors
are derived from these data which allow estimates of the
total transuranic concentrations in soil to be calculated
from the Am-241 measurements of the IMP.

\

To survey a large area, the IMP travels from point-to-point
along a surveyed grid, making a measurement at each grid
intersection. Data from the entire survey field are
statistically analyzed and isopleths are drawn of the
estimated average concentrations of total transurani.cs in
the surface soil. The isopleths are based on the 70% upper
bound, i.e. the probability is at least 0.7 that the true
average concentration is no greater than the upper bound.
If soil is removed, this process is repeated to ascertain
the concentration values of newly exposed surfaces..



~ WATER RESOURCES CENTER
~ ~ Desert Research Institute - University of Nevada SYS.te~

Gllll

4582 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

(702) 736-2293

June 21, 1978

Dr. Richard Gilbert
Batelle-Pacific Northwest Lab.
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Dick:

I finally received the Janet (En_jebi) map with the results
recorded. Only the 70% upper bound numbers are given and
not the estimates themselves. Putting all those numbers on
a map is not a fun task. The intensity map indicating areas
where the total transuranics is greater than 40 pCi\g is just
a rough sketch I did but does give a general overview of the
island. Also enclosed are the estimates and 70% upper bounds
for Olive (Aej) and Vera (Alembel). This should complete the
set of initial results for all the ma-jor northern islands.
There may be some small islands that have not been sent but
the results have not yet arrived.

The other papers enclosed are some requested from Bruce Church
by YOU. He asked me to mail them to you.

If you have any questions or requests please call. Hopefully,
I can be of more assistance than I was this morning concern-
ing Tech Note #1.

Sincerely,

JG:cm Jo J. Giacomini
Research Statistician

.

ENCL : As stated above

Water Resources Center ● Energy and Atmospheric Environment Center

Applied Ecology and Physiology Center ● Human Systems Center
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Department of Energy
Enewetak Radiological
Support Project
APO San Francisco 96333

4 August 1978

Col. Robert \i.Bauchspies
Commander, JTG
Enewetak Atoll
Marshall Islands

SUBJECT: Results of Experiments Conducted on the DOE Test Plot on
Island Bi.jire (Tilda)

Transmitted with this cover letter is Tech Note #8.0, “Field Investiga-
tion of Soil Sample Result to IMP,” which presents the reasons for the
experiments, describes how the experiments were conducted, lists all
the raw data and analysis thereof, and states several conclusions and
recommendations.

JS:sas

Encl: As above

cc: J2, JTG
J3, JTG
W. J. Stanley, DOE/PASO, Honolulu, HI
DOE/PASO Site Rep.
ERSP Tech Advisor
ERSP File
DRI
Roger Ray, DOE-NV
Bruce Church, DOE-NV .’

Dr. Richard Gilbert, Battelle, Richland,



Notes on Plowing Study. Dr. Gilbert was sent the technical notes
describing the study and the results.
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Departn-icntofEnergy
Washington, D.C. 20545

JAN 16 “IWI

17r. E. N. Morimuto

During your Dece~ober visit we agreed to det~il what is needed
in the next round of dose estimates for Biklr~i.

AS you know,

it is our commitr,ent to conduct a pro~ram of radiological follo~:-

Up and to periodicr$lly reassess radiological conditions at,

~j.kjmii. LLL dose e:;timatcs along with tb.e B?mokhaven, PNL,

whole bo~ly rll.e:ls~lre~jentsare the end prod~~cts of this follc~W?...
~he~e ~ea~urementg and. preC\lCtlorls are key elements in develop-

ing advice for Depar’cfilentof the Inte~iorj DOI , and Department

of ~lef’e”nse,DOD. With the recent evacuation of Bikini :~sl.and

last AugusJct the nex-l:question is whether or not !Zneu Islancl

can be us~d as a village island c.nd still m.aintaj.n exposllres

of resj.dents within the acceptable standards.
Past data has

not provided any Cptii?lismon tl~e anslrer
to ~hiS question. DOI

is anxiously e,waitirlgthe new Information. I/e are com.nitted to

providing this -information and subseq-~erlt adv~ce to DO1 by the

end. of Jar.”~arY1979.

We have listed. and enclosed suggested options relati~e to the

assessment of T?ncu as a village island. Any suggestions you

have WOU1:I he most WSICOTIP. We would of course be pleased +;~

disc~l~s this with you and Bill Robison.

Sincerely,

cc: R. J. Catli.n, GIZCO
M. W. Burr, 0TlX13

,



It is expected that

STA.TFCOM417NTS—

the results of dose estimates for use of
Eneu as ~ village island will depend to a considerable degree.-
on the assurlption~ regarding land use and diet. The task of
providirigadditional advice to DOI is further complicated by
observing that while we have a chance to correct past mistakes,
the problem of limiting exposure~ in an atoll environment is
more difficult than recognized earlier.

Though the residency limitations of the return to Bikini Atoll
IC:5re ~ever WP1l vnde~stocd hy the Rikin.lans and al~y17.ncler-

standing they may have had has been fuxther dimmed by time,
the fact is that the AEC recommendation to President Johnson
for their return to the atoll and the subsequent plans for
cleanup and rehabilitation of the atoll, were based primarily
upon radiological considerations. First, that the U.S. radiation
protection standards for exposures of individuals will be used
to deternine what is “safe.”* Second, that any restrictions
to limit exposures be simple ?.nd easily understood by the
13ikiniails1 and three, that all involved parties maintain a
spirit of cooperation to achieve the goal of the 13ikinians
again living in safety on their atoll. These parties include
the people, their advisors the Trust Territory Covern?nentj
and agencies of the Federa ~ Government.

In addition, past judgments and recommendations have been
based on dose estimates usin~ the average contamination level
of land and food as opposed to l’worstcase” conditions. ~/~

believe this approach is still valid.

‘+~h:ye -j~ no clc,{:l.lr!erltntj.o.nthat a numerical balance or trade-
off was made between the benefits of’the llikinl~r.sretu]r!and
the risks of radiation exposure. As stated in 1968, the pre-
dicted e~.nosures “do not offer a si~nificant threat to health
and safet~r.” In Gur strict application of Federal radiation
standards for a sir,ilariiecision to return the Enewetakese to
their atoll, EPA considered t!~enumerical values of these
standards as upper limits.
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Since then, however, we have learned that:

1.

2.

3*

4.

5.

As

The restrictions on the location of the first village and
of food crops were not followed.

The precaution~ the people needed to take to keep exposures
down were neither simple to understand nor easy to apply.

The effort to provide alternate foods to reduce use of
locally grown foods, (to keep radiation standards from
being exceeded) was not successful.

The level of the people’s understanding of precautions
needed to reduce and control exposures is not well known
but in view of their actions we assume it is very poor.
If food is locally grown and available it will be eaten by
some persons in spite of restrictions against its use.

The consumption of certain locally grown foods will be
detemined in part by local conditions. For instance, the
amount of coconut milk used nay be influenced by the
adequacy of fresh water supplies (where there is a shortage
of water, people will drink more coconut milk). Storm
damage can place coconuts or other terrestrial grown foods
in short supply thereby changing the diet, kind (source),
and amount of food consumed.

for the intended purpose and use of the next round of
Bikini dose estimates, ~hese will be used as the basis for
advice on whether or net the Bikini people should return to
live on Eneu Islmd. Predicted doses, expressed as the highest
annual whcle body and bone marrow doses for individuals and
30-year whole body doses for the population, fmm all c~l”ltri-
butin& rationucl.ides, will ~>eevaluatec~Using current radiation

st3-ndards. As at Enewetak, 50 percent of ann~laland 80 percent
of 30-year standards will be used in evaluating resettlement
options. Doses from transuraniurn elements will be compared with
the 1 mRad/yr to lun~ and 3 mRad/yr to bone as presented in
EPA’s proposed ~uidelines. If the radiological data base is
adequate it would be most helpful to have dose estimates for
the three options listed below. Among these, results for
option I are essential to providin~ additional advice to DOI.
Therefore option I should be given highest priority.

1. Live on lheu Island - all food crown on l?neu plus fish. frcu
lagoon:

a. plus imported food
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b. no imported food

c. no imported food plus water shortage

II. Live on Eneu Island - all food gro~m on Eneu except not all
coconut from Eneu (plus imported food):

a. 10 percent Bikini Island coconut and coconut milk

b. JO percent Bikini Island coconut and coconut milk.

III. Live on Bikini Island - all food grown on Bikini plus fish
from la~oon (plus imported food).

The age group in the population receiving the highest annual
dose should be used. Average values should be used for external
radiation levels (by island) as well as for contamination
levels of items of the diet. The diet used for previous Bikini
estimates shorld be updated for these predictions where needed.
The aerial radiological survey data ~r~~i the Eikini portion of
the Northern Wrshalls survey should be used.

If for Options 1, 11, and III above there are any significant
differences in the dietary intake within the population that
could cause a few individuals (as opp~sed to consideration
of differences among age groups) to receive higher dosesj these
should be evaluated. Annual whole body and bone marrow doses
(in the highest year) for such individuals would be predicted.

Tinally, the exposure history for those who have already lived
on Bikini Island must not be overlooked. In calculating 30-
ye~r exposures for all three options, this past exposure must kc
included. Since the star,derd applies to the average exposure
of a population, it is sug~ested that an average value be
developed for those who lived on 13ikini Island. This value will
be included in all 30-year dose estimates.

.
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

September

Mrs. Ruth Van Cleve
Director, Office of
Territorial Affairs
Department of Interior
Washington, D. C., 20240

Dear Mrs. Van Cleve:

The following is in response to your verbal request that the Department
of Energy assess for You the radiological consequences which might
accrue to the people of Enewetak assuming that they reside only on the
islands of Enewetak, Medren and Japtan, and assuming that coconut trees
are planted on the northeastern islands of the Enewetak Atoll, specifically
the islands of Lujor, Lojwa, Aomon, Bijire, Aej and Alembel.

In what follows we are concerned only with potential health consequences
to the people of Enewetak and not with the question of the acceptability
or marketability of copra produced from the coconut trees on the world
market or at specific processing facilities, nor with any possible U.S.
involvement with respect to the acceptability or marketability of the
copra. Information regarding the distribution or binding properties of
radionuclides of concern in coconuts is not yet available, and the
coirrnercialimplications of same is an issue not addressed in this letter.

The exposure estimates below are based upon preliminary information
analyzed by the staff of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and included
in their draft report entitled, “Preliminary Reassessment of the Potential
Radiological Doses for Residents Resettling Enewetak Atoll.” It must be
emphasized that while these values are best estimates, they are only
estimates and could be in errok by a factor of 2 or more. Furthermore,
they are based upon average values (e.g., average diets, average island
contamination values, average uptake of radionuclides by food plants,
etc.), and individuals will depart from the average--in either direction--
to varying degrees depending upon personal lifestyles, proclivities, and
diet preferences. Nor do the exposure estimates consider those individuals
who might, for whatever reason, engage in practices which could lead to -
excessive exposures.
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‘Mrs. Ruth Van Cleve

I

Altho~gh the data base for the potential exposure estimates is not yet
complete (e.g., the island of Lujor had not yet been factored into the
dose calculations), it is not expected that additional information will
substantively alter the exposure estimates; should this occur, however,
we will immediately inform YOU.

The calculated radiation exposure levels for living only on Enewetak,
Medren and Japtan islands are:

Maximum Individual 30-Years

with imported food 11 millirem/year 100 millirem-bone marrow
69 millirem-whole body

without imported food 24 millirem/year 220 millirem-bone marrow
120 millirem-whole body

If it is assumed that 15% of their time is spent on the northern islands,
and that 10% of their total intake of coconut meat/milk originates from
the coconut trees of the northeastern islands, the calculated radiation
exposure levels are:

Maximum Individual 30-Years

with imported food 28 millirem/year 250 millirem-bone marrow
200 millirem-whole body

without im~orted food 51 millirem/year 460 millirem-bone marrow

For purposes
are:

Maximum

270 millirem-whole body

of reference, it may be recalled that U.S. exposure criteria

exposure to an individual in any one year: 500 millirem

Integrated 30-year exposure level: 5000 millirem

Because of the uncertainties and assumptions which are inherent in deriving
radiation exposure estimates of this nature, the Atomic Energy Commission
Task Group report recommended the following exposure limits for planning
and cleanup purposes:

Maximum exposure to an individual in any one year: 250 millirem

Integrated 30-year exposure level: 4000 millirem

I
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-F&s.’ Ruth Van Cleve -3- September 28, 1979

Given-the assumptions and limitations stated, it is apparent that
all of the radiation exposure estimates are below both the U.S.
exposure guidance and the AEC reconvnendations.

I hope that this information is helpful to you and responsive to
your request.

Sincerely,

*

.64&cLLYJ’iiLdzJ$
Bruce W. Wachholz, Ph.D.
Office of Environment
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Honorable Sidney R. Yates
,......1 ;,,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Interior
~1 ,....‘---

ComnTittee on Appropriations !,-, W. J.PYllr,,’..
House of Representatives

....
,./””

VJashington, D.C. 20515 /
.\:\,.//,’ ,,.,.

Dear Mr. Chairman: -.:::.-_’.:9’”’

As promised in my progress report of July 3, 1979, on

Enewetak Rehabilitation and Resettlement project to your

Committee, I am submitting this followup report on recent

developments .

The Department of Energy during March and April of this year

conducted a new soil survey of Engebi Island and other northern

islands of Enewetak Atoll, and the results were analyzed

by the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. A draft report

entitled, “Preliminary Reassesment of the Potential Radio-

logical Doses for Residents Resettling Enewetak Atoll” was

issued by DOE on July 23, 1979. This preliminary report has

not yet been released because survey results on one additional

#srE~ U*U U&& o~ TB~ l>~n~b~ fu THE UMTAfWo

northe- Island, Lu]or,
4
still have to be factored into

the dose calculations. It is not expected that the

additional information will substantially alter the
#azVs&Wsmk#s tM-q/f*w8vE& .

exposure estimates,4 Copies of the final reassessment
.

report will be provided to the Committee as soon as, it

is released by the Department of Energy.

..-
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The preliminary assessment report, however, enabled actions
*

to take place on a number of pending items, and it is on these

that I report.

Planting of the Northern Islands

YOU will recall from my July 3, 1979, progress report, that

planting of the six northern islands of Enewetak (exclusive

of Engebi Island) had been held up pending the results of

the new soil analysis. The planting of these six northern

islands was part of the Enewetak Rehabilitation Master Plan.

The Enewetak Rehabilitation Master Plan, as funded by

appropriations through your Committee called for residence

only on the three southern islands of the Atoll, Enewetak,

Medren, and Japtan. Coconut and other agricultural planting

was to confined to the southern islands and certain of the

northern islands. The people of Enewetak agreed to these

stipulations.

The exposure

demonstrated

analyses in the ‘Preliminary Reassessment Report”

that, under certain assumptions and limitations,

all of the radiation exposure estimates would be below the
$~tflln~~s wgr ttObRESS ruk t88vd ●fl THEncdfl~w~

● U 7#w#44nmsr-0# G-PAR ~-AD47n&ss &6&o@wf7psss Hwsvse.)
U.S. exposure guidance and A.E.C. recommendatlon~.A The

potential situation is outlined in a September 28, 1979,

letter from the Department of Energy t.o the Director of the
0

Office of Territorial Affairs. A copy of that letter is

enclosed for your information.

., ----- . . .
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On the basis of the DOE analysis, the decision was rnadein

feptember to proceed with the planting of coconut trees on

the&e six northern islands and the planting program on these

islands now is underway.

Dose Assessment Meetinq

The “Preliminary Dose Reassessment Report” also permitted the

“Dose Assessment” meeting that the people of Enewetak had

requested in December 1978, to take place. This meeting

with the people of Enewetak originally had been scheduled

for May 1979. For various reasons, it had to be rescheduled

and the meeting was held on Ujelang Island on September 19

4443 1?{
and 20. The & of the people of Enewetak still reside on

U]elang pending a return to Enewetak At911. The Department

of the Interior was represented at the September meeting

on iJjelang by the Solicitor of the Department, Mr. Leo

Xrulitz.

At the December 1978 meeting, the Department of Energy had been

requested to give a risk assessment review to the people

of Enewetak. Subsequently, in July 1979, the Legal Advisor

for the people of Enewe’tak, Mr. Theodore Mitchell, Micron-

esia Legal Services Corporation, informed the Department of

Energy that he had retained scientific consultants and he

would not need to rely upon the Department of Energy for tha~

type of information. The Department of Energy and this De-

Jpartment believe , however, that the United States
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executive branch also had a responsibility to report on

conditions at Enewetak Atoll to the people. The Depart-

ment of Ent3rgy, accordingly, prepared a presentation which

was given tothe people of Enewetak at the meeting on Ujelang.

The presentation was given ‘in Marshallese, slides were

shown, and a booklet describing the conditions on Enewetak

Atoll was distributed tothe people.
d

The booklet, entitle ,

“Enewetak Atoll Today”, is in Marshallese and English and
r= h t - @E&S

copies were provided =r all ~s of the community.

A COpy Of “Enewetak Atoll Today” is enclosed

information.

The Legal Counsel for the people of Enewetak

dent consultants presented a risk assessment

for the Committee’:

and the indepen-

tothe people

at a closed session to which government representatives

?

were not invited. Copies of the presentation given by

scientists retained by the Micronesia Legal Services

{
Corporation will be provided as soon as they are received

from the Legal Advisor for the people of Enewetak.

Engebi Resettlement

The consultants for the Micronesia Legal Services

ation contend that the risks from living on Engebi

Corpor-

Island
.

are so small as to be essentially insignificant. In their

estimation, only approximately one additional cancer death

in the lifetime of the population would result, and they

believe that it might take five gemrations before even one
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extra case of a birth defect would appear.

9

The Department of l:nergy and its scientific advisors agree,

in general, with this interpretation of the risk analysis.

The DOE risk analysis for living on Engebi Island under varying

conditions are shown in the diagrams and explanations on

pages 22-24 of the Booklet, “Enewetak Atoll Today”.

This Department, however, holds that as long as the United

States retains a trust responsibility for the people of

Enewetak, and so long as the United States is potentially

liable for erroneous decisions, there will be some issues

relating to Enewetak Resettlement that cannot be decided

by vote of the Enewetakese. It is our opinion that, even

though the risk of living on Engebi Island appears to be

slight, and even though the people of Engebi have expressed

a strong desire to live on Engebi, a final decision cannot
‘P J
# be made without further study.

//
.

&#5
.

fiQ rIt should be noted that when the Cleanup Program was authorized.. .

/

.. and funded by the Congress, the Armed Services Committee made

d

.
clear that there was to be no resettlement permitted in

AfcGflmL!wDED d%?esoa~ ktti~>
Enewetak Atoll unless .theAradiation~~ established by

the Energy Research and Development Administration were met.

Senate Armed Services Committee Report 94-157 of May 22, 1935,

page 10, on the Enewetak Cleanup funding by the Department

of Defense stated: (Underlining ours)

-.. . . . .. .. . .
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“The Committee agreed to a one time authorization of

* $20 million to accomplish the cleanup. The Department

is charged to accomplish the cleanup within that amount

using every possible economy measure. The Committee

insists that radiation standards established by the

Energy Research and Development Agency be met before

any resettlement be accomplished.”

70
In hearings that gave risedthat report, Mr. Mitchell, then

as now counsel for the people of Enewetak, supported the

above result, at hearings of May 7, 1975 on H.R. 5210

before the Subcommittee on Military Installations and

Facilities (page 162 - 165), stated:

11
. ..0 ERDA has been, I think wisely conservative in

the standards that they have set.

So that the ultimate objective, the premise of the clean-

up program, is that when it is done, there will not be

a danger, a risk, for these people, for the entire atoll.

. . . . I don’t want these people to be endangered

at all.

.*.. No danger to the people.”

Similarly, when the Department of Interior’s request for -

rehabilitation and resettlement funds was under considera-

tion before your Subcommittee on March 17, 1977, there was

......
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strong reiteration that Federal Radiation standards would be

fol19wed. General Warren D. Johnson, then Director of DNA, was

a backup witness at this hearing and testified: (p. 768)

c81
. . .The Department of Defense is committed to clean

u

[

the island up to the standards established by ERDA,

#

J
-. 9, and ERDA is committed to assure we have reached those

(F”

/

& standards, so this is a coordinated effort. In other

words, we cannot move anybody back until ERDA says,

“You have done what we have said has to be done.”

The Master Plan for the Enewetak Rehabilitation and Resettle-

ment Program that was submitted to your Committee for

funding in 1977 was dex~eloped around the radiation standard

stipulations set forth by the Department of Energy and by

Congress when it approved the cleanup funding. As noted
.

ear~cer in this report, the Master Plan called only for the

rehabilitation and resettlement of the three southern

islands, Enewetak, Medran, and Japtan, and for the planting

of only certain of the northern islands as well as the south-

ern islands. Engebi Island was not to be used for the next

35-50 years, d?
No

i.e., until hatural decay of strontiu ~cesium
~’:;~Mfir@~lB~6M~s~os~~~ L~U~

elements in the soil had

The people of Enewetak agreed to these stipulations and had -

a major role in the development of the approved Master Plan.

Thus , in addition to the radiation risk elements still

unresolved, resettlement of the Engebi people on Engebi

. --- . . . .
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Island at this time would be a major change in the cleanup
9

and rehabilitation plan. Congress also has not ~iuthorized

funds, as yet, to provide for housing and commur.ity facilities

on Engebi.

Nonetheless, given the present desire of the people of

Engebi, that in spite of the risk elements involved they wish

to reside on Engebi Island , this Department has indicated

that it would study the matterfurther with knowledge of
f

Lthe people’s preference. This study now is underway.

Irrespective of the final decision with respect to Engebi,

of which we will advise you when it is made, additional funding

for the Enewetak Project would.appear to be necessary.

Should it finally be decided that housing and community

facilities should be built at this time on Engebi, funding

for these facilities will be required. Conversely, if the

decision is that Engebi should remain “off-limits” for

residential and other purposes for another 35-50 years, it

is our belief that the U.S. Government has a moral and legal

obligation to provide, before termination of the trusteeship,

a suitable financial arrangement that. would insure the ability

of the people of Engebi to build appropriate housing and com-

munity facilities on Engebi at a period in the future when the
8EkEb”=a r6suctip LE

~ radiation levels of the island will
TH~Tfi~&,&/?~A~ 57~&~@5 tibtia &eT W &K~6EAZ0.

~. This matter also is under study and we will

keep the Committee informed of developments.
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Sincerely,

UNDER SECRETARY

.
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Depatient of Energy

Wash~gton, D.C. 20545

Mr. John E. DeYoung
Territorial Officer, Tnast Territory

of Pacific Islands and Guam
Department of the Interior
Room 4308
18th & C Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.ce 20240

Oui 291979

. . . .. . . . ..... . .. . ... .

12%tlosupe

:

(, J.aNR

‘‘“d’
Dear John:

Enclosed are our comments on your draft letter to Representative Yates.

We appreciate the opportunity to offer comments on this letter, and
we trust that they will be helpful to you.

Sincerely,

Bruce W. Wachholz, Ph.D.
Office of Environment

Enclosure
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Comnents on Draft Letter from Department of Interior to

Representative Yates

Malor Comments

1. The primary point of the letter seems to be a discussion of -

the possible resettlement of Enjebi. It would seem appropriate, therefore,

for this issue to be discussed at the beginning of the letter rather than

at the very end. ‘

2. The space devoted to discussion of coconut planting and of the

Ujelang conference seem disproportionately large compared to the primary

purpose of the letter (i.e., the possible resettlement of Enjebi).

3. There seems to be an i.mbalanceddiscussion of the two alternate

ways of approaching the quest%on of Enjebi: cost-risk-benefit evaluation

versus strict application of radtation exposure limits. The discussion

of the l*EnjebiResettlement’t does not clearly or adequately address the

subject of U.S. radiation exposure limits. The first two paragraphs

of this section discuss risk, the third addresses Interior’s position,

while those following

Mr. Mitchell) were on

limits at the the of

state what various opinions (e.g., Congress>

the AEC/ERDA recoaxnended emosure

the authorization. Either prior to or following

the third paragraph (i.e., Interior’s position), it would be helpful

to clarify the background of radiation exposure limits: FRC guidance,

AEC/ERIIA recommendations to Interior (and why they differed from the

FRC), and the

come later in

level) should

recent EPA position (although this als6 might logically

the discussion). The two philosophies (risk vs. exposure

be understood by the reader. (A restructuri~ ofthfs

. . . . ,-., . . ..-
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sectTon - e.g. , FRC, AEC/ERDA recommendations,Mr. Mitchell’s and

Congress’ opinion, cleanup plan, risk and the peoplkss preference,

Interiorts position, then the current last paragraphs might be more

informative. With the *tUjelangConferencef* immediately preceding this

section, however, the paragraphs on risk do follow naturally.)

4. Using FRC guidance as the exposure limit (rather than the

AEC/ERIM recommendations) which was endorged by the EPA, the length

of elapsed time

would be within

living pattern:

until potential radiation exposures on Enjebi Island

the FRC guidance varies according to the assumed

A. Live on Enjebi
Imported food available and a dafly part of the diet
Coconuts available only from the southern islands
Waiting period - O,years

B. Live on Enjebi
No hported food available
Coconuts available only from the southern islands
Wafting period - 10-15 years

c. Live on Enjebi
Coconuts grown in north
Waiting time - 30-79 years depending upon

a) Whether or not food is imported
b) Whether coconuts are grown on Enjebi, and/or
c) Whether coconuts are grwn on the other six

northeastern islands

If the decision already has been made to plant coconuts on the

six northeastern islands, then options A and B above become academic,

and the waiting period becomes 30 to about 65 years

●vailability and use of imported foods. Of course,

reccnmnendatiom would extend this time period.

depending upon the

use of the AEC/ERDA/DJE
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-5. It should be made clear that the

trees on the six northeastern islands was

decision to plant

ba8ed solely npon

potential radiation exposure to people assumed to reside on

I #i CJ

. .
4

.4

/

the coconut

the additional
,.

Enewetak,

Japtan, and Medren Islands. More speclffcally, presumably the decision

did not consider the acceptability or unacceptability of copra from the8e

coconut trees at processing plants or on the world market. l!hisshould

be clarified. The following eentence, inserted after the first sentence

of the last paragraph on the bottom of page 2, would be ●ppropriate: ‘me

Preliminary Reassessment Report does not address the issue of the accepta-

bility on the world market of copra obtained from coconut trees planted

on those six islands, however , and the implication of this issue,

particularly in view of the experience of copra from trees planted on

Bikini Island, has yet to be resolved.” The decision to plant the trees, and

the bases for it, are recognized to be Interior’s responsibility, however.

Additional Comments

Page 1, Paragraph 2

We have no problem with the two sentences beginning ‘This preliminary...”

being omitted. If they are retained, however, “northern” should be replaced

by “northeastern,” and the words “and all of the islands in the northwest” .

should be inserted before the word “still.” Furthe-re, after “exposure

estimates” please insert the words “for the lifestyles considered, however.”

Page 2, Paragraph 3

The terms “all of the radiation exposure estates...” should be

clarified that the statement pertains tily to the livi~ conditiom

identified in the preceding paragraph.
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Page;, Line 12

Replace %ulk” with “majority.”

Page 3, Line 18

Insert ‘%y M. Mitchell” between “requested” and “to.”

Page 3, Line 25

Typo - ‘%elieve#’

Page 4, Line 7

Omit cormnaafter “entitled.”

Page 4, Line 9

Replace “for” with “to,” and

Page 5, Line 20

,

replace “adults” with “members.”

Replace “...the radiation standards established by...” with “...the

radiation exposure llmits recommended by...”

Page 6, Line 8

Insert “to” be-een “rise” and “that.”

Page 7, Line 15

Typo - “earlier”

Page 7, L5ne 20, and Page 8, Line 17

“30-50 years’t

Page 7, Line 20

1!...strontium

Page 7, Line 21

should be “30-65 years”

.
and cesium”

Suggest “...soil had resulted in potential radiation exposure

levels which would be at least within the U.S. exposure limfts.”
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Pa~e%, Line 23

Omit “reduced”

Paue 8, Lines 23-24

Replace “...not pose a risk

a level that applicable exposure
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to them.” With ‘t ...be reduced to such

limits would not be exceeded.”
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Draft 112
1213/79

Mrs. Ruth G. Van Cleve, Director
Office of Territorial Affairs
U. S. Department of the Interior
Office of the Secretary
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Mrs. Van Cleve:

Reference is made to your letter of October 22, 1979, in which

you state that the Department of the Interior is considering the

agricultural redevelopment of Enjebi Island and the reestablishment

of a community on that island for the Enjebi people. As part of

this consideration you requested estimates of the time which must

elapse before exposure levels on Enjebi Island would meet exposure

limits.

Current estimates of the number of years which must pass if exposure

limits are to be adhered to are based upon the potential dose estimates

provided in the Preliminary Dose Assessment Report prepared by the

staff of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL). These dose estimates

have been compared to the exposure guidance, and, based upon ~~

radioactive decay rates of the radionuclides involved, time Intervals

have been calculated. U. S. Federal Radiation Council recommended

exposure levels (adopted also by the Environmental Protection Agency)

are 500 mrem to the maximum exposed invididual in any one year (and

assumes that the maximum exposed individual does not vary from the
.

average population exposure by more than a factor of 3, resulting in

recommended average population exposure level of 170 mrem per year)

and 5000 mrem over a 30 year period. Atomic Energy Commission

recommendations, recognizing the uncertainties inherent in such

dose estimates, were one-half of the FRC guidance for the maximum

a

.
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ind~vidual, or 250 mrem in any one year and eighty per cent of the
-

30 year exposure value, or 4000 mrem over 30 years.

Several different scenarios and living patterns and conditions

were examined assuming that people would be living on Enjebi:

Potential Years to Meet
Living Pattern Exposure(mrem) FRC Guidance

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Local and imported food consumed
Coconuts only from southern
islands 300 0

No imported food available
Coconuts only from southern
islands 560 10-15

Local and imported food consumed
Coconuts only from Enjebi 975 35-40

Local and imported food consumed
Coconuts from Enjebi to Billae 900 30-35

No imported food available
Coconuts only from Enjebi 2000 65-70

No imported food available
Coconuts from Enjebi to Billae 1860 60-65

(The assumptions underlying these estimates are identified in the

LLL preliminary report and should be recalled, e.g., time spent on

islands other than Enjebi, coconuts consumed f,romother islands, etc.)

If the AEC recommendations are applied, the the intervals increase

by about 30 years. For example, category “c” above would be about 65-70
.

years, category “d” would be 60-65 years, category “e” would be about

95-100 years, and category “f” would be about 90-95 years.
*

Presumably this decision was based at least in part

to you of September 28, 1979, in which we estimated the

additional radiation exposure to people assumed to live

.
upon our letter

potential

on Enewetak,

.. - .- .- --”.
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Japtan and Medren islands, should the six islands be planted with
*

coconut trees. The assumptions inherent in those dose estimates were

identified in that letter. As we pointed out in that letter, however,

the dose estimates do not account for those individuals who might, for

whatever purpose, engage in activities and practices which would lead

to greater exposures than those Indicated.

Furthermore, we stated in that letter that the acceptability of

copra from those coconut trees at processing facilities or its

marketability in world commerce was not being addressed. At present

there is no basis for encouraging the expectation that “science” will

find a way to reduce the uptake of radionuclties,particularly cesium

and strontium, by coconut trees. While studies to modify this uptake

continue to be in progress, currently there is no justification for

optimism on this matter.

An additional question is the administrativemechanism by means of which

decisions will be made in the years to come should the concentrationof

radionuclides in the coconuts be unacceptable on the world market.

Based upon the experience at Bikini Island, and in view of Mr. Deal’s

letter of September 29, 1978, to Admiral Monroe, the unacceptability

of these coconuts on the world market would appear to be a very real

possibility. In view of the changing relationships in the Marshall.

Islands, it is not clear where responsibilityand authority may reside

should this matter need to be addressed in the future. /
-
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Enclosed are 20 copies of the book “Enewetak Today,” which was
-

presented to and discussed with the Enewetak people at Ujelang. These

may help to supplement those which you previously received directly

from Dr. Bair.

I hope that this information is responsive to your request.

Please let me know if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Bruce W. Wachholz, Ph.D.
Office of Environment

20 Enclosures

bee: McCraw, Deal, Burr, Hollister, Clusen

Concurrence: McCraw, Deal, Burr, Hollister, Watters, McCammon
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SUBJECT: Calibratimt,

several thingn mlggest

week of January 7.
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1. Roget my will be at
meetimga.

2. Rogmr RIIy feels that

Certtfic8tion and Congre8s . ,-..

th=t it tight not.b:ueefd”to meet during the

lbewetak that week for previously scheduled

the calibration infomatioe analysts will not
be coqleted by thnt the, primarily because “not wcb will be done in
the next twoweeks.n

3. Certificationdocuments need to be ravfue~~~<oAprU, but timra
in no ere re8trictlve the comatraint. :’”~: = k,

\

4* Stmat~ hearings are postponti to February 13414 in d)mhlu.

k’The above suggest that ●me’date in Februa~ might be. m appropriate
for the above aubject~. Furthenwro, I aa hopsftr~of Bcbdulin$ ● BNL
program review in February. WilF-wl-tcit-~6uravailability re datee as
●on as pcmaible.

Met Dac=mber 17 with staff of !3enateComittee on Energy md Natural
RCsourcea- llay1 of the hearinge will f~atur= up to 4 hours of
Executive Brmch (DO1, DOE, DNA, EPA) testimmiy on the background and
history of Bikini and Enewetak, houwt got to whtrc wc are today, plus
curreat conditions and diffmsncs~ betwem atolls (lSnewetak/$ikini] snd
islands (kneu/Enjabi]. Day 2 will feature whst option= md directions
exist for th~ future. Second day participant~will be DOI (with MM ●nd EPA
oupport), repreocntativee/menimx of the Cuvernment of the Marehnll lslati*S
wmberm of the Bikini council =~ their I%al muneel (lfeissdl),8A
=cmbcra of the Enewatsk council and their legal counmel (Mitchell)awl
●dvioor~ (Brlll, Bond-r and Ki8to).

!l?incathe agencies ●re to futcgrate their testimony, and einct th?rm appears
to be mom than a little Cmfusfoa and uncertainty a* to how this is to be
hardled, it seems i~pprbriate to tim up yOUr t~ ●arly in J ry.
IIIvhu of the ●bove, ther~for=, wI would auggeet that it would/ e useful to
meet on the January 9-11 dates discussed last week. If a meeting re the
hearing tmtimny would b= beneficial, I will contact you. Me shouXd,
hmevcr, plan to =-t in February re calibration, certificationand BNL.

frank you for your time aod couunentslamt week.

BruceW. Uachholz
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Would you please

Interior re. coconuts

The following is

Energy assess for you

of Enewetak assuming

constder and cwnent upon the following revised let~r ~ . /.-.

on the north~astern Islands of Enewetak :“

in response to your verbal wquest that the kpartawt of

the ractlologl cal consequences whlch might accrue to the people

that they reside only on the tSTands of Enewetak, ~d~n and

Japtan, and assuming that cocbriut trees are planted on the northeaster islands of

the Enewetak Atoll, specifically the Islands of LuJor, Lojwa, Aomon, Bijtre, Aej and

Alembel.

In what follows ware concerned only with potential health consequences to the

people of,Enewetak and not with the question of the acceptability: or marketabillt~:,, ,.,

of,titopr~,,onthe world market or at $peclfic processing facillties$ nor with any

possible U.S. involvement with respect to the acceptability or marketability of the

copra. Information regarding the distribution or bind+ng properties of radfo-

nuclides of concern in coconuts Is not yet avaflable, and the conanercfal ~mplfcatlons

of same is an issue not addressed In this letter.

The exposure estimates below are based upcn preliminary Information analyzed

by the staffof the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and included fn thefr draft re-

port entttled, “Preliminary Reassessment of the Potential Radiological Doses for

Residents Resettling Enewetak Atoll.n It must be emphasized that while these

values are best estfmates, they are only estimates and could be in error by
~’.*WX,,

a factor of 2-3
4

Furthermore, they are based upoiiaverage values, and Individuals

.&&l depart from the average -. In either d~rection -- to varying degrees depending

upon personal lifestyles, pmcJfvlties ~ and iliet

estlmatcs consider those individuals who mtght, for

practices which could lead to excessive exposures.

Preferences” Nor do the exposure

whatever reason, engage fn

Although the data base for the potentfal exposure estimates Is not yet comp~ete

(e.g., the Island of Lujor had not yet beeri factored into the dose calculatton$},

it ~s not expected that additional infcmnationw~ll substaktlvel$ al@ the @xPo$um

estimates; should this occur, however, we wI1l iasnedfately infocm you.

,,,
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Ihe calculated radiation exposure levels for people llvfng only on Enewetak,

?kcfrenand Japtan Islands are:
j+ ‘t

,.
Maximm Xndlvldual 30-Years -;’ “...--”.

with imported food 1? Mflllrem/~ear 1 0 Millirem-Bon Harrow
8 79 !4111irem+ho e Body

without Imported food 24 Mfllirem/Year 220 Millirem-Bone Marrow
120 ?lflllrem-Mhole gody

If It Is assumed that 15% of their time fs spent on the northern fslands,

and that 10% of their total Intake of coconut meat/milk originates from the coconut

tre~s of the no?thewstern fslands, the calculated radfation ●xposure levels are:

Maximum Igdivl@al 30-Ye&rs

wtth imported food 28 Millirem/Year 250 Millfrern-Bone Narrow
. 200 Millirem-Uhole Body

wfthout imported food 51 Mfllirgm/Year 460 Pfllllrem-Bone Marrow
270 f4fllirem-Uhole Body

For purposes of reference, It may be recalled that U.S. exposure criterfa are:

Maximum exposure to an Individual ~n any one year: Jm ,--‘“.
. —....,..-.—.

Integrated 30-Year exposure level: 5000 Mfll?~III

Because of the uncertainties and asswnptfons which are inherent In derivfng

radiatf$n exposure estimates of this nature, the Atomfc Energy Comnfssion Task Group

report recommended the following exposure limfts for plannfng and cleanup ~llPW~qa

Maximum exposure to an Individual fn any one year: 250 Millirem

Integrated 30-Year exposure level: “4000 Plfllirem

Given the assumptions and limi$atfons stated, it is apparent that all of the

rndfatfon exposure vHlu& are compa”tfble~tth both the U.S. EXpOSUre Guidance and

the MC Recmnendatfons.

I hope that this information is helpful to you and responsive to your request.

1.
.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR RECENTLY REQUESTED A DOE OPINION RE $

THE RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF PLANTING THE NORTtiEASTERN

ISLANOS WITH COCONUT TREES IF THE ENEMETAK PEOPLE ARE RELOCATED ~

SOLELY ON THE SOUTHEW ISLANDS OF ENEIJETAK,MEOREN AND JAPTAN. <%

THIS ALTERNATIVE HAS INCLUD~ BY Llwt 1!4THEIR DRAFT DOSE
—

1-
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THE FOLLOWING IS IN RESPONSE TO YOUR VERBM REQUEST THAT

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ASSESS FOR YOU THE RADIOLOGI~L CONSE-

QUENCES WHICH MIGHT ACCRUE TO THE PEOPLE OF E@ETAK ASSUMING

THAT THEY RESIDE ONLY ON THE ISMNDS oF ENEWETAK, NEDREN $ND
.
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HAIR COMMITTEE

,NORTHEASTERN ISLANDS OF

OF LUJOR, LOJWA , AOMON,

IN ADDITION TO THE

1

-2- SEPTEMBER 7, 1979

THE ENEUETAK ATOLL, SPECIFICALLY THE ISLANDS

BIJIRE , AEJ ANI)ALEMEiEL.

ABOVE ASSUMPTIONS, IT MUST BE STATED THAT THE

FOLLOWING DOES NOT CONS IDER THE CONSEQUENCES OF COHERCIAL QUANTITIES

OF COCONUT TREES WITH RESPECT TO THE ACCEPTABILITY OR MARKETABILITY OF

THE COPRA ON THE WORLD MARKET ORAT SPECIFIC PROCESSING FACILITIES.

NOR DOES THE FOLLOWING CONSIDER ANY SUBSEQUENT U.S. INVOLVEMENT WITH

RESPECT TO A COPRA YIELD WHICH IS UNACCEPTABLETCI PROCESSORS ORTOTHE

WORLD MARKET.

FuRTHERMORE, THE EXPOSURE ESTIMATES BELOW ARE BASED UPON PRELIMINARY

INFORMATION ANALYZED BY THE STAFF OF THE LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY

ANO INCLUDED IN THEIR DRAFT REPORT ENTITLED, “PRELIMINARY REASSESSMENT

OF THE POTENTIAL RADIOLOGICAL DOSES FOR RESIDENTS RESETTLING ENEh!ETAK

ATOLL.” WHILE THIS INFORMATION IS NOT YET c0f4PLETE (E.G., THE ISLAND

OF LUJOR HAS NOT YET BEEN FACTORED INTO THE CYISECALCULATIONS), IT IS

NOT EXPECTED THAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATIOFIWILL SUBSTANTIVELYA LTERTHE

EXPOSURE ESTIMATES; SHOULD THIS OCCUR, HOWEVER, 14EMILL IMMEDIATELY

INFORH YOU.

THE CALCULATED RADIATION EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR PEOPLE LIVINGON

ENEWETAK, MEDREN ANI?JAPTAN ISLANDS ARE:

MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL 30-YEARS

WITH IMPORTED FOOD 11 MILLIREM/YEAR 100 MILLIREM - BONE MARROW
69 MILLIREM - WHOLE BODY

WITHOUT IMPORTED FOOD 24 !41LLIREM/YEAR 220 MILLIREM - BONE MARROW
120 MILLIRIW - WHOLE BODY

.J -’l J-. -. b:. !!-.- -- .-
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BAIR COMMITTEE -3- SEPTEMBER 7, 1979

IF IT 1$ ASSIJMED THAT 15% OF TI-IEIRTIME IS SPENT ON THE

NORTHERN ISLANDS, AND THAT 10% OF THEIR TOTAL INTAKE OF COCONUT

MEAT/MILKORIGINATES FROM THE COCONUT TREES OF THE NORTHEASTERN

ISLANDS, THE CALCULATED RADIATION EXPOSURE LEVELS ARE:

MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL 30-YEARs

WTTH TMP(N?TECI FOOD 28 MILLIRCM/YEAR 250 MILLIRkM - t.WNk MARROW
200 MILLIREM - WHOLE BODY

WITHOUT IMPORTED FOOD 51 MILLIREM/YEAR 460 MILLIREM - BONE MARROW
270 MILLIREM - NHOLE BODY

FOR PURPOSES OF REFERENCE, IT MAY BE RECALLED THAT U.S. EXPOSURE

CRITERIA ARE:

MAXIMUM EXPOSURE TO AN INDIVIDUAL IN ANY ONE YEAR: 500 MIUIREM .

INTEGRATED 30-YEAR EXPOSURE LEVEL: 5000 MILLIREM

BECAUSE OF THE UNCERTAINTIES AND ASSUMPTIONS WHICHARE INHERENT

IN DERIVING RADIATION EXPOSURE ESTIMATES OF THIS NATURE, THE ATOMIC

ENERGY COMMISSION TASK GROUP REPORT RECOMMENDED THE FOLLOUING

EXPOSURE LIMITS FOR PLANN7NG AND CLEANUP PURPOSES:

t44XIMUl!EXPOSURE TO AN INDIVIDUAL IN ANY ONE YEAR: 250 MILLIREM

INTEGRATED 30-YEAR EXPOSURE LEVEL: 4000 MILLIREM

GIVEN THE ASSUMPTIONS STATED, IT IS APPARENT THAT ALL OF THE

RADIATION EXPOSURE VALUES ARE COMPATIBLE WITH BOTH THE U.S. EXPOSURE

GUIDANCE AND THEAEC RECOMMENDATIONS,

I HOPE THAT THIS INFORMATION IS HELPFUL TO YOU AND RLSPONSIllETO

YOUR REQUEST.
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Notes on Meeting of Monday, Auwst 13, 1979, with T. L. Mitchell and His
Consultants, Dr. W. Ogle, Mr. Michael Bender, and Or. R. Brill

Dr. ogle (Environmental Aspects)

1.

2.

34

4.

5.

This informal meeting was opened by Dr. William E. Ogle, Energy Systems,
Inc. (formerly associated with the Los Alamo$ Project) who explained
briefly how the radiation dose was computed. He noted that the “direct
path” radiation was not very significant but that the “food chain”
aspect was the important aspect to be considered. Marine food chain
with respect to Enewetak is “clean” a)~dpresents no problem.

Or. Ogle limited his comnents to “Engebi” Tclancl. UC commented L}mt.the
Livermore Report was a good one-that a fine job had been done, although
he noted that over 50 years you might find a 50% uncertainty.

Using Engebi Island and the worst example, i.e., taking all 454 penple and
assuminq “famine conditiOn” (i.e., fluImported foods) but all food from
Engebi or the N.E, islands , after 8 years of living on Engebi~ the dose
assessment which would be received by the people would be 200-250 miligram
per year at the peak.

Over a 30-year period, this would result in exposure of 4-7 R. Fed.
Standards in USA for a 30-year period would be 5 R.

Ogle raised a question as to how uncertain is the 4-7 R est~mate, He
noted that a year ago the estimate without the benefit of the recent “dose
assessment study” was twice as high, i.e,, 8-14 R over a period of 30
years.

$unmiaryof Dr. Ogle’s opinion:

1. ho problem at all with respect to return of people of Engebi,

2. If there is concern for “any risk”, you could decrease the 4-7 R range by
increasing amount of imported food brought in, or by delaying use of
consumption of local food, i.e., coconuts for another stated period.

3. liefurther noted that only 15% of food now consumed (3/10 of a daily 2
pound diet) is locally grown in any event..’

Or_.R. f3rill(Cancer Risk~

1. Dr. Brlll described what the dose assessm~nt meant in tcrma of cfreLL on
the people. He noted that there is 2-3% chance of increase in cancer
risk to people exposed to I}rein per year. You cannot tell which might be
radiation induced or natural. Also In the U.S. there is a 15% chance of
anyone getting cancer.

:1 .:
-.

A-.
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2. He also used the “worst” situation, i.e., taking all of the Enewetak
population (454), assuming that they would all live on Engebi, would
local foods under “famine” conditions,

Under this s~tuation, dose would be 360 r/yr. This would result in .

eat

84
cases of radiation cancer above the 68 natural ones expected during this

A~+Operiod. For a small group, then, the risk Is 0-1, t.e., only I more
w cancer than would normally be expected would occur and you couldn’t

“pick” this case out. in essence, “risk would be zero”.

3. Or. Brill commented that the greatest hazard ~s that increased medical
attention which will identify more cancer cases. But there would be
no way to tell whether any of these were radiation induced. tienoted
that radiation is a low factor of visk. As an example, he cited that a
“smoker” subtracts 225 days from life whereas radiation at the Engebi
level would subtract only 16 days.

Dr. M. Bender {Genetic Effects).—

1.

2.

3.

4.

s.

6.

7.

He pointed out that cancer and genetic effects are the only ones known to
occur from levels of radiation as found at Engebi.

Studies at Hiroshima produced no hard evidence of genetic effects in man.

For “Engebi” he maximized the risk... took a presumed 7,5 dose (i.e.,
constant famine situation, etc., and assumed 7.5 1?exposure to each child),
Since there would be a 10-11% chance, in any event, that a child would be
born with some abnormality, the additional exposure risk at Engebi would
add only .0004 to .0006 added risk, less than one-half of a percent. This
would be a very small risk.

Could expect 1 extra abnormality in each of 3 generations exposed to
1 rad/year.

In short, if all the Enewetak population were to live on Engebi, under the
worst Conditions, rad-iation would induce “one” additional defect every 83
years. These would not be “monsters” but variety of “defects”.

Dr. Bender also stressed that the Federal Radiation Guides are “guides”
only, not mandatory rules for people to follow. He noted that people in
Denver receive higher annual exposures than would the people at Engebi.

He stressed the exaggerated “fear” of radiation risk and stated that in
his opinion there had been too much explanation and warning about hazards
of radiation given to the people of the Marshalls and this has blown the
situation out of proportion.
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A brief discussion of Federal Standards followed with comparison of
“occupational standards”, etc.

1,

2*

3.

4.

5.

6.

Dr. Brill noted that many people in the U.S. accept a much higher rate of
exposure in certain jobs, etc., than the Federal standards.

Dr. Ogle stated that U.S. standards were not intended
individu~l or to a small group.

Dr. Bender stressed that the Federal Radiation Guides
simply guidelines that set arbitrary levels,

Dr. Bender also stressed that the “guidelines” do not

to apply to an

are not “rules” but

take into-–—
consideration doses people receive from medical x-rays, etc. This is
estimated to be about 8CImilirem a vear. If YOU add this to an averaae of
100 normal (direct) rad

~..
radiation, an individual in the U,S. regula~ly-

receives about 180 R a year. lhis is not much different than the 250
people would recejve

Dr. Bender also said
about 50 milirem per
Engebi himself.

on Engebi.

that the normal dose in the Marshalls (direct) is
year. He would have no hesitation about living on

in hls opinion the real issue is emotional andDr. Ogle stated that
political. In his opinion, there are no physical radtation hazards that
can be measured at Engebi, and probably none at all exist there.

Q!!?P@sonwithBi~irli sfwH!2n
High Cmnissioner Itinkel asked how the “Engebl” situation compared to the
Bikini situ?tion

1. Dr. Brill, after stating that he had not investigated the Bikini
situation in any depth, believed that the Bikini situation clea~’fywas {f a
different order of magnitude, Dr. Bender concurred. Both, though, would
defer to analysis of more detailed data on Bikini,

2. Dr. Ogle was of the opinion (again qualified by stating that he had not
examined the Bikini data} tht there was appreciably more fallout at Bikini
and the situation might be significantly different there,

SUMMARY

In short, ttiesethree experts appeared tc be say~ng that there is no “danger” at
present or in the “future” at Ertgebiand that no ill effects would result if
the ‘peoplewere allowed to return to live there. ,.

,_
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Age

o-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

40 and above

TOTAL

&

o-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

Male

27

16

14

14

12

4

5

11

7—

110

Male

35

16

18

18

10

11

6

8

40 and above U

TOTAL 137

~JEBI

Female

17

23

11

10

6

6

4

4

~

88

lINEWETA.K

~emale

24

18

20

14

9

7

9

5

11— .

117

!fotal

44

39

25

24

18

10

9

15

14—

19R

Total

59

34

38

32

19

18

15

13

26—

234
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

December 3, 1979

Those on Attached List

Gentlemen:

\
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It has been some time since I last updated you on activities re the
Marshall Islands. Inasmuch as several matters have occurred during
that time, I shall try to briefly identify recent events. These may
be the subject of further discussion at the next meeting.

I. General

1. I have been relocated within the Office of Health and
Environmental Research as a program manager responsible to
Dr. Burr. Mr. Toamy McCraw likewise has been transferred to
OHER . A full time secretary and a 3rd staff person are in
the process of being obtained.

2. Three projects funded by OES (the LLL Dose Assessment
project, the BNL whole body counting activites, and the
Univ. of Washington studies) also are being transferred to
OHER beginning in N 81. Thus all funding re the Pacific
will originate from OHER with the exception of the 13 atoll
survey and the Enewetak support programs, both of which are
scheduled to terminate in CY 1980.

3. Mrs. Linda Hurley, who since 1974 has assisted me in
secretarial matters (and who also was Dr. Carter’s secretary),
has since early October lived at the NIH hospital where her
son $s undergoing diagnostic tests and treatment. She has
not been available during that time, nor is it likely that
she will return to full time work for some weeks to come.
Consequently, correspondence and other office activ~ties
have slowed down considerably.

II. Enewetak

1. Several of you have comnented upon the observation that
“planning and preparation have begun for northern island
planting.” Also, by letter of October 12, 1979, Dr. Bair
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requested an update on this issue. By telephone the Department
of Interior (DOI) requested an estimate of the potential radiation
exposure contribution to Enewetak people assuming that they live
on Japtan, Medren and Enewetak islands, and that they visit the
six northeastern islands solely to tend coconut trees and harvest
copra, particularly under the assumptions of time and ingestion
given in the LLL dose assessment. It was pointed out to DOI that
there also waq the question of the marketability of the copra,
but they were interested primarily in the potential exposure to
people under the stated conditions. A copy of the response to
them has already been sent to you (Enclosure A). Based upon
this information DOI decided to approve the planting of coconut
trees on the six northeastern islands. This matter subsequently
has been discussed with the Office of Territorial Affairs and
with the Soliciter General of DOI. Their position is that
a) the potential exposures are within both FRC guidance and
AEC recommendations, b) to plant the islands is in keeping
with the master plan, and c) they have 6-8 years to consider
the Issue of marketability - if in fact they are contaminated.
On several occasions I have told DOI that a) at present we
have no basis on which to offer any hope that “science” will
find a way to reduce or eliminate the uptake of radionuclides,
especially of Cs and Sr, in coconuts, b) work is continuing
in an effort to identify the location of radionuclides in the
coconut, and c) once the Trust Territory Agreement ends, who
will be responsible for decisions? (For example, if in 3-S
years it becomes apparent that the copra is not marketable,
who will decide what, if anything should be done, e.g., to
destroy the crop? Will this be the responsibility of the
Marshall Islands Government, the Enewetak Council, Mr. Mitchell,

or who? l!hisis of particular importance since there will be
no Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, no High Commission
and no Department of Interior presence.) DOI’S informal
response was that even if the coconuts are not salsable, they
will only rot on the islands and the people are no worse off
then if they never were planted.

On this and other matters DOI recently sent us a draft letter
to Congressman Yates for comment. A copy of their draft and
our comments are enclosed. (Enclosures B and C).

Last week DOI also wrote us on another matter (to be discussed
below), and it is our intention to address the coconut issue
again in our reply to this letter.

0-
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2. In response to a request from Mr. Mitchell that DOE present
dose assessments and risk assessments to the people of Enewetak,
and in fulfillment of a commitment made by Joe Deal in December,
1978, to do SO, a number of people traveled to Ujelang on
September 18-20 to do so. DOE was represented by Hal Hollister,
Tommy McCraw, Bill Brown, Roger Ray, Harry Brown and me;

Leo Krulitz (Soliciter General) represented DOI; Allen Richardson
represented EPA; Alice Buck, John Iaman, John Healy and Bill Bair
also attended at our request. Mr. Mitchell was accompanied by
Randy Brill, Mike Bender and Bill Ogle. The Deputy High Commissioner
also attended, as did the Chief Secretary of the Marshall Islands
and the CBS “60 Minutes” camera crew. I will be pleased to discuss
the trip in detail at your convenience.

The primary DOE contribution to the ❑eeting was the presentation
and explanation of the book “Enewetak Today,” which has already
been sent to you. The President of the Marshall Islands also
sent an open letter to the people of Enewetak (Enclosure D).
Following our meeting with the people, their Council met with
Mr. Mitchell and his advisors; this meeting resulted in a petition
to DOI to reconsider the resettlement to Enjebi (Enclosure E).

A personal note - the generosity and hospitality of the people
were overwhelming.

3. DOE has discussed the desirability, if not necessity, of
preparing a supplemental EIS to consider the resettlement of
Enjebi. Mr. Mitchell has challenged the need for this, as
well as the relevance of Radiation Protection Guides and
Protection Action Guides (see Enclosure F, see also previously
sent EPA letter to Mrs. Van Cleve). Upon receipt of the letter,
DNA indicated that they wanted a meeting with Krulitz and staff,
Clusen and staff, and EPA staff to discuss the necessity of a
supplemental EIS, DNA’s interest presumably based upon the fact
that DNA prepared the original EIS. ~is meeting has not yet
been scheduled, however.

4. LLL is recalculating the dose assessment in the light of
a) additional information npw available from the remainder of
the islands, and b) in conformance of ICRP-30. While the

specific numbers will change, the changes are not expected to
be sizeable ones.

.
.
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T. In reviewing the LLL preliminary dose assessment, Ed Bramlitt,
DNA Field Command, questioned the calibration procedures used in
the IMP’s, specifically the soil composition used in calibration
Vs . the soil composition at Enewetak. (You may recall that the
general issue of calibration is one which you have raised in the
past). Indications from Las Vegas are that Mr. Bramlitt is
correct, and that errors of 20-25% may have been introduced, the
readings being lower than actual radioactivity levels. Until
this is clarified and the extent of revisions is assessed, LLL
revised dose assessments are on “hold.” Perhaps mre important
is the possibility that island certification documents may have
to be revised and that island usage reconsidered per the guide-
lines for TRU levels. Roger Ray’s only communication on this
subject is enclosed (Enclosure G). A team has gone out to
Enewetak to make additional measurements for calibration.

6. With LLL in the process of writing a “final” dose assessment,
any comments, suggestions,criticisms, etc., which you may have
should be transmitted to Dr. Robison as soon as possible.

7. The Corps of Engineers asked DNA what plans were made for
continuing monitoring of the structural integrity of the crypt.
DNA replied that they end their involvementon April 15, 1980,
and that DOE will monitor lagoon water, fish, etc. Presumably
the direct question was not answered, although I have not seen
DNA’s response.

8. Except for a request for additional copies of the book
“Enewetak Today,” we have not heard from Mr. Mitchell since
the meeting with the Enewetak people. He is, however, attempting

to rally Congressional support for resettlement of Enjebi.

9. It is reasonable to assume that Congressional hearings may
be held on this subject sometime within the next few months.

10. DOI recently requested the number of years before exposure
on Enjebi would be within U.S. exposure limits. Their letter
and a draft of our reply are enclosed (Enclosures H and I), the
latter addressing several other issues as well. Any comments
would be appreciated ASAP.’

11. Whole body counting of the Enewetak people at Ujelang and
at Japtan is scheduled tentatively ‘forJanuary-February, 1980.
This will give us baseline data prior to their return to the 0

Atoll in April, 1980.
.
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72. Formal ceremonies are being planned by DNA for return of
the Enewetak people to the Atoll on April 8, 1980.

Bikfni

1. En route to/from Ujelang, DOI (Krulitz) and DOE (Hollister)
stated to Bikini representatives that if requested we would
prepare a book for the similar to “Enewetak Today” and would meet
with them sometime in 1980, presumably no later than September,
1980. (Any coinmentsor recommendations which any of you might
wish to make regarding the content and effectiveness of the
book “Enewetak Today” would be most welcome so that they might
be considered prior to the preparation of a book for the
Bikinians.)

2. The Bikinians are seriously considering relocating on
Wake Island.

3. On November 20, Tommy McCraw and 1 met with DOI,
representatives of the Bikini Council and the Councilts legal
counsel, Mr. Jonathon Weisgall. Their concerns were several:

4.
for
LLL

a.

b.

c.

d.

Comparison of Eneu with Enjebi and the southern
islands of Enewetak.

Potential effectiveness of scraping the surface
of Eneu.

Potential exposure levels of a rotating Bikint
population living on Eneu for a period of 6 nxmths
at a time roughly once every 4-5 years.

Comparison of Eneu with U.S. exposure levels
(radiological maps of continental U.S. and of
Marshall Islands/Eneu/Bikini were provided).

LLL is about 2 months away from a final dose assessment
Eneu and Bikini. Pending another meeting with Mr. Weisgall,
may be asked to include potential doses:

.’
a. With and without imported food,

b. Resulting if the top 6 inches of soil were removed
from Eneu,

c. If families lived on Eneu for 6 months at a time
at 4-5 year intervals,
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d. With varying amounts of time spent on Bikini.

5. The Bikinians and their legal counsel do not seem to
challenge the applicability of U.S. exposure limits to their
situation (although Mr. Mitchell does).

6. The Bikinians, should they decide to return to Eneu
regardless of circumstances, might be willing to sign state-
ments releasing the U.S. from liability for future related
health consequences. The value of such a release is unknown.
(Mr. Mitchell takes the position that should people return to
Enjebi, the U.S. must share in that increased risk by accepting
continued liability for any radiological consequences).

7. LLL would very much like to hire a Marshallese to tend the
garden plot on Eneu. Roger Ray wrote to the Marshall Islands
Government re this, with a copy to DOI and, subsequently, to
DOE . DOI asked DOE if we concurred in this request (which we
had not) and expressed concern that the Bikini people would
interpret this as discrimination (i.e., if “he” can live there,
why can’t we?). Discussions are continuing and the issue is not
yet resolved.

IV. The Burton Bill

1. On October 10 the Senate held hearings on the Burton Bill.
While Mr. Mitchell and DOI were invited to testify, DOE was
not asked for comments. Their formal statements are enclosed,
including both DOE testimony and written reply (Enclosures J,
K, and L).

2. Prior to the hearing, OMB was concerned about these items:
that the open-ended health care plan be modified to periodic
examination for radiation related effects and treatment if
necessary, and that DOE responsibilities be funded directly
rather than through DOI. These concerns are reflected in
DOI’S statement.

3. The presiding Senator, Matsunaga of Hawaii, apparently
offered two opinions: that-since DO1 is the lead agency
covering a broad scope of programs in the Pacific, funding
and responsibility should be located in DOI rather than
fragmented among departments, and that a comprehensive
program plan would seem desirable. No requests were made
or directives given, however.

4. The bill currently is under study with the Senate
subcommittee.
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v. Office of Micronesia States Negotiation

DOE continues to be actively involved in the interagency
discussions and activities, particularly re nuclear claims.

VI. Brookhaven National Laboratory

A number of issues have been raised addressing personnel,
financial and programmatic matters. A number of these issues
are directly linked to NVOO and PASO interactions and activities.
I will be pleased to discuss them in more detail should you so
desire.

VII. Hearings

The Senate Energy and Natural Resources Coumittee (including
Senators Jackson, Johnston and Matsunaga) is expected to hold
2 days of hearings re Bikini and Enewetak resettlements during
the week of January 21 in Honolulu.

VIII. Palomares

1 had the opportunity to accept Dr. Iranzo’s kind invitation to
visit Palomares with him. 1 wfll be pleased to discuss this
matter with you if you wish, and to share photographswith you.

Sincerely,

Bruce W. Wachholz, Ph.D.
Office of Environment

12 Enclosures

*



~ WATER RESOURCES CENTER 4582 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

(702) 736-2293

February 3, 1980

Dr. Richard 0. Gilbert
Battelle Pacific i~orthwest

Laboratory
P.o. Box 999
i?icnland, NA 99352

Dear Dick:

In order to give you a better idea of the ranges and
distributions of the various kinds of errors that affected
the Enewetak data, I am enclosing a short writeup on that
subject. I am also enclosing my draft of a proposed Tech
Note describing how we propagated errors during the cleanup.
If that sounds familiar, it’s because you asked me to write
it about two years ago, and I’ve just now gotten around to
doing it.

My understanding is that this information on errors will
be presented to the Marshall Islands Advisory Group (“Bair
Committee”) at the same time as John Tipton’s new information
on the soil mass attenuation coefficient. I believe the idea
is to provide a comparison between the bias due to using the
wrong attenuation, and the random errors that are present.
Please look this material over, and if you have questions or
comments, of if you want more information before the committee
meets to hear Tipton, call me at (702) 736-2293.

Sincerely,

lMadaline Barnes
~esearch Statistician

MB :ds

Encl.

Water Resources Center o Erwrgy and Atmospheric Environment Center

Applied Ecology and Physiology Center ● Human Systems Center



(P WATER RESOURCES CENTER
o Desert Research Inslitute – University of Nevada System

a!

4582 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

(702) 736-2293

February 11, 1980

Dr. Richard O. Gilbert
Energy Systems Department
Battelle-Northwest Laboratory
P.o. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Dick:

Sorry to be so long in sending references on the
shrinkage estimator (James-Stein) . The theoretical work
is in a paper by Stein in the 3rd Berkeley Symposium on
Prof. and Stat. in 1955, 197-206, and in a paper by James
and Stein in the 4th Berkeley Symposium in 1961, 361-379.
A good introduction is an article by Efron and Morris in
Scientific American of May, 197%. Some other articles are:

Efron and Morris JASA 68(1973) 117-130
Efron and Morris JASA 70(1975) 311-319
Efron and Morris Ann. Stat. 4 (1976) 11-21
Efron and Morris Ann. Stat. 4 (1976) 22-32
Ploore and Brook Ann. Stat. 6 (1978) 917-919

As I mentioned, there are practical advantages to using
this estimator in that the shrinkage toward the mean may have
the effect of eliminating quarter hectare averages above
40 pCi\gm. On the other hand there may be philosophical
objections.

Sincerely,

-.

Forest L. Miller, Jr.
Research Professor

FLM:ds

Water Resources Center e Energy and Atmospheric Environment Center

Applied [cology and Physiology Center ● Human Systems Center
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0A TE August 19, 1980

REPLY To
ATTN OF EV-30

SUBJECT Marshall Islands

TO R. Clusen, ASEV
H. Hollister, DASEV/R
W. W. Burr, D/OHER
J. Deal, OES
J. Blair, HHAD
T. McCraw, OHER
R. Ray, NVOO
V. Bond, BNL
W. Robison, LLL
N. Bair, PNL+fF=~

Attached are the latest mus’

1. Interior’s RFP for

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

memorandum

ngs from Interior and others. They include

health care under the Burton B1l. We did
not see a final draft prior to release.

2. Letter of August 8, 1980, plus attachments, from Charles Domnick,
Deputy Secretary of Foreign Affairs, Government of the Marshall
Islands, to Wallace Green.

3. Interior’s letter of August 13, 1980, to Charles Domnick. We
were not consulted on this response even though Interior
committed us to attend meetings.

These are for your info only. Please return or discard
to retain.

r>
Bruce W. Wachholz,

if you do not wish

Ph.D.
Office of Health and Environmental

Research, Office of Environment

Attachments

.
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Mr. Wallace O. Green
Acting Deputy bsistant Secretary
Territorial and International fifairs

‘--U.S. Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

‘,.,. Dear Mr. Green:

As requested in your letter of May 20, 1980, to Mrs. Ruth C. Clusen, and
per Mr. Copaken’s verbal request following a meeting of April 23, 1980, at
his office attended by Mr. Copaken and several of his consultants,the
Department of Energy (DOE),BrookhavenNational Laboratory (BNL), and the
Department of Interior, which was represented by Mr. John DeYoung, the
Department of Energy is pleased to elaborate upon its proposed agreement
as appended to my letter of March 25, 1980, to Mrs. Ruth Van Cleve.

It was clear during this meeting that Mr. Copaken, perhaps, did not fully
understand the substance of our offer of March 25, 1980, or the reasons
behind it. Discussions on April 23, 1980, between our medical personnel
(Department of Energy and Brookhaven National Laboratory) and Mr. Copaken’s
medical consultant, Dr. Robert G. Loeffler, were most helpful in clarify-
ing many of these issues, however. It presumably is a consequence of these
discussions that Mr. Copaken verbally requested us to amplify upon our
offer of March 25, 1980.

This amplificationbasically consists of a detailed identification of the
laboratory tests to be included under the general term “biochemical ./,,.
screening profile” which was Included in paragraph 1 of the proposed agree-’
ment appended to my letter of March 25, 1980. The identification of
specific tests included under that term is appended to this letter. You
will note that it includes hematological, biochemical and urological
analyses, plus other indicators, which would clearly identify, among other
things, any ●violenceof thyroid dysfunction or of blood dyscraslas.

Clearly, any possible radiation exposure,of the people of Likiep Atoll has
been considerably less than that experienced by the people of Rongelap and
Utlrik, and, at this time, after 26 years of medical follow-up, we have no
reason to believe that diseases which have not appeared among the Rongelap
and Utiri~-@ovulations would appear among any other populations in the
Marshall Islands as a consequence of any possible lower levels of radiation
●xposure (e.g., bone cancer or opthalmic effects).

--
------
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STUDIESTTO BE INCLUDED PER THE PROPOSEDAGREEMEMOF MARCH 2S , 1980

I. Medical History

— 11. Clinical Studies

111. Laboratory Tests

,. A. Hematological Analyses

1. White Blood Cell

2. Red Blood Cell

3. Hematocrit

4. Hemoglobin

s. Platelet

6. DifferentialCount

7. Computationof Cell Indices

8. Cellular Morphology

B. Biochemical Analyses

1.

J

./’
‘4

2. TSH As indicated to follow thyroid carcinoma “

3. HT

4. sklA-20,including

*
--

a. Sugar *

b. Electrolytes

c. Lipids

d. Serum protein

e. Uric acid

f. Blood urea nitrogen
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8. CreatinLne

h. LDH

i. CPK

~. And such other tests as may be indicated by disease
patterns (e.g., alkaline phosphatase, cholesterol, etc.)

c. Urinalysis, Including Routine Microscopic Analysia

Iv. Other

Where confirmatoryevidence is indicated (e.g.,gamma camera
imaging, biopsies), such tests would be recommended on a
case-by-case basis.

-.

/“ /,,

-.

--
-- --
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DA rE August 6, 1980

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

ALJG i 81980 memorandum
W. J.BAIR

REPLY TO
ATThI OF EV-30

SUBJECT Unfolding Events re the Marshall Islands and Public Law 96-205

TO Attached List

Knowing of your continuing interest in events re the Marshall Islands even
though the “cleanup” of Enewetak has been concluded, attachsd are a number
of documents which give some idea of the way events are moving. To
refresh your memory of who’s who:

Mitchell represents the Enewetak people. He no longer
represents the Utirik people, and there seems to be
some question whether he represents the Rongelap people.

Weisgall represents the Bikini people.

Copaken represents the Government of the Marshall Islands.

BruceW. Wachholz, Ph.D.
Office of Health and

Environmental Research

17 Attachments

10/12/79 Bender/Brill Assessment of Radiation
Health Effects of the Resettlement of
Enewetak Atoll

03/12/80 P.L. 96-205
03/28/80 ltr - Kabua to Burton/Yates
03/28/80 ltr - Kabua to President Carter
04/15/80 ltr - Weisgall to Van Cleve
04/21/80 ltr - Copaken to Green
04/25/80 ltr - Copaken to Wachholz
05/20/80 Itr - Green to Clusen .
06/24/80 Itr - Alcalay to Sloan
06/26/80 ltr - Wachholz to Green
07/01/80 ltr - Wachholz to Copaken
07/18/80 ltr - Copaken to Wachholz
07/18/80 ltr - Alcalay to Green w/encl:

06/06/80 ltr - Bertell to Sloan and
06/23/80 K.Z. Morgan review

07/23/80 ltr - Mills to Mitchell
07/23/80 ltr - Loeffler to Copaken
07/25/80 Itr - deBrum to Green
08/04/80 DOI Discussion Paper
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Addressees:

J. Auxier, ORNL
M. J. Bair, PNL~_~
C. Francis, ORNL
D. Gilbert: PNL
J. W. Healy, LASL
R. O. McClellan, ITRI
C. Richmond, ORNL
W. L. Templeton, PNL
R. Thompson, PNL
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X)epartment of Energy

Washington, D.C. 20585 AUG 191980 :“.’

Mr. Jonathan M. Weisgall
Ginsburg, Feldman, Meil and Bress
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

DearMr. Weisgall:

The Department of Energy agrees in principle to the proposal set forth in
your letter-proposal of May 26, 1981, which will settle the litigation in
People of Bikini v. Seamans, et al , Civil No. 76-348 (D-Ha.). Final
approval of your proposal is contingent upon reaching agreement on the
following:

1.

2.

3.

Technical procedures cover
techniques, sample storage
ing, analytical procedures
of sample variance between
and Lawrence Livermore Nat

ng such matters as sampling
and transportation, sample process-
a defined level of acceptability
Epidemiology Resources, Inc. samples
onal Laboratory samples, sPlittin9

samples for confirmatory analyses by Epidemiology Resources,
Inc. and by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, etc.

The taking and handling of any environmental samples by
Epidemiology Resources, Inc. will be jointly supervised by one
person designated by Epidemiology Resources, Inc. and one
person designated by the Department of Energy.

Since the Department of Energy laboratory personnel
periodically visit Bikini Atoll on a ship chartered by the De-
partment, we would expect that Epidemiology Resources, Inc.
sampling at Bikini Atoll could be conducted in conjunction
with a visit by our laboratory personnel. If this is done, we
will deduct an appropriate portion of transportation expense
from our contract payment. If such coordination is clearly
impractical, then you may proceed as indicated in the
proposal.
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4. Should Epidemiology Resources, Inc. base its dose calculation
upon any dietary assumptions other than those used by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, parallel calculations
using the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory dietary
assumptions also should be included so that the source of any
differences due to the assumed diet is clear.

We must observe that it is our belief that obtaining 40 environmental samples
from Bikini Atoll is not required by the court agreement and, further, is of
dubious scientific or technical merit. Nevertheless, we are sensitive to the
desire of the Bikini people for site confirmation and we therefore agree to
accommodate their perceived needs.

We must observe also that the court agreement requires review by a single
scientist. Because you believe that a small team is required to comprehen-
sively review the data, and perform related tasks, we have agreed to your
request so that there will be absolutely no question of our having provided
every resource needed to perform this task. Please understand that if you
wish to alter the distribution of time among the three principal investi-
gators (without exceeding the total amount allotted to them by contract)
this would be acceptable to us.

As stated in previous letters dated January 22, 1981 and March 31, 1981, the
Bikini people must formally acknowledge that execution of this contract with
Epidemiology Resources, Inc. constitutes full and complete compliance by the
Department of Energy in fulfilling the Department’s sole outstanding
obligation under the terms of the Memorandum Agreement settling the
litigation.

Inasmuch as this contract will be between the Department of Energy and
Epidemiology Resources, Inc., and since your letter-proposal of May 26,
1981, is neither on Epidemiology Resources, Inc. letterhead nor signed by an
authorized Epidemiology Resources, Inc. officer, a proposal from Epidemi-
ology Resources, Inc. addressed to the Department of Energy and signed by an
Epidemiology Resources, Inc. official will be needed in order to comply with
Departmental procurement requirements. We look forward to receiving a
proposal from Epidemiology Resources, Inc. Written agreement on the condi-
tions and procedures set forth above can be either incorporated directly into
the proposal or set forth in a letter which will become part of any signed
agreement.

Please call us if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Stephen H. Greenleigh
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Environment, Safety and Health
Environmental Protection, Safety and

Emergency Preparedness
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October 28, 1980

~ECEIVE!

~ov 31980

w.J.BAII?

J. Deal, EV-131
T. McCraw, EV-30

Attached is a letter from Jonathan Weisgal. He raises

the issue of why Eneu was not considered “safe” at the time

of the ’78 hearings, whereas in 1980 it is conditionally

okay. (The content of the May, 1979, letter to which

referral is made is nearly identical with our current posi-

tion, and I will respond to that portion of his letter).

Since you were involved at that time (1978) , could you

provide a response for that portion of the letter?

Please let me know ASAP.

Thank you.

Bruce W. Wachholz, EV-30

..
cc : W. Bair, PNL~ ,.

W. Robison, LLNL
R. Ray, NVOO
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(202) 637-9104

Mr. Hal L. Hollister
Acting Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Research

Office of Assistant Secretary
for Environment

Us. Department of Energy
EV-3 Forrestal Buildinq
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Hollister:

As you may recall from the dose assessment meeting on
Kili last week, Senator Henchi Bales, the Bikinians’ elected
representative to the Marshall Island Nitijela~ asked DOE
scientists why they now believe that people can live on Eneu
Island in light of the fact that government officials just two
years ago stated that Eneu Island would have to remain off-
limits for 20-25 years, due to unexpectedly high levels of
radiation on the island. You and Dr. Wachholz replied that
DOE had no knowledge of such statements.

Senator Bales was referring to testimony on May 22 and
June 19, 1978 before the House Appropriations Committee Sub-
committee on the Interior. At the May 22 hearing, for example,
Ruth Van Cleve, Director of the Office of Territorial Affairs,
stated that her expectation that the Bikinians could be moved
to Eneu had been changed by recently-released DOE data declaring
Eneu off-limits:

“I must tell you ... that we have suddenly
been required to recast our preliminary plans
in a very major way. The committee will recall
that when we testified before you a month ago,
we anticipated, on the basis of the best infor-
mation then available to us from the Department
of Energy, that if it were necessary to move
the people of Bikini Island to an alternative,



GINSBURG, FELDMAN, WEIL AND BRCSS

Mr. Hal L. Hollister
October 16, 1980
Page Two

safe site, we could expect that the nearby
island of Eneu would be available for the
purpose.

Last Thursday we learned that tests of a
limited sample of food-stuffs growing on
Eneu showed an uptake of radionuclides much
in excess of those predicted on the basis of
the known cesium and strontium content of
the soil. Accordingly, we have concluded that
we must eliminate Eneu as an alternative siter
and we have thus revised substantially the
plans for temporary settlement.”

Hearings on 1978 Second Appropriations Bill Before the Subcom-
mittees of the House Committee on Appropriations, 95th Cong. ~
2d Sess. at 866 (1978) (hereinafter “Hearings”) . See also
High Commissioner Winkel’s statement, id. at P. 889.

.—
—

Following Mrs. Van Cleve’s remarks, Joe Deal of DOE sub-
mitted data showing that cesium levels on Eneu were 5 to 6 times
the previous estimates. He also stated that radiation measure-
ments in s,ix salt water wells on Eneu may have exceeded EPA
standards. Hearings at 877.

At the June 19 hearing, High Commissioner Winkel reported
that he had met with the people living on Bikini Island and
“explained to the people ... that Eneu Island ... was not Con-
sidered safe enough to allow their living on it at this time.. ..”
Hearings at 913. The Statement of Understanding signed by the
Us. Government on Kili on August 16, 1978 reflects this View:
It... [oln the basis of the most recent scientific information, it
appears that Eneu Island ... will ... be unavailable for settle-
ment.”

Eight months later, by letter dated May 15, 1979, Ruth
Clusen, DOE Assistant Secretary for Environment, wrote to Under
Secretary of the Interior Joseph stating unequivocally that Eneu
could not be resettled for 20-25 years even with imported food:.—

“The degree of uncertainty in estimating doses
on Eneu Island is similar to that for Enewetak
Atoll. Assuming, therefore, that Enewetak cri-
teria are applicable to other similar situations
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Mr. Hal L. Hollister
October 16, 1980
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in the northern Marshall Islands, the dose esti-
mates for return of the Bikini people to Eneu
Island would be compared to the Enewetak criteria
as described above rather than to the FRC guidance.
When this is done, it is found that even with
imported food the radiation doses to the people
on Eneu would not be expected to be in compliance
with the Enewetak criteria for about 20-25 years. “
(Emphasis supplied)

I am enclosing copies of Mrs. Clusen’s May 15, 1979

letter as well as cited pages from the hearings, the Augus~ 16,
1978 Statement of Understanding, and various newsPaPer articles
that reported at the time that a move to Eneu would not be
possible.

In light of the above testimony, I believe it would be
appropriate to review this matter, and I request that you provide
Senator Bales, through me, with a thorough answer to his ques-
tion. It may be that these 1978 and 1979 statements were based
on incomplete data, but this matter should be cleared up.

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

u. h&4

[
~~ Jonathan M. Weisgall
/

JMW:cmf ‘d

Enclosures

cc: Henchi Bales (w\enc.)
Ruth Clusen (w/enc.)
Steve Gottlieb, Esq.
Gordon Law (w\enc.)
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Conunlt tee

The preceding statements of Mrs Va~ Cleve and the

presentation of the Department of Energy clearly demonstrate

the dilemma we face in dealing with the immediate and longer-

range futures of the people now living on Bikini Island.

Until last week, it had been a reasonable presumption

based on predictions by the Department of Energy that Eneu

in the Bikini Atoll would be a satisfactory place to which

the Bikini people could be moved in the immediate short-run

period and that it would also serve as a permanent location

for the bulk of the larger group still on Kili.

We now know that this is not the case.

We thus have the necessity of a temporary move to a

location that most likely will not be the permanent home for

‘L these people.

At this point let me say that there are no uninhabited

islands or atolls on which these people might make a perma-

nent settlement. Uninhabited islands in the Marshalls are

uninhabited because they are incapable of sustaining human

life to any extent, particularly the numbers of people we are

talking about.

,i+, ioncr
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f?r. Chalman, Members of the Ccmv~,~t:ee

[n accordance with the dec~sl>ns made at your May 22nd

mtis.tlng, I d>scussr.1 with tl,e people of Blkinl Island their

forthco-nlnq mo,~e from that islanfi and their preference as to

rel:,cation sites. These meetlnqs were held over a period of 24

hours, on Th,~rsday and Friday, June 1 and 2, with virtually

all of the people of the Island--men, women, and children--

In atteniancc at the first meeting, and 35 to 40 people (the

adult male population) at the succeeding two meetings.

Subsequently, on .Monday, June 5, a meeting was held with

the people of Kili Island for the same purposes, with about 100

people In attendance.

In the opening remarks at Bikini I explained to the people

that I was there to inform them it was necessary that they move

from Blklni Island, that Eneu Island also was not considered safe

enough to allow their livinq on it at this time, and that four

relocation sites were suggested for their consideration and decision.

At the second meeting on Friday, June 2, various spokesmen

outlined the preferences of the people as follows:

1) Stay on Bikini Island until further information is

available about Eneu food and its levels of radio-

activity. The people reasoned that they would have to

.’
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

May 15, 1979

Honorable James A. Joseph
Under Secretary of the Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240

Dear Mr. Joseph:

I am pleased to reply to your letter of April 12, 1979, regarding
the possible return of the Bikini people to Eneu Island.

This response will address both of the issues you raise:

1. Your understanding of previous statements by ~ staff.

2. More detailed information on estimated dose assessments for
people living on Eneu Island, including various assumed living
and eating patterns.

With r~spect to the first point, your understandings are, in general,
correct. The more detailed information addressing the second point
is included as an enclosure to this letter.

If the guidance of the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) (500 mrem/yr
to individuals, and 170 mrem/yr and 5000 nirem/30 yrs to a population)
is to be complied with, the people could return to Eneu only if it is
assured that adequate imported food would be available to and used by
the people for approximately 20 years, that food grown on Bikini Isldnd
is not a part of the diet, that residence is restricted to Eneu Isiand,
and that visitation to Bikini Island is effectively controlled.

Since the FRC guides were originally formulated, an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) was prepared for the resettlement of Enewetak
Atoll . In the EIS, recon’inended.criteria”which are one-half of the
FRC guidance for individuals and 80 percent of the 30-year FRC guidance
for populations were proposed for evaluating land use options f~r use
in planning the cleanup and rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll. These
criteria were recommended because of uncertainties in estimating future
doses to the people at Enewetak Atoll. However, following the return
of people to the Islands, direct radiation exposure measurements would
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Honorable James A. Joseph -2- May 15, 1979

be available and compared with the full FRC guidance of 500-mrem/yr to
individuals and 5000 mre!n/30 yrs to the population. These criteria for
Enewetak were reviewed by interested Government agencies; no objections
to these criteria were raised. Gne of the reviewir?g agencies, the -
Environme~tal Protection Agency (EPA), found the criteria acceptable,
but considered them to be “... upper limits ...” and that “... any
proposed guideline or numerical values for the ::oselilzit~ are only
preliminary guidance and that a cost-benefit analysis must be undertaken
to determine whether the projected doses are really as low as readily
achievable and practical before proceeding with the relocation proJect.
On the basis of such analysis it may be prudent to ~ow@r dose guidelines
for this operation.”

The degree of uncertainty in estimating doses on Eneu Island is similar
to that for Enewetak Atoll. Assuming, therefore, that Enewetak criteria
are applicable to other similar situations in the northern Marshall
Islan?$, the dose estimates for return of the Bikini people tc Eneu
Island would be compared to the Enewetak criteria as described above
rather than to the FRC guidance. 14hen this is done, it is found that
even with imported food theradiation doses to the people op.Eneu would
not be expected to be in compliance with the Enewetak criteria for about
?9-25 years.

Several basic combil)atioilsof residence and food constraints are discussed
in the,encloced, and are illustrated and sumarized in the attachments to
the enclosed. Other considerations also are addressed. If any further
refinement of the data chanqes these estimates in a significant way, we
wil: irrmediatelv inform You.

We trustthat this is helpful to you in resolving the issue of the
acc[ptabilitv of Eneu Island as i!rcsiaence island.

Sine eiy,
.=%

Assistpnt Secretary fo’” Ln~’ironmef~t

Enclosure

cc: Dr. WilliamM ills, EPA
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RADIOLOGICAL IMPLICATION
FOR RESETTLEMENT OF ENEu lSLA.NO

suMMARY

Unless imported food is a substantial and continuing part of

the diet of the Eneu population for about 20 years, unless access to

Bikini Island can effectively be controlled for several years, and

unless access to food from Bikini Island is restricted, it is unlikely

that radiation doses to people living on Eneu Island would be in compliance
.

with federal radiation protection guidance;L Based upon previous experience

and past practic-, however, it is doubtful whether imported food will be

a significant part of the daily diet. It can also be questioned whether

or not access to Bikini Islandcan be controlled.Therefore,a returnto

Eneu Island should be delayed for close to 20 years if radiological dose

is the only govqrning facto; unless a firm commitment can be made which will
L

guarantee that adequate imported food will be available and used by the

people, and that residence can be restricted to Eneu Island. If the

Enewetak radiation exposure criteria2 are to be applied to the Eneu

population, it is unlikely that the radiation doses to the people would

be in compliance with the criteria for approximately 20 years, even if

imported food is available and if mobility is restricted. Under either

criteria, a return to Bikini Island would be delayed even longer because
.

of the higher levels of radionuclides in the soil.

~The Federal Radiation Council (FRC) recoxnuended @XpOSure limits of

500 mrem/yr to individuals, 170 mrem/yr to average population groups,
and 5000 mrem/30 yrs to the average population of the U.S.

2Enewetak criteria are one-half of the FRC exposure limit for individuals
and 80 percent of the FRC 30-year exposure limit.
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BACKGROL~D

In August 1978 the residents of Bikini Island left thei-rAtoll

because measurements of radiocesium made in April 1978 showed accumulations

in the bodies of 13 out of 101 people such that if this level

were maintained for one year, it would result in an annual radiation

dose equal to or greater than the 500 mrem/yr federal radiation protection

criteria for exposure of individuals. The dose rate might have

increased further had those people continued to live on Bikini Island.

At that time the questionwas raisedaboutwhetheror not the Bikini

peoplecouldrelocateon Eneu Island. Informationthen availableon the

radionuclide content of test plantings of food crops on Eneu was

inadequate, and there were insufficient.samples of coconuts grown on

Eneu Island to answer the question. In the Congressional Committee

hearin&held on July 25, 1978, it was agreed that priority would be

given to collecting and analyzing available data to update radiation

exposure estimates for use by those who are considering whether the

Bikini people should return to live on Eneu Island. In early 1979, new

information was obtained so that dose predictions for residence on

Eneu Island could, for the first time, be based upon data from analysis

of actual food items of the diet grown on the island rather than on

theoretical predictions derived from soil concentrations.

MDIATION SOURCES

People living on Eneu Island receive radiation exposure from two

sources: 1) external irradiation fran natural background radiation

31nterior and Related Agencies Subcommittee, Committee on Appropriations,
House of Representatives.
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(which is very low) and from radionuclides remaining in the

nuclear tests at Bikini Atoll; 2) internal irradiation from

deposited in the body as a consequence of eating foods frcm

soil from

iadionuclides

the island ‘~

area (including foods grown in the contaminated soil and marine life from

the lagoon) and from inhaling airborne radionuclides. Because of the

metabolic characteristics of the predominant radionuclides (cesium-137

and strontium-90) at Eneu, bone marrow doses are expected to be slightly

greater than whole body doses, and will be the limiting exposure.

The

obtained

doses to

external radiation dose rate has been determined from data

during a recent aerial radiological sumrey. The external

whole body and bone marrow for Eneu residents were calculated

using measurements of external radiation and estimates of time spent in

variou; areas of the island (e.g., village, island interior, on the

lagoon, ccc.).

The internal radiation doses were calculated from estimates

amounts and kinds of food in the diet (with and without imported

and from measurements of the radionuclide content of these foods

of the

foods)

and of

drinking water (see Attachments 1, 2, 3, and 4). Levels of radio-

activity in food shown in these attachments were obtained from analysis

9
of samples collected on Eneu Island, except for pandanus which was not

.

yet available. Since pandanus would be a diet constituent, the

contributed dose is calculated from uptake coefficients and soil

concentrations of radionuclides. The 30-year dose

calculated assuming only radioactive decay with no

other possible mechanisms.

commitment is

reduction from
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It is expected that some individuals on Eneu Island will receive

doses higher or lower than the predicted average dose. This-may result

from: 1) eating a larger or smaller quantity of food than that shown .-

in the assumed diet, 2) eating more or less of certain foods containing

the highest radioactivity levels, and 3) eating foods grown from areas

on the island having soil concentrations higher or lower than the

average. In this regard it should be noted also that the former

?!...Federal Radiation Council suggests the use of the arbitrary

assumption that the majority of individuals do not vary from the

4
average by a factor greater than three.” This factor of three is

used in establishing and distinguishing between guidance for the

maximum annual dose to the average individual within that population

and guidance for the potentially highly exposed individual within that

populat’ior,
5

Radiation Protection Guides for the U.S. were approved by the

President and are used by federal agencies in their radiation protection

activities. These guides specify the radiation dose that should nut

.

~Report No. 1, Background Material for the Development of Radiation
Protection Standards, Staff Report of the Federal Radiation Council,
U.S. Department of Health, Edu6ation and Welfare, May 13, 1960, Pg. 27.

5The “m~i~~m annual dose” refers co the dose in that year in which the

exposure of the average individual is greatest, taking into account the
buildup and the removal and decay of radionuclides in the body. The
majority of the highly exposed individuals within this population are
assumed not to receive an annual exposure more than a factor of three
greater.
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be exceeded without careful consideration of the reasons for doing

so,6 and that every effort should be made to encourage the nraintenance

of radiation doses as far below these guides as practicable. To

comply with these standards, certain conditions must be met. First,

the basic FRC recommendation is “...that the yearly radiation exposure

to the whole body of individuals in the general population. ..should not

exceed 0.5 rem.”7 The FRC recognized, however, that =posure of

individuals may be difficult to monitor under some circumstances;

thus they suggested that the llmit to individuals may be met by the

use of average limits to the popualtion. Second, therefore, the

FRC indicated that’’Under certain conditions, such as widespread

radioactive contamination of the environment, the on~y data available

may be related to average contamination or exposure levels. Under

these circumstances, it is necessary to make assumptions concerning

the relationship between average and maximum doses. The Federal

Radiation Council suggests the use of the arbitrary assumption that

the majority of individuals do not vary from the average by a factor

greater than three. Thus, we recommend the use of 0.17 rem for yearly

whole-body exposure of average population groups... It is critical that

this guide be applied with reason and judgment. Especially, it is
.

noted that the use of the average figure, as a substitute for

evidence concerning the dose to individuals, is permissible only when

~The Federal Radiation Council, in Report No. 1 (see footnote 4, pp. 26-27),
stated that the guidance should not be exceeded unless “...a careful
study indicates that the probable benefits will outweigh the potential
risk.”

‘See Note 4, p. 26.
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there is a probability of appreciable homogeneity concerning the

distribution of the dose within the population included in the

average.“,8 Third, “When the size of the population group under

consideration is sufficiently large, consideration must be given to

the contribution to the genetically significant population dose. The

Federal Radiation Council...recommends the use of the Radiation

.

Protection Guide of 5 rem in 30 years...for limiting the average

genetically significant exposure of the total U.S. population. The

use of 0.17 rem per capita per year, as described (above) as a

technique for assuring that the basic Guide for individual whole

body dose is not exceeded, is likely in the immediate future to assure

that the gonadal exposure Guide is not exceeded.”g

body dose is considered to be the equivalent of the
1

significant dose.

Because of the absence of radiation protection

Therefore, the

genetically

guides specific

whole

for the Marshall Islands, criteria were developed from the basic

Federal guidance for evaluating land use options for use in planning

the cleanup and rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll.10 These criteria

are presented here since they were developed subsequent to the decision

regarding the cleanup and rehabilitation of Bikini Atoll. It was
.

8See Note 4, p. 27.

9See Note 4, p. 27.

Iocleanup, Rehabilitation, Resettlement Of

Islands, Environmental Impact Statement,
April 1975.

Enewetak Atoll - Marshall
Defense Nuclear Agency,
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recognized that decisions on land use involve consideration of

predicted radiation doses which have inherent uncertainties. To

make allowance for this, radiation criteria were chosen that-are 50%

of the annual Federal guidance for individual whole body and bone

marrow doses and 80% of the 30-year whole body dose for population

exposures. Therefore, the Enewetak criteria limits the dose to the

whole body or the bone marrow of individuals to 2S0 mrem/yr and the

dose to the average individual within the population to 4000 mrem/30 yr. .

(It should be noted that use of a percentage of the FRC values

was not an attemptto establishnew

to be a necessaryprecautionin the

The adoptionof limits for Enewetak

guidance, but was considered

application of the FRC values. 11

equal to one-half the FRC guide

for individuals and 80 percent of the FRC guide for 30-year limits is

a result “... of the uncertainty concerning dose estimates which depend

greatly’on the foods people will choose to eat and the way they will

,,12
choose to live. While dose estimates are to be compared to these

percentages of the FRC guides, actual exposure levels monitored after

the people return should be compared to the 100 percent values of the

13
FRC guides. )

CALCLW4TED DOSES LIVING IN ENEU

The calculated doses14 shown below are for three living patterns and

for two assumed diets. The diet3 are based on the recent experience

~See footnote 10, Vol. 11., Sec. B, p. 111-10.

12See footnote 10, Vol. I., Sec. 5, p. 5-7.

13See footnote 10, Vol. I., Sec. 5, p. 5-7 and Vol. II., Sec. B, p. 111-11.

14*11 dose escimte~ are rounded off and are based upon information contained

in “An Updated Radiological Dose Assessment of Eneu Island at Bikini Aco1l,”
Robison, W. L. and Phillips, W. A., UCRL-52775, 1979, in draft.
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and obsemations of the scientific teams who have been working on

Bikini Atoll.15

Calculated Maximum Annual Dose (Average for Population)

(Federal guidance is 170 mrem/yr) -

A. People live 1007iof the time on Eneu Island. .

With Food Imports Without Food Imports

Whole Body 120 mrem/yr 210 mrem/yr

Bone Marrow 140 mrem/yr 260 mrem/yr

B. People live 90% of the time on Eneu Island and visit Bikini Island ~
10% of the time, or 80% of the time is spent on Eneu Island and 20%
of the time is spent on Bikini Island, and assuming that no food from
Bikini Island is eaten;

With Food Imports Without Food Imports

90-10 80_~0 90-10 80-20

Whole Body 150 mrem/yr 170 mrem/y~ 240 mrem/yr 260 &em/yr

Bone Marrow 170 mrem/yr 190 mrem/yr 280 mrem/yr 300 mrem/yr

NOTE: On attachments 7-8 it is assumed that the maximum exposed
~viduals”would be three times these values as per the FRC guidance.

Calculated 30-Year Dose (Average Whole Bodv)

(Federal guidance is 5000 rnrem/30 yrs)

A. People live 100% of the time on Eneu Island.

With Food imports Without Food Imports

2700 mrem 4700 mrem

B. People live 90% of the time on Eneu Island and visit Bikini Island
10% of the time, or 80% of the time is spent on Eneu Island and 20%
of the time is spent on Bikini Island, and assuming that no food from
Bikini Island is eaten. .

With Food Imports Without Tood Imports

90-10 80-20 90-10 80-20

3200 mrem 3700 mrem 5200 mrem 5700 mrem

NOTE: People who recently lived on Bikini Island already have received
=se of about 1000 mrem. This has not been included In the above estimate

1>The dietary parameters are important factors in the calculation of dose
estimates, and the diet is continually being refined as additional infomatio
becomes available. To the extent that the diet used in this document (Attach-
ment 1) may be refined, or that dietary practices may change, the dose estima
may also change accordingly.
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If there is increased utilization of Bikini Island, the

projected doses can be estimated by applying the finding that the

respective Bikini doses would be about eight to ten times the doses for --

Eneu residence shown above (maximum annual and 30-year doses).16

If return to Eneu and Bikini is delayed, the above dose estimates

would be reduced by a factor of two for every 30-year period the

return is delayed. This is due to the fact that the radioactivity

of the two radionuclides (cesium-137 and strontium-90) that contribute

most to whole body and bone marrow doses, decays in the environment

with an effective half-time of 30 years.

Attachments 5 and 6 present estimates of the maximum annual

whole body and bone marrow doses for the average population if,

starting with 1979 as the zero time, a return to live on Eneu

IslandL(th.’six lower curves) or on Bikini Island (the two highest

curves) is delayed. Attachments 7 and 8 present similar information

for

the

the individuals receiving the highest doses. Attachment 9 shows

predictions for 30-year doses.

DISCUSSION

The predicted maximum annual whole body and bone marrow doses

for the average Eneu Island population in Attachments 5 and 6 can be

compared with the 170 mrem/yr federal guidance. If a monitoring program

16The basis for this estimate is that the concentrations of radio-
nuclides in the soil and in coconuts on Bikini are about eight to ten times
greater than those on Eneu. Therefore, consumption of foods grown on Bikini
Island would increase the annual dose rate estimates significantly, the
increase depending upon che type and quantity of food eaten. Estimates
based upon assumed combinations of Eneu and Bikini foods, and imported
foods, other than those included herein, can be provided if needed.
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is in place,doses to the highestindividualscan be comparedwith

the standardfor individualswhich is 500 mrem/yr (see Attachments 7

and 8). Dases for the highest individuals can also be compared with .-

the Enewetak criterion which is 250 mrem/yr.

Whether annual doses (for the population or for individuals) and

30-year doses for people living on Eneu or Bikini Islands meet or exceed

federal guidance and/or the recently developed Enewetak criteria depends “

upon the amour-it, kind, and source of local foods that are eaten, the

availability of imported faods, the proportion of residence time on

Eneu Island and on Bikini Island, and the time interval between now

and the date of rehabitation.

Attachments 5 through 9 illustrate the estimated dose (vertical

axis) to the population or to an individual in the population if the

people ;re returned to Eneu or to Bikini in any particular year

(horizontal axis, beginning in 1979). Moreover, the attachments

illustrate estimated doses for eight separate living patterns as

identified on Attachment 5. Federal guidance and Enewetak criteria

levels also are indicated. If any particular curve does not go

above the guidance or criteria level, a return of the people could

be accomplished that year without expecting to exceed the guidance

or criteria, providing residence conforms to the conditions upon which

the doses are estimated. If a curve goes above the guidance or criteria,

the point at which it crosses the guidance or criteria, as read from

the horizontal axis, is the approximate number of years that return

should be delayed so that the radiation dosz would not be expected

to exceed the guidance or criteria.
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For example, if the Bikinians returned in 1979 to Eneu, if the

diet consiscs of both local and imported foods as shown in Attachment 1,

and if they spend no time on and consume no food from Bikini Island, -~

(Attachments 5-9, Cuwe 1) their predicted maximum annual whole body

and bone marrow doses and their 30-year whole body doses (average for

the population) would be within the federal guidance of 170 mreut/yr

and 5000 mrem/30 yr. Under these same conditions, exposures of the

highest individuals would be within the 500 mrem/yr federal guidance

for whole body and bone marrow but would exceed the 250 mrem/yr Enewetak

criterion. Without imported food (Attachments 5-9, Curve 4, both

predicted average population and highestindividual doses exceed the

170 and 500 mrem/yr federal guidance, w“hilethe 30-year estimate

of 4700 mrem/3,0yr just meets the 5000 mrem/30 yr federal guidance

but e;ceeds the 4000 mrem/30 yr Enewetak criterion.

Furthermore, it must be recognized chat there is a significant

degree of uncertainty in the dose estimates because of the need to

predict lifestyles of peoples. For most situations it 1s estimated

that thesevaluesmay be realisticto withina factorof two; under

unusual circumstances they may be within a factor of three.17 These,

then, would be the approximate error bands associated with the curves
.

in Attachments 5-9.

A summary comparison of these curves with the federal guidance

and with the Enewetak criteria is given in Attachment 10.

1 iRobison, W.L. and Phillips, W.A., “An Updated Radiological Dose
Assessment of Eneu Island at Bikini Atoll, UCRL-52775, 1979, in
draft.
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OTHER CONSIDEMTIOXS

In evaluating radiological conditions on Eneu and Bildni Islands,

there are certain other factors which should be taken into account: .-

1. Exposure to any radiation is believed to involve some risk

which is proportionally greater as the radiation exposure increases;

therefore, any unnecessary radiation exposures should be avoided and

all exposures kept as low as is reasonably achievable.

2. The benefits and risks inherent in the Federal guidance are

those applicable to persons living outside of restricted access areas

in the U.S. under normal peacetime operations.

3, There appear to be difficulties associated with the practicality

and reliability of applying administrative

time tith.the intent to limit expo=re.

4,’ The need to apply a safety factor

controls over long periods of

where there are uncertainties

in the predfcted dose estfmates, resulted in the use of a factor of 2

in applying Federal guidance to the Enewetak situation.

5. The marketahflity for copra produced from coconuts grown on

E.&hi and Eneu Islands is questionable at the present time.

There are also nonradiological-factors which have not been considered.
.

Among these are:

1.

to theti

2.

.

The benefits to Be derived by the Bikini people fn returning

Atoll accordtig to their own decisions and preferences.

Resettlement options at locations other than Bikini Atoll.
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STATE!l!I:l’1’ OF Li!{Ull[K1’,\:JI)l SG

ON T}IIl !’AHT OF Ttl E

%

COL’F.lVOIENl OF THE U:JITED STAIES

AND TIIECOVERS?lEST 01’T}IETRUST TERRITORY OF TIIEPACI1:lC I:IJNJ)S

.
CONCERNING THE

MOVE OF THE PEOPLE OF EIK1?!I ISMND, AUGUST, 1978

On August 11, 1978, the Undersecretary of the Department of the

Interior, James A. Joseph, the Deputy Undersecretary, Wallace Crcen, and

the Director of the Office of Territorial Affairs, Ruth G. Van Clcve,

journeyed to Bikini Island to meet with its current residents. Tl,epurpose

of tt;cj.:”meeting was to con~.~cvinfomnation on the subjecc 01 t]}.~ fort]lcomi~g

move h:.’the people of Bikini Island to Kili Island, and to rt’spend tl>qlics-

tioas and ~lcarconcerns put to them by the people of Bikini Island. They

had carli(~r, on August 7, held a similar meeting wit!) formcu residents of..

Bikiljihh:)now reside on Kili. The Hi~h Commissioner of Lhc Trust Territory

1. of the Pacific Islands, Adrian P. Winkel, had been prevented Uy bad wcatller
“L

1. in Saipan from joining in the visit to Bikini Island, but l}el)adearlier met

)... with the people of Bikini, as well as wit!] other Bikinians on Kili.

.,
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9. . .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

’15.

16.

17.

18.

.19.

20.

21.

22*

23.

24.

25.

i -, f!ccreas~’in the radionuclidc! body burden. The Lkpartmcnt of the
*

:aLcIiur decided, in the light of the evidence pre.sentc.dby L1)Cl)epfirtmenL

oi !inergy, that the people living on Rikini should be moved at the earliest
..

.. ..,.,.A,,IJ,,dLc. ~,11itcri.tl/radi.c)ll~gica! sur:,”y currently underway and other

I bY the ~cparcmcnt of EnercYradiological tests or Bikini being coric’.Jcte~.

will determine whether Bikini ‘Lnli c.in, in li~eloresceable future, be

considered as a home for-the’ Bikini””peopIe.

bong the requests of the people of both Bikini and KiIi WiIS a

request for a statement in writing of the understandings that the repre-

sentatives of tl~eUnited States conveyed during those meetings ant]of the

commitments that those rcprcscntativcs were willing to make. The foll(l{+

ing are intended t.orespond co the principal concerns then and there

expressed.*

Mr. Joseph and Mrs. Van Cleve, on behalf of the Government of the ‘

United States, and Mr. Winkel, on behalf of the Government of the Trust

Territory, o’ffered the following “assurances:

x. The Government of the United States considers itself generally
.

responsible for the well being Of the Bikini people and their descendants

and, following consultation with them, the Government of t]lcUnited States

will seek to arrange their relocation, permanently, in the most satisfactory

manner possible. rhe Department of the Interior will undertake to obtain

such authority and such resources as may be required in order to meet and

.



discharge this responsl~ility. lhe ilepartllm’:ltoi the Intnrior will call upon

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

“ 11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

needs of the current residents of Bikini Island continue to be 1..-.

..

II. Because Kili Island has, until recent weeks, been regarded as
....-. —.

solely a temporary relocation site for the people of Bikini, the Governments

have never undertaken to construct permanent facilities there, nor to improve

significantly any of the existing Kili facilities. It is now known that

Bikini Island will not be fit for human habitation for decades to come, and

on the basis of the most rccenL scientific information, it appears that Eneu

Island, in the Eikini Atoll, will also be unavailable for settlement? In

the circumstances, the Governments understand that some of the Bikini people

will choose to remain on Kili inde~initely, and the Governments will accord-

ingly undertake a program for the permanent rehabilitation of ~ilic

III. It is not yet possible to develop a permanent relocation plan

for the people of Bikini. That plan must await completion of the aerial/
1

radiological survey that is now underway, and thfit is expected to be con-

pleted no later than the early weeks of 1979. ~en those surveY.results

are available and evaluated, and when a~y remaining scientific tests found

necessary are also completed, all of which developments are expected to

occur in the first months of 1979, it will be possible to identify safe

relocation sites. The Governments will then, following full consultation
.

with the people of Kili (including the current rfsidents of Bikini Island

who will by then have relocated there), plan in detail for the relocation

of such Kili residents as choose to move elsewhere, affording to them”a

28.’ choice among the possible reloc~tion sites. Thosr who choose to remain on

29. Kili will be JCCUiiJUOdaCedLIICOLC.
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JUly 23, 1978

U.S. ERRED

Bikiniisland:
M Again
toRadiation
When thcolomu bomb dropPesLI

thoughtBikini would disoppm com-
pletely. lt woufd have beers better,
mqbc, i\ithd. .. TAen We W0Uld-
rl’1 IusVed theselroublcs.

-NMIsn No(e,scriha
d tbe Bikini ptopie, 19T8

, BY JERRYBELCHER
l’immwanWm9r

BIKINI, hlarshall Mands-when
the Amcncans made him leave Blkml
[or the first lime. in 1946,Andrew
Jakeowas.34yearsold.
When,afterusing the fragile Paci-

fic atoll for 23 nuclear test blasts. lhc
Americans in the person of Presrdcnt
Lyndon B. Johnson assured hrm, his
fellow islanders znd the rest of lhc
world that Bdoni once again was safe
for human life, Andrew Mwo was 56.

Now Andrew Jakeo is 66 and.
above all else, he wants to Iivc out

4 Use days that remain [o him on tfws
tiny curve of coral, sand and coconut
palms with hls farmly and fncnds.

Thcm when his Isme comes, hc
wanLs to bc buried here among his
anecstors.

But the old man will not be permil-
tcd to cnd his days where he wishes

For cm day next month-federal
officials say akorst Aug. 22. ailhough
official plans dealing wilh this pla.cc
and these people seem to go awry
more often than not—the Americans
will remove Andrew Jakco and the
140 olhcrs living on 449-acre Bikml
Island, ksrgcsl of the 26 islets that
make up B!kml Aloll.

They WIII bc trar-~ortcd to “lcm-
pmary’” qsmrtcrs in Kili, a smglc is-
land with a land area onc-sixlh that
of thcw 2.2!-squnre. mite home atoll.
Kili, wilhout a Iagmn, Iics nearly 500
miles sotstheasL It is an island some
Bikinians habitually refer to u ‘Ihc
prisorL-

,

The Rikinians must leave their an-
cestral home and its beautiful. fistr -
.tcerning lagoon because the Amcri -
carm m they themselves now admit.
made a regreuablc ctmr 10years ago:

Despite whal the scientists and the
Resident said-d~itc an invcsl-
menl of S2.25 mdhon for clcisnup and
rebuilding- Bltini ISnot safe after ali.

Andrew Jakco and the others livin~
on Blkmi Island arc being subjcctcd to
unacccplabl y high doses of radml!on
[cflbehind by atomic and hydrogen
bomb blasts that scared the atoll dur-
ing 12years of testing.

Some younger Bikiniarrs may Iivc
to see their homeland again, bul An-
drew Jakco will not. lt may bc 50
years before Bikini is fi~ for human
habitation.

Andrew Jakco is biUcr and angry.
although hkc most klarshall~c hc
veils hts cmolions from outsiders.

~c Amcncans told us in l!M
that they had conrc 10 tcsL a bomb.’.
he said no~ long ago. ‘They told us
they did not know how much the
bomb would hurt Bikini. Thcy told us
that after they tested Ihc bomb, and
Bikini is ~ again, they wdl bnrrg
us back. ‘They dld not =Y how long IL
would be.”

But Andrew- Mmshallcsc address
onc arrothcr by first names and expect
outsiders 10 do the same-hclicvcd.
along wllhlhc165otherslhcUS.
Nav removedm 1916, that Ihcy

rwou d bc back wilhin a year or so.
Mcanllmc, hc wa.. convmcrd. lfw

Amerir.uu w’fIIIl~lprnvu!,”Lx hurl JII,1
lhc olhur pCUIdCof I;.!.1:11.

PleasaTurn10Page 3, COL 1
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BikiniHank LoseAgaintoRadiation

4htfnaedfromFirst Page
Andrew finally came back about

eight yearn ago. He was among the
fii to remrn. It was 24 Ymrs after
Lhe Navy had taken him away, two
years after President Johmon’s an-
aounccmcntthat fhkini was safe.

Prom the front porch of h~ con-
crete block house overlooking Bikini
fagaon. the old man rccallcd the long
years between departure and return.
There was near starvation, much pri-
.vatian. There was shuttling from one
alien island to another and ano~her
and yet another. There was scattering
of family and fricnd$ dislocation.
nearly total disntphon of a hitherto

, qote~unumublcd way of Iifa

‘Maybe there were some times
when I was not unhappy,’” he admst-
ted. “But . . . every day 1 remem-
bered Bikini. And every day I wantwl
to come back becauseit is my home-
Iand, because Bikuri is a beautifut
place”

He was quiet. deferentially polite.
But at last,, in reply to the stranger’s
question, Andrew dropped the emo-
$ord veil slightly.
How,thestrangerasked.willhe

reactwhen he leaves Bkini once
again and forever?

“’l WIN weep,” he said. “I wifl feel
,@trgcr. . . . 1 will not go. 1 wallsit
.

: ‘You’d have to say
-the removal was the
‘right of the conqueror.’

hcfi. They will have to car?y me
away.”

He said he also believed some of
the others would do the ume as he,
M the same as he.

And how, after all that had hap-
&ned to him and h;s people since
1946, did hc feel now abouL the
Americans?

The old man Iaughe& perhaps errr-
L&rmsA by Lhe qucstlon and by the
fact that the questioner was an
American

Then he Icaned CIW, stmirrg
through thick green-tinted glasses
thaL made has dark eyes seem enor-
mous

‘. “The American is a li~’-m~- he
kaid. ‘Ma promise is noLkepL”
,.

—-
. The fimt American promise to the
Bikinipeople was mwte by the U.S.
Navy afterPrcsldentHarryS Tm-
marr had, onJm.10,1946,al the rec-
ommendation of the JomL Chiefs of
Staff, given tie go-ahead for Opera-
Lion Crossroads, the first pm-World
.War 11M of nuclear weapons.

In simplest tcnns, the promw went
“aomcthmg hke thm We have dectdcd
to wc your atoll to test a powerful
rmw wmpnn. For your own sa(cty,

Clmtier of 1945. “ ‘ “
Spcmf]catly, it was designated a

‘Watqyc crust.’” wh!ch pcrmtted the
Umtcd States to set aw.le certain
areas of “theformer .fapanesc mandate
Lemtory for roil%security pur-
frases.

Bikini =med a logical choice
mxrarrhicatly, too. The dca of Oper--..
at!on Mssmads wasto seewhat the
atomic tmmb would do to a naval
ffccL The Lhrce A-barn% of World
War11had been esplodcd in the New
~PxIco d@?r[ and over the Japanese
cmcs ofHuwdtima and Nagasaki

OLher sites were considered. But
xcordmg to Crossroads hkstanan
Nml lhnes, “BikiN fulfdlcd all the
conditions of climate and isolation. It
was . . . 2,5C0 miles west southwesL
of HonoMu . . . but it alsu w ac-
cessible. . . . lts inhabitants, who
then numbered 16% could bc moved
to another atalL”

(?.lostother sources say the popu-
lation then was 166. Since then there
has been a poptrkition esplosio~ To-
day 860 pe,wms clam land rights in
Bikini Atoll-140 now living onBkirti
Island, 450 on KU. and the othcra
scattered thmughouLLhcMmshalls.)

There was cotrcem on the part of
the U.S. fishing industry that the test
blastsmight hurt the rich commercial
fishing grounds. Tttcre also were so
many complamts from ammal Iovcrs
that plans to use dogs as lCSLmurnals
were canceled. Bul thereISno rec-
orrlcd pmmt against removing the
Bikiniansfmrnthewancestralhome.
land.

“In retrospect . . . you’dhave to
say the removal was the ‘right of the
conqueror,’” smd Jim Winn,a tracrs-
planwd Kansan who ISdistrict aUor-
ncy of the PacificTrusLTerritory’s
MarshallMands District.

‘iOur Wtm-tde must have been that
we, at the cost of several thouand
Amcri6an live% took the Marshails
. . . took this whole area of the Paci-
fic fmm the Japanese.And . . . part.
of iL was the aUlludc, “Well, they (the
Bikimms) are just Iiltle brawn peopie
anyway. They don’t need their atalL
We’ll just move ‘cm offsomeplax
elsa’“

CefitiytheBikinianswerein no
Position to seriously oppose the Navy
when, on Feb. 10, 1946, Commodore
Ben WyatL then the mditary gover-
nor, amved by scapktnc and an-
nounced that they must go elsewhere.

fn effecL the islanders Lhcn and
there adopted the Umtcd States as
them :mij tip-them paramount
chlcf, the power over and beyond
their local island chief.Jud~ And. in
biarshallme tradition, this meant that
hcnccforward the United States was
rcsponstblc for the ptutmtion and
well-tmig of the Bikini people.

Allhough to Arncrlcws eyes the
J1OIISof the Marshalls look much the
same, the removal w,asdeeply painful,., ,,, ,.. ,.. r,r, :
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91-fOT BREW’-Jeladrick Jakeo checks sop from coconut polm. He
lets it ferment into iokouru, a m’dfy alcoholic drink. While coconuts
are forbidden, Jakeo says no one has ever banned iakauru.
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IslandsLostAgaintoRadiation

C4mtirrnedfrom Third Page
man and his land overrides the con.
cept of nalionalsty.

“To say, “1’m Marshallese,’ that is a
?orcIgn conccpL.’” Kiste said “’Wcst-
emcrs named those islands lhe Mar-
shalls. So “Ma.mhaUese’ has lCSS
mearung than Tm Biksnian’ And
among Uremscfves, they speak not of
berng Bikiniaru but say, “I’m a pcmon
C4Uus partidar piece of land’ bnd
ia an eon or who 1am-of indi-
vidwif identity.”

Or. as fellow anthropologist Jack
Tobut.anotheracademic e~rt with
bI’18 ~ri- in the MarshaUs, ex-
premcrf iL

% those isktnds. a man without
Iandianornart.”

BY a @lt vote oftheatoll’s Ieadcrs,
the Bkimanv chose to go to Rongenk
AM. 12Smiles east of their home
atolL The Navy, which putoutprcs
releases at the time indicating that
I(w natives were delighted” by the
mow waY only slightly more re-
strained a yw later in its official his-
tmy of Cmssroa& “Bombsat Bkini.”

~ Bikiniam. convinced that the
(A-bomb) LCSUwould be a contribu-
te to world pea~ indicated their
-&~-tikevacua~” the Navy

H wasn’t quite that way, acwrding
ta Tobin. emeritus professor of an-
tbrrqmlogy at Umvers[(y of Hawaii.

Whey did not go wllmgly,’” Tobin
sM. ‘They were fcrced to go. . .
Tlrcy agrcd tncausc they had to, just
as lhcy had agreed to do things when
tbe Japancsc had bayonets m the
backgmjnd

“Put yourselfin their shm You’ve
been told what b do by the Japanese
for a quarter-century. . . and told by
tbe Japanese nuhtary the Americans
were weak. So when the AmenCans
wiped out the Japanese . . . all those
~m~~~nsiups appcanng, the natur-

would be to go along
with what th;y are told.”

on the afLemoon or March7,1946,
theIf%men,women and chddren of
Bikini were loaded aboard Navy UT
llt?&AStheawkwardlandingemft
backedoffthebeachatBikiniMand

and churned out of the blue-green la-
goon, lhe people gathered on the
manr drxk 10sing trarfitionii songs of
farewell. The nexl mormng they were
unloaded at Rongerlk.

On lhc morning of .luly 1, a D-23
bomber called Dave’s Dream dropped
a “nominal yield’” 20-kilolon (the
equivalent of 20,033 tons of TNT)
atomic bomb over the fleet of 70 ob-
solete U.S. and capturedJapaneseand
German warships moored just off Bi-
kini (slmd It eqdodcd 5tY)feel above
the flccl, sinking five ships. twisting
and crushing olhcrs like cheap toys-
and initiating the radiation poisoning
of Bikini.

Among the 42,000 observers of the
awesome blast was Chief Juda.
watching as a guestof the Novy from
the deck of the amphibiouscommand

-t’a7&zXs3zSmm

They thought they
could bear up under the
hardships of Rongerik.
Ky_-+.~--?’- >.-w.w,.,&f_T7>... “—- ..A

ship Mt. McKinleyt’ several miles
away. The NcIvyused more than 10,-
04)0instruments to r&ord test data.

Chief Juda’s reactionwas notre-
cordedThenext day he rejoined his
people at Rongcrik.

---

Rongcrrk was a disaster. It was too
small. There was tm Iitllc food And,
according to lcgcmf, it was hmsntcd
by an evd wilch named Liborka. who
poisoned the fish of Lhe lagoon. In
fact. certain fish of the l~goon were
poisonous wh]ch was why Rongcrik
had been uninhabited for year$-

But it was close to Bikini and the
people had chosen it for that rcasm.
They thought they could bear up un-
der ~he hardships unhl they went
back to lhcjr home atolL.ThaL they
wcre,convinced, would be in a couple
0( ycam at most.

Chief Judahad returned from the
fkstbomb test (the second, an under-
water shoL was held July 25, 1946) to
tell Iris people that while there had
beesrgreat damage to the shiw there

seemed to be little to Bikird itself. The
Lrces were still standing, sIIII bconng
cocmwv. But the radiahon. invisible.
was not something he could tmder-
stand.

Scvcrc food shortages developed
during the winter of 194G-47. in
spring of 1947, fire destroyed a third
of Rongenk’s coconut trees. Thc peo-
ple pmsscd for a return to Bikini, but
a radiological survey indicated lhal it
was LOO“hot” for permanent occu-
pancy and would be for many ycam.

In October, the Navy announced
thattheBikinianswould bc relocated
onUjchng.Buttwomonthsla~cr,the
Pcrrtagonannouncedanewsencsof
nucleartests would be held, this time
at Eniwetok, another atoll in the
MarshalIs. The Eniwctok people
would go to Ujchmg instead of the Bi-
kinians. The Bikinians had towaiL

Andrew Jakco remembered the
Rongwik period WCI1. ‘“I was a big
man then,” he said, “but I got ski-
nny.”Hc hc!d up the little finger ofhis
left hand, “Skinny like this. Onc ofd
woman died from hunger, . . . For a
year and a half, we did not havo
enough food, (sometimes) got our
food by cutting open the cocanut tree
and eating the hcm-t of the tree- This
kiilcd the tree.’”

Jcladrik Jakeo, Andrew’s 48-year.
old broLhcr, was a teen -ager on Rcn -
gcrik. “It was tcni!rlc,” he rcmcm -
bcred. ‘“We ate things that were not
good, gathered coconuts that floatca
in fmm the sea. IMd foo~ we got sick.
Arms and Icgs swcllmf up, mtd we got
blisters on the arms and we had diar.
rhea.”

Late in .Jwruary, 1948, the Navy
disp~tched anliwopologist Leonard
h!ason,now of the University of Ha.
wati, to investigate. l-It found the I?x-
ilcs at the point of starvation, Iivmg
on raw flour diluted wllh water.

1ss strong terms, Mason recom-
mended that the people bc removed
from Rongerik as soon as possible. He
also recommended Kili Island, al-
though he admlttcd it had many dis-
advantages, as the best avadable
place to relocate the Bikinians

In March 1948.they were moved to

~ lCnLcamp at Kwajilcin. In Scptcm- ihan at Bikini. Supply shlpa could and the problems of the Blkiniahs-to
bcr, the Blkinians voted to resettle on neither land food nrh take away copra the ciwliana. A high commissioner
Kiti, and inNovember,they were fb -dried coconwtheonlycashcmP- wss appointed by the President @

nally settled on Kili and began build- for months at a time bemuse of the work with and through, the U.SDe-
ing a ncw and biggervillage than heavy SUrf. %mclimcs six months pisrtrnenlOfthe lnlelWr.
they had had on Bikini. paascdbefore a ship could unloari Matlers did not improve right

--- [n an attempt to relieve tie isola- away. But under pressure fmm the
Iin” lh~ ti, vv t,, mwi m,,nv ., “n t,.. t United Nations, the high commisaion-



‘ ##Battelle
Pacific Northwest Laboratories

PO. Box 999
Richland, Washington U.S.A. 99352
Telephone (s09) 375-2421

Telex 15-2874

December 1, 1980

Mr. Scott Stege
TTPI LNO Kwajalein
P.O. BOX 1748
APO San Francisco, CA 96555

Dear Scott:

Enclosed is a “cleaned up” two paragraphs from page 5 of your
Record of the meeting at Kili. Only a few minor Corrections
are required.

Your Record of the meeting is very well done. I haven’t compared
it with the tapes, but it probably compares quite well.

Sorry to be so slow in returning this, but I have been away”
much of the past two weeks.

Sincerely yours,

,&A.@.w&

b~ W. J. Bair, Ph.D.
Manager
Environment, Health and

Safety Research Program

WJB:lm

Enclosure
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TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS Ojfice of ll~e ~Iifll Commissioner. .Ynit)on

I

TO : High

&tOM : TTP I

SUBJECT: Ki]i

Commissioner

LNO Kwajalein

Dose Assessment Trip - October 5-9
(Majuro/Sa ipan dates used throughout this memo)

DATE%l October 1920

Background -- While on Saipan in early September I was requested by the
High Commissioner to accompany the U.S. delegation on its dase assess-
ment trip to Kili in early October. That trip resulted from a request
by Bikinians, who had attended the Ujelang Dose Assessment Conference in
September of 1979, for a similar presentation covering Bikini Atoll.
The following individuals comprised the U.S. delegation:

Hal Hollister-DOE
Bruce Wachholz-DOE
Tommy McCraw-DOE
Steve Gotlieb-DOE legal counsel

Roger Ray-DOE

Bill Robison-Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Dr. Bill Bai r-Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Reynold deBrum-DOE Majuro representative.,
Gordon Law-DOl

.

Gary Boehlke-001 legal counsel (NEPA)
Alice Buck-DOE (translator)

Also accompanying the delegation were Marshall Islands Governmei?f Chief

secretary Oscar deBrum and aid to the MIG Foreign Affairs se~r~i;l~y,

Edinal Jorkan. Judy Knape, at the request of Ted Mitchell, acd Jeff

Jefferson of the Marshall Islands Atomic Litigation Project as Henchi

Bales’ special observer7 also accompanied the group:

Cost of Transportation -- The Marshall Islands Government assigned the
Micro Palm as the charter vessel for the trip to Kili. The ship was

in exceptionally clean condition, had just been repainted and was com-
manded by the redoubtable Captain Moses, in the opinion of most, the

finest sea captain working in the Marshalls. The only mechanical
problem experienced was with the,outboard motor on the Palm’s small

boat which malfunctioned as we arrived at Kili, requiring the captain

to borrow a Z5 horsepower motor from a Kilian, “Captain Samuel”. The
borrowed motor fell off the Palm’s small boat during landing efforts
our first day at Kili. tlaving had his motor fully immersed, Captain
Samuel asked Oscar deBrum for a replacement motor (the life of a motor

is reputedly diminished by one-fourth following a dunking). Additionally, “

the three Bikinians who used the Palm’s and their own boats to ferry
people on and off I:ili requested pay for their labor and $50.00 per

person was fixed upon. The Department of Energy will verify these costs,
plus the-cost of chartering the Micro Palm, to the High Commissioner

I
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after the Marshall Islands Government sends its bill to DOE/PASO. The only

other anticipate! costs relating to Majuro/Kill/Kwajal ein/Majuro transportati’
involve meals authorized for all Ejit passengers (there were twenty who

finally went to Kili) plus about 100 Kilians who traveled Majuro/Kili and

about fifty who traveled Kili/Najuro. 1 have requested DOE’s Harry Brown

to route through me at Kwajalein all trip costs which are being submitted
to the High Commissioner for payment.

The Do;e Assessment Conference -- Presentation of the booklet, “The Meaning

of Radiation at Bikini Atoll”, by Alice Buck in Marsha] lese and responses

to the questions it generated formed the nucleus of the Dose Assessment Con
ference October 7 and 8 on Kili at the church. Gordon Law, however,

fielded questions and offered statements which ”expanded the meetings beyond

the factual presentation of the DOEILab group. [n order to develop the mos

complete version of the two day sessions attended by from about 50 to 150
Bikinians, I have asked Jonathan Weisgallfl Dr. Bill Bair, and Tommy Mccraw

to send me copies of their cassettes of the proceedings. What follows is

a consolidation of Judy Knape’s and my own handwritten notes. When and if

cassettes are received I may develop a verbatim transcript if it would sig-
. nificantly improve on these summarized exchanges.

Opening remarks and the presentation began at”2:O0 PM October 7. Que
tioning began after about ten pages of the booklet had been presented by

Alice Buck in Marshal lese, with slides.

Jibas,senior : It’s very sad to talk about land in the way described on page 10 of
slab) the booklet. The United States should just give me a million dollars. Wh

does Bikini Island have so much radiation when tests were performed else-

where? .

. . .

Bill Robison): Winds carried fallout to Bikini and, to a lesser extent, to Eneu. The
winds were going east and a little south. The main part of the cloud hit
Bikini Island, hut an edge touched Eneu Island. ,

Jibas) : Can people live on islands which are shown in light pink at page 11 i

the book?

This will be answered later in the book; I.e., the amount of radiatio
which will be received in these islands would be below current Federal guide
lines.

Would you (Robison) consider it safe for you and your family to live

Eneu?

.
~B. Robison): I would have no hesi-tation because of radiation considerations to live

there as a famiIy.

tatement: I wish the United States and its allies would remove the soil from
(Bikinian) Bikini, but I see it goes down far, and would not like to see that.

3mment(Woman) : Until the atoll has been cleaned, my

At this po”int, the presentat
let before further questions were

family won’t want to go back.

on cent nued on until page 18 in the book

rai seal.
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Why would they m~nitor people on Eneu if Eneu is safe?

Prcdict~ons are estimates which may vary from person to person. To

ensure that people are not getting too much, we will monitor and see if

estimates are accurate.
.,

Johnny : Suppose I lived at Eneu and abided by all the regulations, will there

Johnson) be a reason to come and monitor and study me?

Hal Hollister):lt’s always good to have checkups to know whether youare healthy. We
would not force nxmitoring, but it will be available.

atement(Jibas):lf it’s fine at Eneul I’d like to go. “’

If Interior says it’s safe, it seems that DOE doesn’t need to bother

me to check on anyone.

B. Robison): There is a risk, a small risk, in returning to Eneu even though it’s

belowthe Federal guidelines.
. .“

:Tomaki Juda): Since we just received the book, can we meet with our advisors and

then ask questions again?
. .

[Andrew Jakeo): I lived on Bikini for 7years. Can you tell me how much radiation I
have?

(Bruce Wachholz):Yes, we know and can tell you if you have been whole body-cotinted.

don’t have that answer with us, but can get it and pass it to yQu through

your }egal counsel.

(Tomaki Juda): If people could go to Eneu,

Department of Energy to clean up

be even lower.

(J. Weisgal l}: Would a cleanup effectively

.

some of the people would request the

Eneu so that” the level of radiation would

reduce the exposure level?

[B. Robison): To reduce the dose, we would have to remove soil and.particles all the
way down so we would have to take a lot of soil. This might have serious

effects on agriculture.

(Tomaki Juda): There
—

is lots of soil there and if you took some, tree and plant roots
would be closer to water.

(B. Robison): 1 don’t know what the effect would be.

.[Teacher): Is it 100 percent safe to live on Eneu?

,(Dr. Bair): It’s never 100 percent safe to live anywhere. On Eneu, even if you

don’t eat any food, you will inhale radioactive particles from the air and
dust in very small amounts. It is an additional small risk.

!(To B. Robison):You feel it would be safe for your family, but the book says there are

diet restrictions and other restrictions. Do you still feel good about
being there?
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:.(3. Robison): The diet restriction is that a portion of the food people would eat
would have to be imported, and that people can live at Eneu continuously

but could not go to Bikini Island.

:.
:wnnent The restrictions imposed are very tough. It would be better to either

(Bikinian):say “You can go and there are no restrictions” ar to say “Don’t go) because

it’s -contaminated”.

The first day’s presentation ended at about 5:00 PM October 7, before

the entire booklet could be translated. The next day the conference resumed.

We were requested at the5tatement(Hal : We are here at your request for information.

Hollister) Ujelang meeting to present to the Bikinians a book which gives facts “about
radiation doses. We feel it’s important to stres-s a few things in order

to help you better understand the facts being presented. The Department of

Energy is not hereto either make de~isions or to recommend a decision about

whether you should return to Bikini. Rather we are here to present facts

about radiation levels and standards; facts with which you can decide for
yourselves. The Department of Energy is acting as an information resource

just as they do for the Department of Interior. tie sympathize with the

expressed desire Of the Bikini people for us to say more than the facts and

standards of comparison, but we canlt stand in your shoes. You must make the

decision. However, we can’t assure absolute safety in deciding. Remember
we speak only of radiation dangers, and there are other factors that only

you are in a position to consider. As the book explains, we have used
radiation standards, as in the United States and around the world. We have

used them so you would have some way of examining radiation levels.

Statement(G. : What Department of Energy has explained is factual. 8ased on whatever

Law) decision you make, it will

committed to do for all of

be built here (Kili) as on
Bikinians is necessary to (
Kennedy quotz: “The future

Explain why the Bikin

Bikini and Enewetak and te

not detract from what Department of Interior is

the people of Bikini. The same facilities will

Eneu and Ejit; however, participation by the
nsure their promise for the future. Robert

is not a gift; it is an achievement.”

ans were allowed to return earlier; compare
I us why Enewetak was cleaned up.

The answer is provided in the booklet; it was explained, and Alice Buck
went through those answers o; pages 30 and 31, pages which had not been cover
the previous day, when time ran short.

Q(Johnny : Since three islands were destroyed (see map on page 9) does the
Johnson) United States intend to pay for them?

A(Gordon Law): That answer IS not for the Department of Interior, but I am certain
your legal counsel will ensure your interests in”this regard are protected
and advanced. This is what we call in the States “passing the buck”.

Comment(J. : I believe the people are entitled to compensation for the islands

Weisgall) which were vaporized, for damage to other islands, for loss of crops, damage

to people, and other damages. There are two approaches, one through the

4 .
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United States Congress, and the other through the courts. DOE and DOI won’t
,tHere is the money*

say, “ We must pursue, for ourselves, with the U.S. Con-

gress , and the courts if necessary, this matter. .

Q(Johnny : There appears to be a discrepancy between the graphs on page 5 and page

Johnson) 29 on the rate of decay of cesium.

A(B. flobison) : cesium in the ground (graph, Page 5) decays at the rate of one-half its
amohnt after 30 yars. Cesium in the body is eliminated at the rate of one-
third in 100 days. So the body eliminates cesium much faster than it decays
on its own.

,

Q(Johnny : Do thoseBikinians who left Bikini two years ago !-rave any cesium in
Johnson) their bodies?

A(B. Robison): Their cesium level has dropped very quickly, and there is very” little
left.

(!: Of those who have cesium left in their bodies, is there afiy harm

danger in their bodies now? Is there sickness in their bodies now?

A(B. Robison): There is no immediate sickness, but there is a small risk over a
period of time. There is no sickness in people we have seen, and the

of harm is very small.

or

1Ong
risk

A(Dr. Bair): The number of people in the Marshalls has increased three times in
the last thirty years. ‘Je bel ieve that the population will. increase
another three times in the next thirty years. [f there were 550 tlikinians~,,,

[L~<300 births would odcur in the nextthere would be li’00 in thirty year- .
thirty years, and aboutL1j$O deaths from all causes. One of the diseases
causing ,death is cance”r. .,, 24 of the deaths will result from cancer. !Il 7: ,,
Kili, ‘y- bet about 20 millirems of natural radiation per year, In. .
thirty years, ‘that amounts to 6@Olrn~llirc~~~4..JiVi~lgcJn Kili .ii. result
in 0.06 co 0.2 =j”deaths caused by -eerpt, Tti~s f&’~&”&&& J&;~c’luded

in the”K4%jL&e o#(,Y4 cancer-rel~\ed deaths overall. If ~’~~r~ lived’~in’ “.
the United States and- rejeive<4,Un’i’~ed States background radiatlo~~ovei

O1-fl.f}-:.je,i[,d~,-

thirty years, there =$~be ~ 0.3 to 1.0 a&&&%=d cancer deat~~
~~l!e United..-States average- rate, which is much higher than Kili.~.

~u ‘
(“””

I -,,,; ZX&
&/

.,..
I /people bad rema.ned on Bik,in~,~. t-k#radiation 4&$’wohl,~,, h~ve,co<~,~,

+tinued, a~~,t<h<~~j,sk o ~Zer would have increased. l~;peop~e~,~
~recelve45d00 inilllrems (and this i~,Jhe U.S. G

,1’A ~ 0.5 to 2.0 additional cancer deaths cou(d,be~”ex~ecte
standa:+d is-no~,,1,00 percent safe, there i’s a~f’~skP~~(

<.,,>..4,
-[

);@ “ .receivesa15,b!30 millirems in thirty yearj, the risk increases by l.fI to- ‘
7.0 additional cancer deaths. And if GWJ=wer

.A. ,,-.-;/ A.< ,,+
‘,

/- ‘i
~50,000 in thirty

years, the risk would increase to 5.0 to 23 additional deaths from cancer.
. What this means is that ~B.~ .iA._50 Lu@&ii,—” t he

.LIJ&-@wda.#-for thi>rty yezrr>tota.l..i’mtake --k 5000 mill iFems. -For-i-f a

person were to recei,v~-15,000--*i llirems ov ~~l. the i,n~.r~sed

risk waul.d-b&l.=7;0.- Scientists ““i’ -eel it ls-not~eptable to rece-ive

50~~millirems every. .y.ea-&bu”t’ bha&ti,454~-~Q_~eceivs’$~0-rniL~i reins-me
*ears.

.
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(: If allowed to return to Bikini Atoll, what things could be done to

help reduce dose int~ke?

. Stay off of Bikinii. Island, and do not eat any local foods.

!(H~nchi Bales): Provide us the comparison of radiation dose at Kili and the dose at
Eneu.

.

\: Net background exposure at Kili is 20-25 millirems per year, while at
Eneu it would average 170 to a maximum of 390 millirems per year. This
assumes imported foods are available and are combined with about one-half local
food diet.

~(Hcnchi Baios): Why is there such a difference between Kili and Eneu?

\: Fallout remains in the soil at Eneu, which i< not present

.

here at Kili.

1: If there is a small risk
our children from eating loca

United States take responsibi
primarily on imported food, w
children were to receive a la
~annot be maintained?

\(Hal Hollister):Unc!er the “Burtcn Bill”,

by living at Eneu and we are unable to deter
foods and increasing their risk, will the

ity? If the diet is augmented and people depend
11 the United States Government be liable if
ger dose because an acceptable standard still

responsibility to monitor the risk lies with
the United States and we would hope that the people would take advantage of
that bill, for it will provide health care and monitoring. The requirement
for imported food is not perpetual. As the radiological level goes down
via decay, eventually imported foods will no longer be required to stay within
the guidelines.

l(lienchi Bales): In 1978 DOE said Bikini Island would be off-limits for 60 to ICO years
and Eneu would be off-limits for 20 to 30 years. Why are you not saying
this now?

4(Roger Ray): I don’t remember any such statement by the United States.

hmment(J. : These were statements made in the U.S. Congressional testimony by
Jeisgall) Department of Energy. Bruce Wachholz, you were there.

.
I(lfal Hollister):We wi~] fo]low up on this question and find out the information for YOU.

3.(.Johnny : See paragraph 3 on page 28. Why was the mistakemade which resulted
)(~ilnson) in President Johnson approving the return of Bikinians to Bikini Atoll?

Was the information they had in error?

4(B. Robison): Scientists in 1967 and 1968 had very little information and data.
They didn’t know much about radiation in the soil and plants and about
dietary habits. Since that time we have monitored Bikini and Eneu and collected
thousands of samples of food, soil, water, and fish. As a result we have
much more information now than we did in 1968. With this additional infor-
mation we can now estimate much more precisely the dose to be expected. We
don’t think these conclusions of today will change. However, we will con-
tinue to study and will pass on our findings and understandings to the
Bikini people.
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!< Johnny : Will you give us all reports from ]967 and 1968 up through the. present?

!oi~nson)

,(9. Robison): All reports are either published and available or are in the process of “

being made available.

jtatement(Jibas) : (Having walked to the front of the church so that he was face to face
with “Gordon Law) 1 want to say to Law, I’m ready to return to Eneu. 1 want
to go to Eneu with others of my family. I understand you will provide food.

\(Gcrdon Law): If that is your decision this venerable gentleman will be returned and
food will be provided; I will help you do it and help you with the restric-
tions.

itatement(Jibas) : (To the gathering of Bikinians) Those who wish to follow me raise your
hands.

About five, mostly old people, raised their hands, according to Judy
Knape’s count. Scott Stege counted about ten, including Andrew Jake~. ~

~tatement : We wish to meet further among ourselves and consider the information YOU

(Young man) have given us.

Q(Gordon Law): There are fifty-six Elklnl people here in this church now. While 1
h~e no intent nor desire to do. anything to divide or quest~on the aurhority

of your representatives, are these fifty-six people assembled in the church
here truly representative of all 900 f3ikinians?

A(!ien~hi Bales): My opinion is that there are perhaps fifty heads of families qualified
to speak for their families among the Bikinians. 1 don’t know how many of
those fifty family heads are here. A few women are here. I think there are

enough here to speak but I would ask Tomaki Juda to respond also.

A(Tomaki Juda): t feel that the representation th~t is here, all of the” Council being -
present, are those who are authorized to make community decisions. We
also have other family heads and others sufficient to make decisions for the
900 Bikinians.

Statement’: - Jibas is a respected elderly gentleman and I support him and recognize
(Hench i him as a spokesman. As representative of the entire Bikini community I must

Bales) be in the middle and not support ariy one position, but I want both sides to
be recognized and am in the middle. I think this would be a good time to
have our legal counsel speak.

Comments(J. : It is difficult for me to speak on behalf of the Council. It is quite
Weisga]l) obvious that there are divergent views. However, based on my discussions

with the Council, I’m certa!n that the Bikinians want an independent scien-
tist to confirm DOE’s assessments and only at that time can the Bikiniani’
decision be made. Assuming that the independent scientist would confirm

DOE’s assessments, then at least one-half of the population will want to
return to Eneu. So we should proceed on the assumption that the independent
scientist will confirm DOE’s dose assessment and we should talk about
resettlement on that basis.

●
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Law)
From a personal perspective, I certainly have no intent to contest or

dispute the will of Lhe Council. However, the monumental decision you are

about to undertake is now being left to an individual we don’t even know

and that doesn’t help us decide today. You have twice rejected the scientist

proposed to you. 1 want to act now. Obviously, this is your decision, so

t must make two decisions: (1) If your scientist says the DOE report is
bad, Jhen I must plan accordingly. (2) If your scientist says the DOE
report is OK, 1 plan accordingly, although I don’t know what that will be. “
My responsibility is to do something for you as soon as possible. In
closing, if it is your desire to take advantage of my time here, I am willing
to work with Senator Bales, Magistrate Tomaki, High Commissioner’s Repre-

sentative Scott Stege, and Chief Secretary Oscar deBrum of the t-larshalls

Government to discuss these problems.

itatement(J. : It has been difficult in the past working with the independent “
ieisgall) scientist concept, and the Bikinians haven’t been” certain what kind they

wanted. Two Americans were picked, but some felt they wanted a Japanese.
Meeting last night, there was an overwhelming vote to have an American

scientist review and assess survey results, so shortly 1, Henchi, etc.>

will meet in Washington and review. If the scientist reviews and agrees and
recommends you can return, how many would want to go back?

. .

l(Gorclon La\t) : If six weeks from now your independent scientist agrees that returning
is OK and Jibas asks “how many will go with me”, how many wish to go? 1,
myself, believe in my colleagues] information and assume your scientist
will agree as well. If so, how many will want to follow Jibas?

Q(Taro Lokobol):lf we go back and we or our children are harmed in thltty years or
whenever, can we look to the United States to compensate US?

4(Gordon Law): Okay. (Stege notes) Yes, you can look to us for aid. (Judy Knape notes)

2{Taro Lokobol): Could we have the signature of the U.S. President or a memorandumof
understanding?

4(Gordon Law): A memorandum of understanding binds two parties. I ‘believe if people
follow the restrictions set forth in the book I don’t have to worry about
your children, and won’t need to help.

Q: Please explain further what is meant by the memorandum bind;ng two
parties. Are there rules for us to abide by?

A(Gordon Law): I would like them to follow ru,les, but I can’t enforce that. There
is legislation that covers you”r children and future generations, known as
the Burton Bill.

Q(Tomaki Juda): 1 would like to ask 00E if it is true that when you monitor and take
blood from a person you pay them $10.00 per person each time?

.4(Roger Ray): Yes, in the past we have paid individuals for the inconvenience of

going from their home elsewhere to be examined, but that payment was not

for blood samples, it was for the inconvenience and food and taxis, etc.

‘q(~omaki Juda): If payment is not for samples, is there a
could you consider paying for persons who give

value to the samples, and

their life’s blood?

.
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(Roger Ray): While it could be considered, we haven’t seen any reascn before to do
it. The program was developed to benefit people and we have not considered
it necessary to pay for participation, which is on a voluntary basis. I see

no justification to pay for participating if a person is on his home island.

(Tomaki Juda): If people return to Eneu and monitoring occurs (before no one had taken
blood samples), the blood sampling is new and is a vital issue. We’re giving
something from our body. Can this be compensated? .

(RogCr Ray): We don’t have any new program of taking blood. If taken it is for general
health examinations. Radiological tests are done by whole body count and urine

analysis. Blood, if taken, is for general health and for your benefit. It
might be used to test for diabetes, etc. I see no reason for compensation,

but if it is a concern of yours , we will relate it to the proper authorities.

.(To Gordon Law):’Jhencan we leave?
.

(Gordon Law): khen people make the decision they want to leave, It’s my job to make
that as soon as possible. To do it right, it has to be planned-with the
people’s help and cooperation, and they need to tell us what they want.

L(Older man): America brought us here. I cannot leave without America saying for us
to move. ldidn’t ask to come here, I stay here where you put me until you
tell me to move. 1 don’t discredit the book. I feel it’s accurate. Even

if my atoll is contaminated, I’ll go back if you tell me to go. I await
your telling me. If you tell me to stay here for thirty years or one hundred
years I will. You tell me. It’s not satisfactory for you to tell me to tell
you . .

;tatement(G. : An historical perspective of today’s situation is important. This man was
- aw) told to come here and was brought here”to Kili. Agreement is made among

people here that democratic government should prevail. it’s not the same

but not dissimilar to the United States. So recently you have decided to
have representation in Washington, D.C. through legal counsel, in Majuro
through your Senator, and in Saipan through the Trust Territory. YOU have

decided that you’re comfortable with representation. Democracy says the
majority is to be served by representatives. I need representatives to tell 9
me the number who wish to return, and I want to support your freedom to
make that choice which is best for you. I don’t want to rule you.

Q(Older man): I compare todayls meeting to the meeting we had when we were asked

to leave Bikini originally. We were told by a person representing a country
of great power to leave so testing could be done. We were afraid we would

die ifwe didn’t leave. ‘We were told we would be taken care of and watched

over. We would be your children, and the U.S. would take responsibility.

We went to Rongerik and were poisoned by fish. We then went to Kwajalein

and were asked to choose, and didn’t know what to choose. We ended up here

on Kili and were told we would be here until Bikini was safe and we would be

told to return. Wewere brought here to Kili. We are not happy here. We

were shown other places (Wake for example). Nothing else looks good. You

brought this book, I throw it down. Half of it’s good, half is not. I

don’t understand it. ttow can you ask me to decide? We want you to say it’s

OK to return. [t’s too much responsibility for us to decide. We want the
biggest U.S. bank to come here and be emptied. That’s the only to make a
help. The only thing that will help.

m9-
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;tatement(G. : We have guilt. Here, and at home with the Indians. Permit mc the

-a.) ) analogy. There are inequities in a free society, but on balance of good

and bad, the American Indians have achieved a lot. And through represents- .

tion you have representatives to bring problems to me, to the United States,
to President Kabua. Reasonable men can sit down and discuss and try to solve
problems together. I don’t want to tell you what to do. You have a simple
problem to solve. The book tells you that in order to return you wGuld hai’e
to follow certain restrictions. Through your democratic framework you must

decide if you want to go, and how many viiil go. Historically money ruins
societies, it does not do good.

;tatement : If we’re not returned to Eneu, please don’t put a helicopter pad here
(Sikin ian) (at Kili). l“~they don’t follow me don’t give them a helicopter.

~(Bero Joel): We were assured help from the United States when we moved off of Bikini
from Ejit) and went to Ejit. 1 can’t put my finger on any h-elp we have received.

AIGordon Law): What help have you specifically requested? I think of houses, food.
I don’t think you’ve been denied help, though perhaps some requests haven’t
reached us.

5tatement(Bero : I’ve made my needs known, and haven’t seen the results.
JQ~l)

A(Gordon Law): If you give me specific items and dates, I will check them out ~vithin

: 24 hours.

Comment(Sero : I thought we would get kerosene and matches and soap, and all we got
Joe I ) were houses. (The following list was prnvided to Scott Stege by the people

on Ejit, thrcugh Bero Joel:

1. Gas 6. Power plant/electrical delivery system

2. Kerosene 7. Matresses, sleeping mats

3. Soap 8. Copra cart
4. School building 9. Majuro/Ejitwalkie talkie system )
5. Dispensary

itatement(J. : In summary, it is clear that for several years and still. today Bikini .

!eisgall) people are divided. Some want to go to Eneu today, and others want to stay

on Kili regardless of safety. There are some who desire Eneu if the results

of DOE are confirmed. Others want to stay on Ejit. We want to proceed on
the following assumptions: (1) That some people want to return, and that
it will be helpful to get actual numbers. These numbers may not be avail- .
able until after the independent scientist evaluates DOE’S assessments.

(2) We need to look at anticipated master planning ~;hile Gordon Law is here.

(3) We should also discuss what’s involved inm aking permanent plans. for.
Eneu and Kili as to timing.

At this point Gordon Law asked that we take a break and come back and

talk about master planning. When the group returned, Gordon Law listed on

large pieces of paper his concept of planning with the Bikinians.

.
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.Gordon Law stated that his rough estimate for facilities on Kili and Eneu
came out to $18.5 million. Questions were asked whether this dollar figure

in any way represented claims settlements, and Gordon Law stated absolutely

not. Oscar deBrum translated into Marshal lese the items and dollar figures
which comprised Gordon Law’s conceptual outline.

l(Gordon Law): What would the preference of the Bikinians be for building an airstrip?
Should it be done throught the High Commissioner by contract, or through the
Marshall Islands Government’s Department of Resources and Development?

A(Tomaki Juda): Whatever is most safe, sound, and expeditious. We would depend on Mr.
Law to work with the High Commissioner and our legal counseJ to choose an
independent contractor.

Statement(G. : A public bid process may be slow and the negotiations with the Marshall
Law) Islands Government might be much quicker.

Q(Johnny : Could the CAT (Civic Action Team) unit be used to build the airstrip?
Johnson)
A(Gordon Law): The CAT teams run about 1.2 million for a calendar year and it would

probably be more expensive to use them,
.

although we can consider thiz.

Statement(T. : We will entrust this matter to Mr. Gordon Law,
Juda)

expecting that speed
and quality will guide your selection of the appropriate method in coordi-
nation with the High Commissioner and our attorney. fir. Law, with all of the
trees that must be removed for a 4,000 foot by 150 foot runway, what com-
pensation can wJe look for as a resuit of this tree removal?

~(~ordon Law): The benefits brought to Kili and to the Bikinians by the air runway -
will far outstrip the productivity of the trees, which we looked at Yes:
terday and are in many cases old and not productive.

Statement(H. : In conclusion, it won’t be too long before we will be able to make
Ralos) a decision based on the independent scientist’s evaluation. Two additional

items should be added to Gordon Law’s list of facil i ties, and they are
(1) airport renovation for Eneu and (2) Ejit dock repair.

.
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The Dose Assessment Conference conducted with closing remarks by the

principals Hal Hollister, Gordon Law, Tomaki Juda, Henchi Bales, Nathan
‘Note (representing the Kili community), and Andrew Jakeo (representing the

,Ejit community).
I

The Micro Palm departed Ki
oceanside, at about 5:00 PM the
October 9 at 9:00 PM.

i following a difficult boarding

evening of-October 8 and reached

‘Scott Hi Ste~e

from Kili’s

Kwajalein .

.
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Pacific Northwest Laboratories
P.O. Box 999
Richland, Washin ton U.S.A. 99352

5Telephone (509)S 5-2421

Telex 15-2674

December 29, 1980

Dr. Bruce N. Nachholz ,.

Department of Energy “
Office of Health and Environmental
Research,EV-21

GTN, E-201
Washington, DC 20545

Dear Bruce:

I have just read Tommy’s letter to Bill Robison giving his concern
about the diet assumptions used in the dose assessment. I share
Tommy’s concerns. The actual diets of the people under conditions
of imported food and no imported food are indeed vague because they
have never been determined in a scientific way. This could cause
eventual problems with the dose assessments and the Bikini experience
could be repeated.

Knowing Mitchell’s interests I thjnk use of his diet values could
be difficult to defend.

If Bill revises the dose estimates based on new information or
assumptions about diets or using some of Tommy’s suggestions,
the dose assessment pages of the Enewetak and Bikini books could
and should be revised.

With e~t regards,

w. @ Bair, Ph.D.
Manager
Environment, Health and

Safety Research Program

WJB:lm
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

FEE2,61981

Mr. Jonathan M. Weisgall
Ginsburg, Feldman, Weil and Bress
1700 PennsylvaniaAvenue, N.W.

,*

Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Weisgall:

Mr. Hollister requested that I respond to your letters of October 16, 1980,
and of November 3, 1980. Please excuse the unusual delay in responding.

As you know, the information we presented at Kili Island in the book, “The
Meaning of Radiation at Bikini Atoll,” indicated that the people could
return to Eneu Island with the expectation that the resulting radiation
doses would be within the United States Federal standards if (a) residence
was restricted to Eneu Island, (b) at least SO% of their diet would
consist of food from outside the atoll (importedfood), (c) that time
spent on Bikini Island would be controlled and minimized (10%), and (d)
that no food from Bikini Island would be eaten. (Since these estimates
were based upon the averaged values of a number of parameters, the indi-
vidual with unusual personal habits and lifestylesmay vary -- in either
direction -- from these estimates.) It also was stated at Kili that
without imported food it would be about 20-25 years before the people
could return with the expectation of living within United States
radiation exposure limits.

This information is consistent with the information provided by the
Department of Energy (DOE) to the Department of the Interior (DOI) in a
letter dated May 15, 1!279,from Ruth C. Clusen, Department of Energy
Assistant Secretary for Environment, to Mr. James Joseph, Under SecretarY
of the Department of the Interior. That letter contains the following
paragraph:

“If the guidance of the Federal Radiation Council (FRC)
(500 mrem/yr to individuals,and 170 mrem/yr and S000 mrem/
30 yrs to a population) is to be complied with, the people
could return to Eneu only if it is assured that adequate
imported food would be available to and used by the people
for approximately 20 years, that food grown on Bikini Island
is not a part of the diet, that residence is restricted to
Eneu Island, and that visitation to Bikini Island is
effectively controlled.”
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The informationtherefore contained in the letter of May, 1979, was
identical to the informationgiven on Kili in October, 1980.

The letter of May 1S, 1979, then proceeds to explain, however, that if
the radiation exposure criteria recommendedby the Atomic Energy
Commission in the Environmental Impact Statement for the cleanup, rehabi-
litation and resettlementof Enewetak Atoll (250 millirem per year to the
individual and 4,000 millirem over 30 years) were to be applied also to
resettlementat the Bikini Atoll (id., Eneu Island), the situation would
warrant deferral of resettlement at Eneu for some years. This was stated
in the following paragraph from that letter, which you also quoted:

“The degree of uncertainty in estimating doses on Eneu Island
is similar to that for Enewetak Atoll. Assuming, therefore,
that Enewetak criteria are applicable to.other similar
situations in the northern Marshall Islands, the doseesti-
mates for return of the Bikini people to Eneu Island would be
compared to the Enewetak criteria as described above rather
than to the FRC guidance. When this is done, it is found
that even with imported food the radiation doses to the
people on Eneu would not be expected to be in compliance with
the Enewetak criteria for about 20-25 years.”

The content of this paragraph remains valid.

However, since the Enewetak criteria (which were consemative values
based upon uncertaintieswith respect to data and to personal living
habits) were recommendationsby a Task Group of the Atomic Energy
Commission to the Department of the Interior with respect to Enewetak
Atoll resettlement,and since these recommendationswere not based
upon any regulatory authority, they were included in the letter as a
point of information to the Department of the Interior so that, if
they consider it appropriate, a consistent policy could be established.
Furthermore,the implicationsof such a policy also were identified.
Because the recommendationscarry no regulatory authority, however, the
comparison of dose estimates for the return of the Bikini people to
Eneu or Bikini Islands with the recommended criteria for Enewetak was
omitted from the book, “The Meaning of Radiation at Bikini Atoll,” as
it was omitted from the book, “The Enewetak Atoll Today,” prepared in
1979.

The paragraph in Mrs. Ruth Van Cleve’s letter of June 1, 1979, to
Magistrate Tomaki Juda, to which you make reference in your letter of
November 3, 1980, presumably was based upon the assumption that it would
be unrealistic to anticipate that the four conditions referred to above
(i.e., in our letter of May 15, 1979) could be assured for the next
20-2S years, particularly i.n light Of the immediate past experiences at

Bikini Island.
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With respect to the testimony presented by the Department of Energy
May and June, 1978, we are unable to confirm that the Department of

in

En~rgy made references at that time “. . . that Eneu Island would have
to remain off-limits for 20-25 years . . .“ While both Mr. Hollister and
I were aware of the subject being discussed at the hearings in question,
we were not aware of the above statement being made. Even if such a
statement had been made at that time, however, presumably the additional
information and analyses which have become available during the past
2 1/2 years would permit revision of opinion expressed on the basis of
informationavailable at that time.

The Department of Energy did testify that the cesium concentration in
coconut on Eneu Island was 5-6 times higher than was anticipated from
the very limited amount of relevant information that was available prior
to 1978. The data reported at the hearing was the first “new” data
which had just become available in early May, 1978; this limited “new”
information raised questions as to the suitability of Eneu Island as a
site of residence.

The Department of Energy also testified that some of the water wells
may have been in excess of Environmental Protection Agency standards.
This statement was based on the fact that during different years the
radionuclidecontent of the water varied from being above Environmental
Protection Agency standards to being below Environmental Protection
Agency standards. The implicationof this was unknown at the time, but
since then has been determined to be a relatively minor contributing
factor with respect to the overall potential radiation doses.

To my knowledge, the above is the extent to which the Department of
Energy testified. However, given the facts as known in mid-1978 that
(a) the cesium levels in coconuts were higher than expected, (b) an
imported food supply system had just demonstrated its lack of effective-
ness, and (c) subsistence foods were available on Bikini Island but,
except for coconut trees, not on Eneu Island, it seems a reasonable
assumption for the Department of the Interior to have made at that time
that relocation from Bikini Island to Eneu Island was not advisable.

The more recent dose estimates include a considerably expanded data base
compared to that which was available in past years. These data have
resulted from the continuing Department of Energy environmental studies at
the Bikini Atoll, and in part from information obtained through the
Northern Marshall Islands Radiological Survey. Nevertheless, our recent
radiation dose estimates confirm the above conclusions in showing that
without a diet consisting of approximately SO% imported foods, plus other
restrictionsas identified above, United States radiation standards would
be exceeded by residents on Eneu Island for approximately 20 years.
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I hope that the above is responsive to inquiries by you and by
Senator Bales.

Sincerely,

Bruce W. Wao~olz

cc: R. Van Cleve, DOI

bcc: Wachholz Rdr
T. McCraw, EV-30
J. Deal, EV-131
S. Gottlieb, OGC-34
H. Hollister, EV-4
W. W. Burr, EV-3
W. Robison, LLNL
W. Bair, PNL
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Mrs. Alice Buck
Box 1711
APO San Francisco 96555

Dear Alice:

As you may recall when we met last October, I discussed
with you the possibility of serving as a translator for (1)
a lay paper on the recent DOE-sponsored radiological survey
of Bikini, to be prepared by an independent scientist selected
by the people of Bikini, and (2) a meeting on Kili to discuss
the paper.

The Memorandum Agreement of October 27, 1978 settling the
litigation in People of Bikini v. Seamans, et al., Civ. No.
75-348 (D-Ha.), a copy of which is attached, provides (ql10)
that the people of Bikini may select “a qualified scientist
having generally accepted scientific training and experience
to participate in the process of analysis of [the] survey
results . . . . “ The people of Bikini have selected Epi-
demiology Resources, Inc. (ERI) of Boston, Massachusetts.
Two of ERI’s leading senior advisers who would work on cer-
tain aspects of this project are Dr. Henry I. Kohn, Professor
Emeritus at Harvard Medical School (who will assist in health
risks) , and Dr. John Harley, former Director of the U.S. Gov-
ernment’s Environmental Measurements Laboratory (who will
assist in dosimetry) . The director of ERI is Dr. Nancy A.
Dreyer, who co-authored “The Feasibility of Epidemiologic
Investigations of the Health Effects of Low-Level Ionizing
Radiation,” which was recently prepared on contract to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I hope to complete contractual arrangements with the U.S.
Government within the next few weeks regarding ERI’s work.
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GINS EURG, FE LOMAN, WEIL AND 8RESS Mrs . Alice Buck
April 16, 1981
Page Two

If you are still interested in serving as a translator in
this project, I would like to know what arrangements you would
deem acceptable. Obviously, any final contract would be nego-
tiated directly between you and the U.S. Government or the
Trust Territory Government.

Without committing you or ERI to a timetable, I would
imagine that ERI could first send you the lay booklet (hope-
fully no more than 10 or 15 pqges) , at which point you and
ERI could schedule a meeting to discuss the translation. I
would estimate that the trip to Kili would be similar in
length and substance to the one last October and would probably
require several days of background meetings and preparation
with ERI (perhaps to be held on Kwajalein) . I assume that,
in light of your work for DOE last year, you would need less
preparation for this work than you needed for the DOE project.

I hope that the booklet will be ready for translation
by July or August and that a trip to Kili can be planned
for September or early October at the latest.

Please write to me at your earliest convenience. Everyone
involved in last year’s project~ most especially the Bikinians,
was very pleased with the job you did, and I hope you will
be able to help us out once again.

Sincerely,

P & /#J2’yY
Jonathan M. eisgall

JMW/dmk
Enclosure
cc: Bikini\Kili Council (w\o encl.)

Mr. Billy Lee Hart, Acting Deputy
Assistant Secretary - Operations
~erritcrial and International Affairs (w\o encl.)

@r. Bruce Wachholz (w/o encl.)

.
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JACOB DWECK
MARTHA JANE 5HfiY
SRUCE H. RABIN OVITZ
RoBERT W, HAWKINS
>OSEPH E. QESENOE
DAvID J. FRCEMAN
CELIA $?OADy
GARY J. KLEIN
PHILIP M. BAT TLE5. rn
LAWRENCE P KEL:Ep
SCOTT W. STUCKY
GAYLE FORST
RICHAF?C A. COHN
G. ST Eeti EN SAUNDERS
ALAN R. YuSPEH
SUSAN A COBB
IRA T, KASDAt4
JONATHAN M. WE ISGALL
JUDITH ANN JACOBSOF.
PETER A. CASCIATO
SUSAN BANES HfiRRtS
EDWARD J. TO LCHIN
JAMES f. WA LLACU
RENEE J. SILVER
DANA H. FOX
ROSE(?T L DEITZ

wRITER’S DIRECT DIA. NUMBER

(202) 637-9104

Mr. Stephen H. Greenleigh

Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environment, Safety and Health

U. S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Green leigh:

Pursuant to your letter to me of August 19, enclosed
is a proposal from Epidemiology Resources I Inc. (ERI)

concerning the independent radiological assessment of
Bikini Atoll.

With respect to the statement at page 2 of your August
19 letter, please be advised that, as counsel to the People
of Bikini, I have been authorized to acknowledge that
execution of a contract with ERI will constitute full and
complete compliance by the Department of Energy in fulfilling
its obligations under the terms of the Memorandum Agreement
settling People of Bikini v. Seamans, et al., Civil No. 75-348.—
(D-Ha. ).

I look forward to working with you and other members of
the Department of Energy in expediting all necessary depart-
mental procurement requirements so that the attached proposal
can be implemented promptly.

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

#

4%22/?’4z+a
Jonathan M. Weisgall

JMW\dmk
Enclosure
cc : Bikini Council (w\encl.)

.Nancy Dreyer (w\o encl.)
~,~~ Bruce Wachholz (w\encl. )
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5.

Additional Guidance .Needed for Enewetak
. Cleanup of Pu Contaminated Soil

.

Over what area or areas should Pu-in-soil’measurements be averaged:
/ / , ‘,! L’i’14 ‘t:

In-Situ measurements? ‘
@$/2 L!(!@:.L :[?::”’;:;;’:;.,.,#f;

a.

Soil sampling?
.

b.

# &.Ji’J t ‘

To what areas should the Pu cleanup crite~ia, 40 Pcilg and 400 p~’g; -..~

[Z :!0’ :(..-t!:ri::fif[:[: /4; -))!t”7f & ytw:’”~~be applied? /. @&&.,b L<)-f!:!(fli:x ~ ~~ ~’~’LLd:c/[(‘ : .

Looking at past survey results compared with the cleanup cr~terla,
.. >A:

which islands need cleanup? What levels of assurance that the

criteria are met without cleanup are reasonable and attainable?
..

For certification of islands for which cleanup of Pu has been

performed:

a. What data are required?
. .

b. How are the data to be evaluated?-

Co What are goals that are likely to be attainable in terms of

the assurance that can be give~ that the cleanup criteria have

been met? .“

For cleanup operations, is there some optimum combination of In-Situ,

soil sampling, and ‘wetchemistry meastirementsthat yields the most
.

relevant information to guide contaminated soil removal at the least

cost? Can a generalized approach be developed for use with all islands

or should guidance be derived for the known conditifins
“ of each island

requiring change?



Table 13. Number of sample locationson each island.

Approx Assumed No. of sample locations .
area, mean 23’Pu Surface,

Island
,.5 ~t2 profiles

activity, PC i/g o-15 cm

/

Slrati-
ficatipn

9

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

4,

28

14

9

“6

12

8

3

3

4

3

3

3

,3

3

i3RUCE

REX -

GLENN

HENRY

lRWIN

JAMES

KEITH

LEROY

DAVID

ELMER

FRED

rhase I
Group I

25

13

7.5

4.8
,

11

7

48 1- 53 7
phase I
Group II

80

64

10

8
80 1

140 1

14
phase I
Croup III

0.25 1

0,25 1

0.89 1

1,74 1

1.39 1

0.61 “ 1

1.01 1

SAM .

TOM

URIAH

WALT

VAN

ALVIN

CLYDE

ALICE

BELLE

CLARA

DAISY

EDNA

KATE

LUCY

PERCY

MARY

NANCY

OLIVE

PEARL

TILDA

uRSULA

\’ERA

WILhlA

IRENE “

JANET

SALLY
(including

SALLY’S CHILD)

YvONNE
(south)
yvONNE
(north)

1

2

1

1
~.

1

4

2

4

5

4
3..

.

4

4,

3

4

22

33
Phase 11
Group I

10 50

20 “ 50

2. 50

6 50

0.3 50

9

15

26
. .

22 2

4

1“

3

4

4

4’

5“”

4

3

3

PhaseH
Group 11

8 ““50

10,5 50

1 50

6 50

9 50

14 50

27 50

15, , 50

12 50

10 50

.7. 50

22

5

22

22

23

45

33

27

22

22

20 100

120 50

37 50 (west end) 34 9

10 (elsewhere).

14

12

18 50 51 9

25 Highly variab~c o 46

.
. . .
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iamplcs.

137c~
>/

0..05

0.07

0.04

0.09

0.03

0.15

0.03

0.06

0.07

0.17

0.06

0.08

0.08

0.08 ‘

0.31

0.07

0.08

0.07”

0.05

0.09
—-.—. -----

ions were

pies COl-

,e data f@r

~arized in

islands in

densclY

ace, Th~’

,ctil.itics

,ICSfort~:f

Activity,pCi\g}{adiO- The radioactivityseems to be fairly
Mean Range .~,tic]idc homogeneously distributed throughout the

“’”Sr 80 14-430 “ island, even though considerable con-

137@ 36 5.6-141 struction activities,, such as the building

:~%u 12 3;9-68 of an airstrip along the center of the

GoCo 5.9 1.4-33 island and large-scale earth grading at

“f’able15. Enewetak soildata, “northern islands” (pCi/gintop 15 cm).

239PU . 60Co
‘OSr

137CS

Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

.\lJcE 3,9-68 ~ 5.9

!\!:LLE Dense

Sparse

(“1.ARA

!),\lS}’Dense

Sparse

[:[)SA

!I{ENE

!;\SET

. }:ATE Dense

Sparse

1.[’CY

il A RY
\Axcx

I’ERCY .

()1.l~E Dense

Sparse

~’t:ARL Hot spot

Remainder

1{[‘l]y

“\LLY

~iI.DA Dens e

Sparse

‘lMl!LA

‘$!;f{,j

“tl.~lA

80

123

44

65

190

32

46

30

44

67

11

32

29

36

13

22

4.5

62

17

12

8.4

27

8.7

6.8

6.3

3.3

1.7

6.4

14-430

14-670

35-130

13-310

100-380

16-120

30-220

5.9-570

1.6-630

37-200

1.6-49

10-83

11-140

16-110

3.6-73.

4.6-70

2;0-11

35-140

3.2-61

7.1-63

0.87-140

17-54

2.2-47

2.0-19

‘1.1-68

0.26-13

0.09-20

1.2-30

36 c 5.6-141 12 1.4-33

48

8.6

26

11

3.8

4.2

3.2

1.6

24

4.8

11

9.9

1.2

0.94

8.5

0.16

19

7.6

1.4

3.0

8.4

1.0

1.7

2.0

14-170 26

3.3-44 11,

5.6-110 22

3.4-33 .41

0.86-9.0

2.7-6.4

0.22-41

0.57-180

18-37

1.8-16

2.2-25

5.6-26

6.0-28

0.12-17

3.5-28.

0.07-11

7.4-55

1.2-34

0.71-7.2

0.03-30

3.5-20 “

15

18

11

8.5,

17.

2.3

7.7”

8.0

9.1

3.5

7.7

2.8

51

11

7.3

4.3

7.6

0.04-5.3 .2.5

0.13-7.8 1.3

0.03-12 2.5

1.3 “ 0.31-7.2 -1.1.

0.40 0.02-3.6 3.2

0.30 0.03-9.0 2.7

7.2-130v 10

5.8-26 4.6

3.5-88~ 6.4

22-98 ~ 11

3.8-33 0.85

13-24 0.43

2.4-2804 5.4

0.08-170~ 1.9

8.6-50~ 2.7

0.17-14 ‘0.46

2.4-22 “ 1.5

2.0-35 1.5

2.3-28 1.6

1.5-23 0.47

2.2-30 “ 1.5

1.9-4.1 0.11

15-530 J 12

0.85-100~4.l

3.0-24 - 0.93

0.21-13040.54

1.4-17 1.2

1.1-34 0.37

0.26-7.3 0.31

0.60-25 0.30

0.1-5.3 0.12

0.02-50~ 0.64

0.34-18 0.13

3.1-30

2.4-9.6

0.91-20

6.4-26

0.37-7.4

0.33-0.63

0..12-520

0.02-33

1.6-5.9

0.03-3.5

0.26-3.8

0.74-4.8

0.56-5.3

0.08-2.9

0.65-4.1

0.05-0.31

3.6--70

0.49-49

0.29-16

0.05-69

0.61-1.9

0.21-1.7

0.05-1.7

0.02-2;2

0.01-0.7

0.01-20

0.03-1.6

‘Ailhcrn
“~YONNE

‘, Rhe rl)
h(:aches
““~
,(l~~i; - Because of the complex distributionof activitieson Northern YVONNE no

single mean value for an isotope can be used for the island as a whole with-
out being misleading. Readers should consult the YVONNll discussion in
this section and the detailed data in :\ppendix II for information pertinent to..
their interests.
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Table 16. lZnewetaksoildata,southernislands(pCi/gintop 15”cm).

‘OSr
137CS 239h 60co

Mean Range Mean Range Nlean Range Mean Range

Group A -
(DAVID.

. .

ELMEi,
l?RED) 0.41 0.02-4.8 0.21 0.01-2.1 0.04 0.004-0.31 0.03 0.01-0.15

Group B
(Allothers
except
LEROY)= 0.52 0.03-3.9 0.14 0.004-1.8 0.07 0.004-1.1 0.06 0.007-63

“ Group C
,.

(LEROY) 11 “ 1.6-34 3.2 0,5-10 0.63 0.02-2.0 0.58 0.04-5.0

aSAM. TOM, URIAH, VAN, ALVIN, BRUCE, CLYDE, REX, WALT, GLENN,
HENRY; IRWIN, JAMES and KEITH,

. .

thenortheasternend, tookplaceduring.

theweapons-testingperiod. This rela-

tivehomogeneity is also supported by the

,resultsof the aerial survey.

The activitiesas a functionof depth,

obtained from Locations 24, 26, and 100
,

withinthe island’sinterior,follow the

general rule of a rapid decrease in activ:

itywithin the firstfew centimeters “ofthe

surface(relaxationlengthsof3-5 cm)

and thenlevelofftobecome almost

homogeneous (asdemonstrated atLoca-

tion100). Profilesamples collectedat

Locations23 and 25, which are on or

near the beaches, display essentially

homogeneous activity distributions.

BELLE—As clearlyindicatedby

thephotographs,thisislandisso heavily

vegetatedthatitwas almost impossible

topenetrate. The only exceptionis”the

northeastcorner of theisland,which is

relativelyopen with sparse vegetation.

Most ofthesoilsamples were collected

withinthedenselyvegetatedareas, ‘with

a few obtainedwithinthe sparselyvege-

tated northeast corner. The following

activities resulted:

Radio- Activity, pCi/g
nuclide Mean Ram?e

Areas of dense vegetation

‘OSr 123

137CS 48

239PU 26

60co 10

Areas of sparse vegetation

90Sr . 44

137CS -

239PU

60co

8.6

11

4.6

14-670

14-170

7.2-130

3.1.-30

35-130

3.3-44

5.8-26

2.4-9.6

The mean activities exhibited by the

samples from the northeast corner are

roughly a factor of three smaller than

those from the ‘remainder of the island.

Since only a few samples were collected

within the corner area, ” the factor of

three may or may not reflect the true

difference in the mean values. The

aerial survey resultsdo notreflectthis

difference:

-1oo-
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